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Abstract

This work focusses on the experimental study of transport dynamics for di�erent n-alcohols in
the spatial con�nement of a three-dimensional, isotropic network of meandering, cylindrical
nanopores (radius r0 ≈ 5 nm) in monolithic Vycor glass.

Due to the high surface-to-volume ratio, interfacial e�ects are particularly important in
nanoporous materials. Two such phenomena are the adsorption of molecules from a surroun-
ding vapour phase as well as a spontaneous capillary rise into the pore space when in contact
to a liquid. Using dielectric spectroscopy, the dynamic uptake of molecules has been studied
for both individual processes and a combination thereof.

As a result of the strong interactions of n-alcohols with the silica surface of the Vycor
matrix, a �xed boundary layer can form on the pore walls exhibiting properties di�erent from
the remaining pore �lling. The equilibrium states and kinetics of adsorption can be used to
determine the extent and mobility of this layer as a function of pore loading. Moreover, since
the radius of the nanopores is comparable to molecular dimensions, a signi�cant change in
the hydrodynamic boundary condition ensues for liquid transport. This has been investigated
for stationary, pressure-driven �ows and spontaneous capillary �ows as a function of the
molecule length.
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Kurzdarstellung

Im Fokus dieser Arbeit steht die experimentelle Untersuchung der Transportdynamik ver-
schiedener n-Alkohole in der beschränkten Geometrie eines dreidimensionalen, isotropen
Netzwerks von mäandrierenden, zylinderförmigen Nanoporen (Radius r0 ≈ 5 nm) in mo-
nolithischem Vycor-Glas.

Aufgrund des hohen Ober�äche-zu-Volumen-Verhältnisses sind Grenz�ächene�ekte in na-
noporösen Materialien von besonderer Bedeutung. Zwei solche Phänomene sind die Adsorpti-
on von Molekülen aus einer umgebenden Dampfphase sowie ein spontanes Kapillarsteigen in
den Porenraum im Kontakt mit einer Flüssigkeit. Mittels dielektrischer Spektroskopie wurde
die dynamische Aufnahme von Molekülen für die einzelnen Mechanismen und eine Überla-
gerung beider Prozesse untersucht.

Durch starke Wechselwirkungen der n-Alkohole mit der Siliziumoxidober�äche der Vycor-
Matrix kann sich an den Porenwänden eine gebundene Grenzschicht ausbilden, die sich in
ihren Eigenschaften von der restlichen Porenfüllung unterscheidet. Gleichgewichtszustände
und Kinetik der Gasadsorption können zur Bestimmung der Ausdehnung und Mobilität der
Wandlage in Abhängigkeit der Porenfüllung genutzt werden. Da der Radius der Nanoporen
zudem vergleichbar mit molekularen Größenordnungen ist, ergibt sich für den Transport von
Flüssigkeiten eine signi�kante Änderung der hydrodynamischen Randbedingung. Diese wur-
de für stationäre, druckgetriebene Flüsse und dynamische Kapillar�üsse in Abhängigkeit der
Moleküllänge ermittelt.
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1 Preface

Ever since ancient times, the microcosm fascinated philosophers and scientists alike. The idea
that a world beyond our perception exists not only in the vastness of the universe but also in
a miniature realm within our grasp inspired Demokrit, Dalton, Rutherford, Bohr and many
others to theorize what makes up material objects and causes phenomena we encounter in
our day-to-day lives.

With improved experimental methods and theoretical understanding, the striving to learn
about these things we cannot see and the curiosity to venture into smaller and smaller dimen-
sions has pioneered many scienti�c disciplines, e.g. atomic, nuclear, particle and quantum
physics, along with microbiology and chemistry. Besides a purely academic interest of com-
prehensive theoretical understanding, the �eld of nanotechnology that has emerged in the
past decades has been particularly successful in �nding technical applications beyond the
fundamental research. These include microscopic techniques capable of resolving and manip-
ulating single atoms (AFM, STM, SEM), miniaturized microelectronics for advanced micro-
processors and the development of functional nanoparticles and nanomaterials.

The goal of this thesis is to explore the transport properties of nanoporous solids, which
are synthesized with the purpose of introducing voids (pores) of de�ned nanoscale dimensions
into a solid. On one hand, the pores are molecular sieves, allowing selective, size-dependent
passage of particles through the pore entrances [1, 2]. On the other hand, they act as a com-
bined �ow channel and geometric con�nement holding a chosen medium, e.g. condensed
gases, simple liquids and complex molecules such as proteins and polymers [3]. In the pro-
duction processes of many nanoporous materials, molecular self-organization is exploited to
ensure uniform properties over macroscopic distances. This is also the case for the material
of choice in this work, nanoporous Vycor glass, which is manufactured as a monolithic solid
of macroscopic extent. On the inside, Vycor features an isotropic, interconnected network of
meandering, nearly cylindrical pores with a tunable, narrow distribution of pore sizes in the
order of∼ 10 nm [4]. These characteristics of Vycor are bene�cial for the use as a model pore
system in experiments on transport dynamics in nanoscale geometries [5].
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1. Preface

Detailed knowledge of the �uid dynamics and interactions of matter on molecular scales is
a crucial requirement for many technical applications of nanoporous materials, e.g. in chem-
ical catalysis, microbiological research and medical technology [6, 7, 8, 9]. As the widths
of nanopores are comparable with typical molecular sizes, liquid and gas �ow exhibit phe-
nomenological di�erences to their respective counterparts in macroscopic settings [10, 11].
In particular, as a result of the high surface-to-volume ratio in nanoporous materials, interfa-
cial e�ects of the pore walls have substantial impact on total macroscopic transport of matter
[12].

In this work, the transport of gases and liquids in nanoporous materials will be studied
experimentally: The adsorption and di�usion of molecules from a gaseous phase into the
pores as well as a �ow of liquid by spontaneous capillary rise or resulting from a constant
driving pressure di�erence. All of these processes are in some way dependent on molecular
interactions with the interfaces. Hence, the combination of the porous solid and the liquid or
gas �lling is of great importance. For the experiments, the n-alcohols (CnH2n+2O) have been
chosen as pore �llings. These polar, organic molecules exhibit similar characteristics for a
variable alkyl chain length along with strong dipolar interactions because of the functional
OH– group, allowing a comparison of e�ects for a similar chemistry and di�erent molecular
sizes. When introduced to the nanoscale con�nement of Vycor, strong interactions with the
high-energy silica surface are expected. As a result, the intermolecular forces within the pore
�lling, the molecular mobility and the possible mechanisms are di�erent from macroscopic
bulk transport.

The experiments carried out in this work utilise macroscopic measurements on the samples
containing alcohols, mainly dielectric spectroscopy. This allows the detection of polar pore
�llings by the additional contribution to the resulting complex permittivity spectra. In con-
trast to other macroscopic methods such as gravimetric measurements [5], dielectric spectro-
scopy o�ers spatial selectivity by the electrode placement. Moreover, the dielectric spectra
also potentially provide insight into the molecular mobility, e.g. as a modi�ed dipole relaxa-
tion. Although a macroscopic detection seems counter-intuitive in the study of e�ects in the
nanometre and sub-nanometre range, it will be shown conclusively that a consistent micro-
scopic behaviour can be observed with this technique.
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2 Methods and Materials

2.1. Properties of the Nanoporous Matrix

2.1.1. Introduction to Porous Solids

Porous solids are a class of heterogeneous condensed matter. They consist of a solid phase
(matrix) and embedded voids (pores). Depending on the microstructure, pore space connectiv-
ity and pore geometry, further classi�cations can be introduced.

A simple means of describing a porous solid is the characteristic width dp of the pores.
Generally, dp can take values from macroscopic sizes, e.g. in porous rocks such as pumice
down to atomic dimensions, as in zeolite molecular sieves. Within the scope of this work, the
focus is set on nanoporous matrices. By de�nition, these materials contain pores that measure
less than 100 nm in at least one dimension. A more detailed naming scheme has been de�ned
by the IUPAC [13]:

Microporous solids: dp ≤ 2 nm

Mesoporous solids: 2 nm < dp ≤ 50 nm

Macroporous solids: 50 nm < dp

Although the above classi�cation and the respective limits seem arbitrary, there are some
characteristic di�erences in physical properties that separate micro-, meso- and macroporous
solids, e.g. for vapour condensation inside the pores, see Sec. 3.4.1.

A common feature to all nanoporous materials is a high internal surface area and con-
sequently a high surface-to-volume ratio in the pore space. Therefore, surface forces and
interfacial e�ects in nanopores are of utmost importance in the understanding of molecular
transport. Moreover, with pore radii approaching molecular dimensions, the validity of con-
tinuum theory and macroscopic transport equations has to be questioned. A more in-depth
discussion of �uid transport in nanopores can be found in Sec. 5 and Sec. 7.
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2. Methods and Materials

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.1.: Illustration of cross-sections through di�erent porous media: (a) Solid containing only
closed pores, (b) In granular porous media, solid grains in aggregation de�ne an interstitial pore
volume, (c) Rigid solid matrix containing a network of pores, (d) Ordered pore array.

Besides the typical length scales, it is important to consider the spatial arrangement of pores
within the matrix and their connectivity to the boundary of the �nite porous solid. An over-
view of some possible con�gurations is depicted in Fig. 2.1.

A simple system is given by a distribution of (arbitrarily shaped) void bubbles within a
solid matrix with no connections to the outside, see Fig. 2.1(a). These so-called ‘closed pores’
are often found as structural defects in many materials such as rocks or cast metal due to
their natural formation or fabrication processes. As closed pores do not allow liquid or gas
exchange (with respect to di�usion through the solid), these materials are not of interest for
this work.

One type of porous media with ‘open pores’ is given by the inverse structure to a closed
pore system, as depicted in Fig. 2.1(b). Here, solid grains are aggregated in close proximity and
the interstitial spacing between the particles forms a connected pore space, in which liquid
and gas transport can occur. However, this void space features a complex geometry with a
broad distribution of characteristic widths. These systems are usually referred to as ‘granular
porous media’, with many examples occuring naturally, e.g. soils, sandstone.

A third type of porous material is a rigid, monolithic solid phase containing a network of
interconnected, open pores. The pore shape in these systems can range from random cracks to
well de�ned ducts. The vast majority of porous solids features pores with random orientation,
see Fig. 2.1(c). The nanoporous Vycor matrix used in this work belongs to this class of porous
media.

A special case of pore networks are ‘ordered porous materials’, see Fig. 2.1(d). This class of
nanomaterials with non-connecting pores in parallel to a speci�c axis is mainly produced in
self-organising processes, e.g. porous silicon, silica compounds with hierarchic pore structure
(MCM-41, SBA-15) and anodized aluminium oxide (AAO) [14, 15, 16].

In all of the above structures, an important parameter for the characterization of porous
solids is the relative volume fraction of pore space in relation to the sample volume that con-
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2.1. Properties of the Nanoporous Matrix

stitutes the sample porosity Φ:
Φ =

Vpores
Vsample

(2.1)

In the context of �uid �ow, the porosity directly relates to both the amount of �uid the matrix
can hold as well as the hydraulic permeability, see Sec. 7.2.2. The value of Φ can be determ-
ined experimentally, e.g. by the mass increase of a porous sample upon �lling or by other
techniques probing the molar uptake into the pore space, see Sec. 4. For di�erent porous
media, porosities can range from very low values Φ ≈ 0 in closed pore systems to Φ > 95 %

in aerogels [17].

2.1.2. Fabrication and Structure of Porous Vycor Glass

Vycor® is a trademark of Corning Inc. for porous and reconstructed glasses produced from
sodium borosilicate glass SiO2 / B2O3 / Na2O, as patented in 1934 [18]. Originally, the goal was
the production of non-porous, high purity silica glass without the need for high temperatures
T > 2000 ◦C that are required in the manufacturing of fused quartz glass. Porous Vycor glass
was at �rst considered only an intermediate product in this process. The production work
�ow consists of three consecutive process steps:

1. Heat treatment of homogeneous alkali borosilicate glass induces phase separation.

2. Chemical etching dissolves the alkali-/boron rich phase and yields porous Vycor
glass (trade name VYCOR 7930).

3. Sintering of VYCOR 7930 produces reconstructed, non-porous glass with high silica
content (trade name VYCOR 7913).

From now on, the term Vycor will be used exclusively for the porous variety, VYCOR 7930.
The characteristics of the nanopores result from a self-organising behaviour and subsequent
selective etching in the �rst two process steps, which will now be elucidated. Additional
information can be found in [4, 19].

Step 1 of this process relies on the spontaneous de-mixing of certain compositions of sodium
borosilicate glasses, e.g. 67 at.% SiO2 / 26 at.% B2O3 / 7 at.% Na2O. In the melt, the components
mix readily and on fast cooling (‘quenching’), this state is preserved in the resulting glass. If
subsequently heated above a critical temperature T > 500 ◦C to ∼ 740 ◦C depending on
the composition, the miscibility of silica (SiO2) with the alkali-/boric oxide (Na2O/B2O3) is
reduced. Over time, a spontaneous phase separation is observed.

17



2. Methods and Materials

Figure 2.2.: Numerical simulation of spinodal decomposition in a two-dimensional binary liquid (A-
B), reproduced using an algorithm from [21]. The color-coded images depict the relative concentration
c = 0 to 1 of phase A in a 256×256 grid for simulation times t. Very small initial �uctuations result in
clearly separated structures that show a narrow distribution of structure widths for all times. As time
passes, the separated domains increase in size. An animated version of the above simulation is found
in the supplemental material to this document.

The physical mechanism for this dynamic behaviour is spinodal decomposition: Random ini-
tial �uctuations in concentration are ampli�ed over time by a di�usion �ux1 so that the free
energy of the system is minimized. A theoretical model is given by the Cahn-Hilliard equa-
tion that describes the evolution of the concentration scalar �eld c(x, y, z, t) [20]. A numerical
solution for small and random initial �uctuations in 2D has been realized in a MATLAB pro-
gram in [21]. Simulated results using this algorithm are depicted in Fig. 2.2.

In step 2, the Na2O/B2O3 phase is removed by a selective acid leaching process with HCl,
HNO3 or H2SO4. As SiO2 is insoluble and does not react with the chemicals, a �nal compos-
ition of almost pure silica (≥ 96%) is achieved. The remaining impurities can be attributed
to small concentrations of the alkali/boron phase captured in the silica phase as well as on
the phase boundaries. From the initial composition, one can deduce that the resulting volume
fraction removed by acid leaching and thus the porosity is in the order of ∼ 30 %.

1In contrast to nucleation and nucleus growth, the di�usive process results from a gradient in chemical potential
in opposite direction to the concentration gradient (= uphill di�usion).
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2.1. Properties of the Nanoporous Matrix

Figure 2.3.: Electron micrographs of porous Vycor glass, recorded by scanning electron microscopy
at di�erent magni�cations: (a)×50000 magni�cation, (b)×100000 magni�cation. The microstructure
of the silica matrix, as resolved by this imaging technique, exhibits a random orientation and narrow
width distribution. These characteristics persist over the entire sample surface. Images courtesy of J.
Schmauch, AG Birringer, Saarland University.

The structure of Vycor can be visualised by scanning electron microscopy of its surface, which
is depicted in Fig. 2.3. Here, the interconnected microstructure of the silica matrix is clearly
visible and a remarkable similarity to the two-dimensional simulation in Fig. 2.2 can be noted,
as the resolved silica structures all have comparable widths. The surface characteristics of a
cut Vycor sample are uniform over macroscopic distances, hence it is a reasonable assumption
that this is also true in the sample volume. Fig. 2.3 also allows a �rst estimate of pore shape
and size by image analysis of pore entrances perpendicular to the image plane. These pore
cross-sections exhibit a nearly circular shape, hence it is appropriate to use an equivalent
diameter dp as a size reference. However, this method has poor statistical signi�cance, since
only a very limited section of the pore space is assessed. A better experimental technique will
be introduced in Sec. 3.4.

2.1.3. Mechanical Properties and Sample Preparation

Due to the rigid, connected structure of its silica matrix, the mechanical properties of Vycor are
comparable to non-porous glasses. It is thus possible to utilise many widespread machining
techniques such as cutting and turning with diamond tools or mechanical polishing for sample
preparation. The monolithic Vycor samples can be tailored to �t the individual geometric
requirements for an experimental application, which is one of the key advantages compared
to other porous materials.

The downside of Vycor glass are the brittle fracture characteristics. This is problematic in
high-pressure applications and introduces experimental limitations that will be further ad-
dressed in Sec. 8.2.
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2. Methods and Materials

heating
>250°C
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100°C

2 2 drying
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			cutting 		grinding
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sputter
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d
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Figure 2.4.: Typical sample preparation procedure and sample geometry. The porous glass rods are
machined to size, chemically cleansed and electrodes are applied to the cuboid samples. The �nal
dimensions are given as a length l, height h0 and depth d.

The total work sequence for sample preparation is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. For most experiments,
a cuboid sample geometry of∼ 10×10×1 mm (l×h0×d) has been chosen2. Samples were cut
to size from cylindrical rods with a circular diamond saw. By subsequent abrasive smoothing
of the sample faces, macroscopic surface roughness could be reduced to ∆d ≈ 50 µm. For
equilibrium adsorption experiments in Sec. 4, where d < 1 mm was required, a mechanical
polishing apparatus was utilised to further reduce the sample thickness. After machining, the
samples were cleaned using a chemical treatment, see Sec. 2.1.4 for details. Before use in an
experiment, electrodes were applied on the large opposite sample faces. For most experiments,
a sputter coating with gold ensures the electrical contact of the entire surface in a dielectric
spectroscopy setup, see Sec. 2.2. The gold layer does not obstruct gas or liquid �ow into
the pore space, which was veri�ed in preliminary experiments for this work and was even
observed when trying to forcefully plug the pore entrances by additional sputter coating with
SiO2 [22]. In some cases, a sealing of the external surface is required, e.g. when vapour intake
needs to be excluded. This is achieved by coating the with sample epoxy resin, which also
serves as an adhesive for solid plate electrodes (Cu sheet metal).

2.1.4. Chemical properties

The almost pure silica matrix of Vycor is chemically very stable and does not react with most
chemicals because of the strong bonding of silicon and oxygen atoms. On the pore walls,
the situation is di�erent: On one hand, it is expected that a considerable amount of unknown
impurities from the manufacturing process agglomerates on the interfaces. On the other hand,
the silica surface features silanol groups (Si−OH) that result from the reaction of unsaturated
surface bonds (Si · , Si−O · ) with water during manufacturing [23]. These covalent-bonded
surface silanol groups are highly polarized and tend to form hydrogen bonds to one another
when in close proximity, or to other chemicals, when present [24].

2A detailed sample reference including the individual dimensions is given in Appendix A.
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2.1. Properties of the Nanoporous Matrix

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5.: Enhanced contrast photographs of contaminated and clean Vycor. (a) When exposed to
air, the uptake of organic molecules from the surroundings causes a discoloration of the porous matrix.
(b) When applying a cleaning procedure, organic contaminants can be fully removed, resulting in a
transparent sample.

Because of these strong interactions on the internal surface, Vycor is prone to contaminants
from the outside. Most notably, a water layer is expected when Vycor is stored in an aqueous
or humid environment [25]. Besides, it is also observed that organic molecules from the sur-
roundings contaminate porous solids. If Vycor is exposed to ambient conditions for a pro-
longed time, these impurities become noticeable as a brownish hue, as depicted in Fig. 2.5(a).
The following cleaning procedure, as sketched in Fig. 2.4, was applied to every sample before
use in an experiment:

1. Heating of the sample in air to temperatures > 200 ◦C causes chemical decomposi-
tion of complex organic compounds into simpler molecules, sample blackens.

2. Chemical treatment in hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) at≈ 100 ◦C until sample becomes
transparent. In the process, contaminants are oxidised mostly into water and gaseous
carbon dioxide.

3. Storage in dilute hydrogen peroxide until needed.

4. Heating and evaporation of liquid from the pores at elevated temperatures ∼ 50 ◦C.

5. Short-term storage in desiccator with microporous silica gel drying agent.

By following these steps, it is ensured that no organic impurities remain in the pore space.
The sample is then transparent, see Fig. 2.5(b). In order to avoid recontamination, exposure to
ambient air is minimized to the process of mounting into the sample setup (∼ 5 min). Still, due
to the aqueous environment during cleaning, a strongly adsorbed water monolayer is expected
to remain on the pore walls. Only if a strong vacuum (≈ 10−6 mbar) and high temperatures
(> 190 ◦C) are applied for a prolonged time period, a complete removal of residual water is
guaranteed [23]. Accordingly, r0 will refer to the pore radius in this state without water layers.
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2. Methods and Materials

2.2. Dielectric Spectroscopy

2.2.1. Introduction to Dielectric Spectroscopy

The main experimental technique in this work is dielectric spectroscopy. This method is used
to analyse the frequency dependent response of a macroscopic dielectric sample to an external
electrical excitation �eld. The resulting signal is closely related to the dynamics of both free
and bound charged particles, in particular molecules with a static dipole moment. In the
following, the theory of dielectrics shall be elucidated, these concepts are taken from [26].

In Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism, the static electric displacement �eldD in a dielec-
tric material is de�ned as the sum of the contributions from an external electric �eldE and a
polarization density P ,

D = ε0E + P , (2.2)

where ε0 = 8.854 · 10−12 A s
V m denotes the vacuum permittivity.

According to Gauss’ law, the electric �eldE is de�ned by a spatial density ρf of free charge
carriers, e.g. a static charge in an electrode at the boundary of the dielectric material, whereas
the polarization density P results from bound charges ρd inside the dielectric. There are many
microscopic mechanisms contributing to the polarization, which will be discussed in Sec. 2.2.3.
For now, P can be described as a linear function of E,

P = ε0χE. (2.3)

Here, χ denotes the electric susceptibility, i.e. a coe�cient of responsiveness to the external
�eld. Inserting this into Eq. (2.2) yields

D = ε0 (1 + χ)E = ε0εE, (2.4)

with a dimensionless coe�cient ε, known as the relative permittivity or dielectric constant.
In order to access this quantity that holds information on the microscopic behaviour of the
dielectric material, the capacitance of the sample as a macroscopic property can be measured.

The capacitance of an object quanti�es its ability to hold two separated electric charges +Q

and−Q at a voltage U which is in turn related to the geometric distribution of the respective
vector �eldsD and E:

C =
Q

U
=

∮
D dA∫
E dl

. (2.5)

The surface integral on the right hand side of Eq. (2.5) is applied over the volume enclosing
one of the charge distributions, the integral in the denominator for a line segment connecting
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2.2. Dielectric Spectroscopy

both opposite charges.
A simple geometric example is a parallel plate capacitor consisting of two parallel, �at

electrodes of area A and distance d, �lled with a homogeneous dielectric material of relative
permittivity ε. For large plate areas A→∞, the electric �eld is limited to the space between
the plates, perpendicular to the electrodes and homogeneous, so thatU = Ed. As the exterior
of the capacitor is free from electric �elds, the surface integral also simpli�es to D

∫
dA =

εEA. In total, the capacitance of the ideal parallel plate capacitor is given by

C = ε0ε
A

d
. (2.6)

In �nite geometries, the boundary e�ects of the electric �eld at the edge of the capacitor plates
cause an inhomogeneous stray �eld that extends into the space outside of the capacitor plates.
Depending on the dimensions of the capacitor (and the permittivity of the surrounding me-
dium), this can be a signi�cant contribution to the total capacitance and has to be considered
in most cases when performing spectroscopy.

2.2.2. The Complex Dielectric Function

When applying an alternating electric �eld to a dielectric material, E(t) = E0 cos(ωt), with
an amplitude E0 and a frequency ω = 2πν, the material polarization P (t) reacts to this
external stimulus. As a consequence, D(t) = E(t) + P (t) also becomes a function of time,

D(t) = D0 cos(ωt− φ). (2.7)

Here, a phase shift φ has been introduced that accounts for a deferred response of the polar-
ization. Eq. (2.7) can be rewritten as

D(t) = D0 cos(φ) cos(ωt) +D0 sin(φ) sin(ωt). (2.8)

Of the two summands on the right hand side of Eq. (2.8), one is in phase with the external
�eld and one exhibits a phase shift of π/2. Using Eq. (2.4), two permittivity parameters ε′ and
ε′′ can be identi�ed accordingly,

D(t) = ε′(ω)ε0E0 cos(ωt) + ε′′(ω)ε0E0 sin(ωt). (2.9)

The coe�cient of the in-phase contribution, ε′(ω), is equal to the relative permittivity in
the static case ω → 0. Similarly, when ω > 0, ε′ is a measure of the frequency dependent
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polarization in the material. Conversely, ε′′(ω) describes the energy dissipation due to the
phase shift and is thus referred to as a ‘dielectric loss’ coe�cient.

An equal form of the above relation can also be found when interpreting the �elds as com-
plex quantities E∗ and D∗. Then, using the complex representation E∗ = E0 exp(−iωt) in
Eq. (2.9), a complex permittivity can be de�ned as

ε∗(ω) = ε′(ω)− iε′′(ω). (2.10)

ε∗ is also known as the complex dielectric function. Similarly, a complex capacitance can be
de�ned as

C∗(ω) = ε∗(ω)C0 = C ′(ω)− iC ′′(ω), (2.11)

with a geometric capacitance C0 = ε0A/d for a plate capacitor.
In non-ideal dielectrics, especially liquids, there is also a �nite ionic or electronic conduct-

ivity σ of the material. Due to the movement of charge-carriers, more energy is dissipated
and the apparent dielectric function ε∗meas in an experiment exhibits an additional contribu-
tion in the imaginary part. In order to account for this, the de�nition of the complex dielectric
function in Eq. (2.10) can be altered to

ε∗meas = ε′ − i
(
ε′′ +

σ

ωε0

)
. (2.12)

Eq. (2.12) also results from a parallel circuit of a discrete (complex) capacitance and con-
ductance. Since the losses attributed to conductivity are attenuated as a function of ω−1,
conductivity e�ects are most noticeable in the low frequency domain.

2.2.3. Polarization Mechanisms in Dielectrics

As brie�y mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1, the total polarization of a material results from multiple
di�erent sources. Fig. 2.6 gives an overview of the most common microscopic mechanisms:

Electronic polarization: In an external electric �eld, the atomic nuclei and their
orbiting electrons experience a separation of the centres of the positive and negative
charges, which results in an atomic dipole moment.

Ionic polarization: In ionic crystals, the partial lattices of anions and cations can
also be shifted from their equilibrium position under the in�uence of an electric �eld,
producing an ionic dipole moment.
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Figure 2.6.: Polarization mechanisms in dielectrics: (a) electronic polarization, (b) ionic polarization,
(c) orientation polarization, (d) interfacial polarization. A description of the physical background of
these processes is given below.

Orientation polarization: For materials that contain permanent dipoles, these are
normally disordered according to statistical mechanics. If the dipoles are free to
rearrange, there is a preferred orientation when applying an external �eld, resulting
in an additional polarization.

Interfacial polarization: In heterogeneous, microstructured materials with a �-
nite conductivity, mobile charge-carriers can accumulate at the phase boundaries.
This charge separation causes an additional dipole moment, which is known as the
Maxwell-Wagner e�ect. In Vycor, this applies to ions in liquid-�lled pores. A special
case of interfacial polarization at the macroscopic electrodes (thus named ‘electrode
polarization’) is present in the low frequency domain even for homogeneous dielec-
trics.

Each of the above mechanisms is governed by di�erent dynamic behaviour. In general, the
lower the frequency, the more e�ects add up to total polarization, ε′. The upper frequency
limit for the respective mechanism is critically determined by the length scale, e.g. sub-Å
shifts of atomic electron shells take signi�cantly less time than a displacement of ionic space
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Figure 2.7.: Frequency dependence of the complex permittivity and typical frequency limits for re-
spective mechanisms. In the low frequency domain, interfacial polarization and conductivity dominate
the real and imaginary part of the permittivity. As limiting frequencies for the above mechanisms are
reached, a drop in the real part in conjunction with a peak in the imaginary part is observed.

charges over macroscopic distances. As a result, the transition frequencies of the di�erent
polarization e�ects vary by orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 2.7. If one of these critical
frequencies is reached, a signi�cant drop in ε′ is expected. Meanwhile, the dielectric losses ε′′

reach a maximum.

2.2.4. Dipole relaxation

For the experiments performed in this work, the frequency range was typically chosen to
ν = 1 kHz to 2 MHz. Within this frequency window, the interfacial polarization and the
orientation polarization can potentially reach a limiting frequency. In case of the latter mech-
anism, an analytical description of the frequency behaviour is possible using a simple model.

From a microscopic viewpoint, dipoles can dynamically reorient in an external �eld E(ω).
The speed of this process is limited by the characteristics of the dipoles. A relaxation, i.e. a
retarded reaction of the polarization to the stimulating electric �eld, is expected, as sketched
in Fig. 2.8 for a square-wave signal. For very high frequencies, the dipoles cannot follow
the external excitation, their orientation is random. The polarization is solely caused by fast-
acting mechanisms, e.g. electronic polarization, and according to Eq. (2.3) equal to

P∞ = (ε∞ − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
χ∞

ε0E. (2.13)
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Figure 2.8.: Relaxation of sample polarization to an external �eld. If a stepwise increase or decrease
of the electric �eld is applied, the fast-acting polarization mechanisms, e.g. electronic polarization,
cause an instantaneous reaction of the internal polarization P∞. The slower mechanism of dipole
reorientation leads to a further increase over time PD(t). If the frequency of the external �eld is
su�ciently low, a saturation value Ps = P∞ + PD is reached.

For low frequencies, the dipoles can reorient to the external �eld quasi-instantaneously and
the polarization reaches a saturation value Ps that consists of both dipole polarization PD and
high frequency contributions P∞,

Ps = PD + P∞ = (εs − 1)ε0E. (2.14)

For frequencies between the above limits, a dynamic response functionP (t) needs to be found.
A basic approach by Debye [27] relies on the assumption that the di�erential change in polar-
ization over time is proportional to the di�erence to its saturation value, which is consistent
with linear response theory [26],

dP (t)

dt =
1

τD
(Ps − P (t)) . (2.15)

Here, τD is the characteristic relaxation time that depends on the properties of the dipole
and the system, e.g. temperature, molecular dimensions. For the above situation, the total
polarization P (t) = PD(t) + P∞ needs to be used. Then, Eq. (2.15) in combination with Eqs.
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(2.13) and (2.14) results in

τD
dPD
dt + PD(t) = Ps − P∞ = (εs − ε∞) ε0E(t). (2.16)

For a periodic function E∗(t) = E0 exp(iωt), the solution of this di�erential equation is also
complex,

P ∗D(t) =
εs − ε∞
1 + iωτD

ε0E0 exp(iωt), (2.17)

with a complex permittivity
ε∗(ω)− ε∞ =

εs − ε∞
1 + iωτD

. (2.18)

Hence,
ε′(ω) = ε∞ +

εs − ε∞
1 + ω2τ2

D

(2.19)

and
ε′′(ω) = (εs − ε∞)

ω τD
1 + ω2τ2

D

(2.20)

describe the frequency dependent real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric function
for this Debye relaxation. The di�erence ∆ε = εs − ε∞ is also referred to as ‘relaxation
strength’. A plot of Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) for a given relaxation strength and time is shown in
Fig. 2.9.

It should be noted that the Debye model is an idealized representation of dipolar reori-
entation. In many real systems, the relaxation behaviour is much more complex, e.g. when
coordinated processes of dipoles are involved. The Debye model then does not adequately �t
the dielectric spectra. An empirical model has been introduced by Havriliak and Negami that
allows for asymmetrical and broadened relaxations [28].

2.2.5. Dipoles in Confinement

The Debye model from Sec. 2.2.4 also applies to systems of limited mobility. For dipoles in
a potential energy landscape V(x), where x is a generalized coordinate vector, an external
electric �eld modi�es the potential energy so that certain dipole arrangements are preferred.

As an example in one dimension, let us assume a symmetrical double-well potential and
thermal activation. None of these two stable states is preferred, the occupation probability is
equal and so is the stationary transition rate between them. If the two states represent two
opposite orientations of dipoles, the total polarization is then zero.

When applying an electric �eld, the energy of the potential wells is shifted by the �eld en-
ergy ∆V = pE for a dipole moment p as shown in Fig. 2.10. Accordingly, the occupation
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Figure 2.9.: Real and imaginary part of the permittivity for a Debye relaxation, for exemplary relax-
ation strength ∆ε = 7 and relaxation time τD = 1

2π
10−5 s. The high-frequency permittivity has been

chosen to ε∞ = 2.

probability of the low energy state in equilibrium is higher, corresponding to a net polariza-
tion. For any initial di�erence from this equilibrium, it can be shown that the transition rate
is a linear function of the occupation di�erence [26]. This is an analogous formulation of Eq.
(2.15) which results in a Debye relaxation.

This consideration applies equally to an interacting ensemble of dipoles, e.g. in a liquid,
and to dipoles in proximity to an interface. However, depending on the respective potential
function, the equilibrium arrangement of dipoles is not necessarily the same in both cases.
This can result in a di�erence of maximum polarisation PD and hence the relaxation strength
∆ε. Whether or not this is also the case in Vycor will be discussed in Sec. 2.3.3. Moreover,
the relaxation time τD directly results from the transition rates and is thus critically related
to the underlying potential. As a result, in nanoporous materials, the relaxation behaviour in
the vicinity of the pore walls deviates from the bulk liquid [29, 30].
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Figure 2.10.: Dipole in an external potential in one dimension. For zero electric �eld, the potential
is assumed to have two equally stable minima. When switching on a constant �eld, the potential is
distorted and an energy di�erence corresponding to the energy of dipole arrangement is introduced
between both states.

2.2.6. Effective Medium Theory

Besides the previously discussed e�ects of microstructure, i.e. the additional interfacial polar-
ization, and the local variation in dipole relaxation strength and frequency, there is also an
inherent e�ect of the geometric distribution of di�erent phases on the �elds D and E inside
the sample. On a microscopic scale, the shape of the inter-phase boundary and the component
permittivities εA, εB de�ne local �elds D(x) and E(x). This spatial �eld distribution is not
accessible using macroscopic experimental techniques.

However, in many cases, only the macroscopic properties of a heterogeneous material are
of interest. For static �elds, an e�ective permittivity εe� can be de�ned that relates the spatial
average of the �elds,

〈D〉 = εe� ε0 〈E〉 . (2.21)

Then, the de�nition of a static capacitance in Eq. (2.6) can be corrected by replacing the
homogeneous ε with εe�.

For simple geometries, the e�ective permittivity can be modelled as a function of the com-
ponent permittivities and the spatial component distribution. As an example, the Maxwell-
Garnett rule analytically derives an e�ective permittivity for a composite of randomly dis-
tributed, spherical particles in a matrix material. Unfortunately, for unknown or complex
geometries, no comparable analytic solution can be found [31, 32].

Instead of a precise value of εe�, one can deduct theoretical boundary values. It can be
shown that the absolute limits (‘Wiener bounds’) of the permittivity for heterogeneous media
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Figure 2.11.: Wiener limits for e�ective permittivity in heterogeneous media. The maximum and
minimum e�ective permittivity for a two component system are de�ned by a layered structure per-
pendicular or parallel to the �eld vectors. This corresponds to a parallel or serial circuit of the two
partial capacitances.

can be represented by a layered microstructure, as shown in Fig. 2.11. This geometry is
equivalent to a discrete parallel (left) or serial circuit (right) of the individual phases weighted
by the relative volume vA = VA/V occupied by component A:

εe�,max = vAεA + (1− vA)εB (2.22)

and
εe�,min =

εAεB
vAεA + (1− vA)εB

. (2.23)

Note that these boundaries are strictly limited to static �elds and purely real component per-
mittivities (ε′′ = 0). In good approximation, the limits will also hold for dynamic �elds in a
quasi-static situation (λ > 2πδ) if the wavelength of the electric �eld λ = c/ν is signi�cantly
larger than structure widths δ. For nanoporous Vycor, due to the uniformity over macro-
scopic distances and the narrow distribution of structure widths, this condition is satis�ed on
the entire experimental frequency range.

For �nite conductivity or dielectric losses of the components, the limits of the e�ective per-
mittivity correspond to a de�ned region in the complex plane. The detailed construction of
the region boundary is described in [32, 33]. Depending on the complex component permit-
tivities, the real part of the e�ective permittivity can even exceed the Wiener limit of the real
parts according to Eq. (2.22). Fig. 2.12 depicts such calculated boundaries in a model system
(Vycor / ethanol+ions) using a numerical solution from [34].
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Figure 2.12.: Limiting region of the complex e�ective permittivity. black lines: complex Wiener
bounds, blue lines: isotropic material bounds. Both regions are calculated for a composite of complex
component permittivities ε∗A = 25.8+ i 80 and ε∗B = 3.9+ i 0.04, at a volume fraction vA = 0.275 of
component A. These values correspond to the static permittivity of ethanol with an assumed increase
of the imaginary part resulting from ionic conductivity (A) and an extrapolated complex permittiv-
ity for Vycor (B). When ignoring the imaginary parts in this composite, an upper Wiener bound of
εe�,max = 9.9 is found according to Eq. (2.22), which is exceeded by ε′e� in a large part of the complex
region. The red cross shows a measured e�ective permittivity for a Vycor sample �lled with ethanol
in comparison, see Sec. 2.3.3.

In the context of the experiments in this work, this de�nition of complex limits is not suited
as a theoretical model. Although some re�nements resulting in smaller regions in the com-
plex plane have been proposed for isotropic and percolating components [32], there is still a
large uncertainty in the prediction. Furthermore, any model relies on explicit knowledge of
the complex dielectric function of both components, which is problematic for a �lled Vycor
sample, since ionic contaminants critically in�uence the dielectric losses of the liquid phase,
see Sec. 2.3.2. In order to resolve this shortcoming, Sec. 2.3.3 will introduce an empirical
procedure.

2.3. Dielectric Properties of Vycor and Confined Liquids

2.3.1. Empty Vycor Matrix

The e�ective dielectric function of the empty porous Vycor matrix and liquid-�lled sample
(vyc_iso_2, see App. A) have been measured for a frequency range ν = 1 kHz to 2 MHz using
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a setup that will be described in detail in Sec. 4.1.2. For the empty Vycor matrix, the resulting
spectra are depicted in Fig. 2.13.
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Figure 2.13.: Dielectric spectra of the empty Vycor matrix at room temperature (T = 297 K): (a) real
part, (b) imaginary part of the complex permittivity.

In the real part of the empty Vycor matrix, a nearly constant plateau of the mean value
ε̄ ′Vyc = 2.91 ± 0.07 was observed. The imaginary part ε′′ is very small for the entire fre-
quency range with a mean value of ε̄ ′′Vyc = 0.025±0.005. Hence, there is neither a measurable
conductivity nor a relaxation process for the empty Vycor matrix in the speci�ed frequency
range. Both spectra also show some experimental limitations: The jump at ≈ 100 kHz is an
arti�cial error caused by the measuring instrument and is present in every spectrum, so that
this speci�c frequency has to be disregarded. Moreover, some negative values were recorded
in the spectrum of ε′′. These are a result of the uncertainty in the calibration spectra (see App.
C) which is problematic for small imaginary parts. As we shall see, this problem is resolved
upon �lling.
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2.3.2. Polar Liquids Confined to Vycor

When inserting a polar liquid into the Vycor pore space, the primary e�ect in the dielectric
function should be a rise in the real part of the permittivity due to the additional dipole ori-
entation polarization. If the dipole relaxation occurs above the experimental frequency range,
as is expected for the n-alcohols [35], the increase ∆ε′ is constant for each frequency. In the
imaginary part, the observed dielectric losses then mainly depend on the conductivity of the
liquid. These contributions to ε′′ are a function of the frequency according to Eq. (2.12). In
addition, if interfacial polarization is signi�cant, there will be another frequency dependent
increase in both spectra at lower frequencies, as sketched in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.14.: Dielectric spectra of ethanol con�ned to Vycor pores at room temperature (T = 297 K):
(a) real part, (b) imaginary part of the complex permittivity.
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Fig. 2.14 depicts the measured dielectric spectra for a Vycor sample �lled with ethanol
(C2H5OH) in comparison to the plateau values ε̄ ′Vyc and ε̄ ′′Vyc of the empty matrix. In both
spectra, the measurement results con�rm the above predictions:

In the real part in Fig. 2.14(a), there is a gradual, frequency dependent drop in the low
frequency domain ν ≤ 100 kHz. This can be identi�ed as a continuous relaxation of the
interfacial polarization at the liquid-solid interfaces within the matrix and at the macroscopic
electrodes over the entire frequency range. For high frequencies ν & 1 MHz however, a
�atter region is approached in the spectrum, which is consistent with the expected constant
orientation polarization in the liquid phase and an additional small remaining contribution
from interfacial e�ects. The mean e�ective permittivity for ethanol in this region amounts
to ε̄ ′Vyc+C2 = 10.8 ± 0.2. It should be noted that despite the possibly modi�ed relaxation
properties for strongly bound dipolar molecules in the pore wall potential (see Sec. 2.2.5),
neither liquid exhibited a shift of relaxation times to a measurable extent in the experiments.
As the bulk relaxation frequencies for n-alcohols (n = 10 to 1) are expected in a range ν =

50 MHz to 3 GHz [35], this indicates that the e�ect of con�nement induced immobilization
on relaxation times is limited within an order of magnitude.

For the imaginary part, the entire spectrum is dominated by high conductivity e�ects which
result in a nearly linear graph ∝ ν−1 in the logarithmic plot in Fig. 2.14(b). The high ab-
solute values of ε′′ for low frequencies also conceal any peak corresponding to the relax-
ation of interfacial polarization observed in the real part. Using Eq. (2.12), a conductivity
σVyc+C2 ≈ 1.6 · 10−4 Ω−1m−1 could be extracted. As liquid alcohols do not conduct elec-
trons, the conductivity is caused by other charge-carries, mainly ionic impurities. It is then
proportional to the product of the concentration of ions in the liquid and their mobility. In
this experiment, ethanol was inserted into the matrix from the vapour phase so that it can be
concluded that the ions are already present intrinsically. Then, the addition of a liquid �lling
solely enhances the ionic mobility. In conclusion, the spectrum of the imaginary part of the
permittivity is largely determined by the impurities in the Vycor matrix from the production
process and is consequently not used for further analysis.

2.3.3. Effective Permittivity of Liquid-filled Vycor

The exact value of the e�ective permittivity in Vycor, in accordance to the considerations in
Sec. 2.2.6, depends on the complex matrix and liquid permittivities as well as the microstruc-
ture of Vycor. Although the bulk values of both complex permittivities could theoretically be
measured separately, an additional increase in the imaginary part of the liquid is observed
when combining both phases due to the change in ionic mobility. Besides, the microstruc-
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ture is not explicitly known. Thus, it is not possible to derive a reliable value of the e�ective
permittivity a priori.

However, the results of Sec. 2.3.2 can be used to gain an empirical expression for the e�ect-
ive permittivity of the fully �lled matrix as a function of the liquid component. This is achieved
by comparing experimental real parts of e�ective permittivities, ε′e�(ν = 1 MHz) for multiple
liquids to their static bulk permittivity ε′bulk as reported in [36]. Fig. 2.15 depicts experimental
values for di�erent substances, including an empty matrix (ε′empty = ε′e�(εbulk = 1)).
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Figure 2.15.: Relation of e�ective permittivity of con�ned liquids to the bulk permittivity. E�ective
permittivities were measured at room temperature T = 298 K for a frequency ν = 1 MHz, where a
nearly constant value of the real permittivity was observed consistently for all liquids.

Most notably, the data points in Fig. 2.15 de�ne a linear relation

ε′e� = ε′empty +K
(
ε′bulk − 1

)
. (2.24)

This is consistent with e�ective medium simulations of networks of interconnected pores
that predict a linear relation for relative volume fractions Φ ≥ 25 % [37]. From a linear
�t, a coe�cient K = 0.34± 0.01 could be evaluated. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.6, the e�ective
permittivity in a composite material is determined by the component permittivity, the volume
fraction of the components as well as the local microstructure. Consequently, the factor K
can be assumed as a product of the sample porosity Φ (assuming total �lling without voids)
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and an additional empirical factor α representing the in�uence of the �eld distribution,

ε′e� = ε′empty + αΦ
(
ε′bulk − 1

)
. (2.25)

Using an experimental value Φ = 27.5 % of the sample porosity, see Sec. 4.2.1,α = 1.24±0.04

could be calculated.
Note that for lossless dielectrics, Eq. (2.25) is limited to the upper Wiener bound in Eq.

(2.22). A comparison between both relations can be made by identifying Φ = vA, ε′bulk = εA

and ε′empty = (1− αΦ)εB + αΦ · 1, resulting in an inequation

(1− αΦ)εB + αΦεA ≤ (1− Φ)εB + ΦεA (2.26)

⇔ α(εA − εB) ≤ (εA − εB). (2.27)

As the liquid permittivity exceeds the matrix permittivity (εA > εB), a value α ≤ 1 must en-
sue. The apparent violation by the empirical α = 1.24 clearly shows the signi�cant impact of
the imaginary part on the liquid permittivity, as described in Sec. 2.2.6. In this case, a complex
description of the limits for the e�ective permittivity is inevitable. Indeed, the measured com-
plex permittivity ε∗e� is well within the bounds of an isotropic e�ective medium of component
permittivities for an estimated dielectric loss coe�cient in the liquid, see Fig. 2.12.

It should be noted that the ill-de�ned imaginary permittivity of the liquid phase renders
any physical interpretation of the e�ective permittivity even more di�cult. As discussed in
Sec. 2.2.5, a reduction in the average molecular dipole moment seems very likely for a liquid in
nanoporous con�nement, which should result in a drop in the real part of the component per-
mittivity and thus also in the real part of the e�ective permittivity. However, as the increased
conductivity in the pores simultaneously modi�es the imaginary part of the component per-
mittivity, the complex boundaries with an additional uncertainty of ε′′A de�ne a broad range of
possible real parts for the e�ective permittivity. Then, only extremely strong e�ects resulting
in a violation of complex bounds are detectable in an experimental e�ective permittivity. In
contrast to this, the above results show an inconclusive behaviour that does neither con�rm
nor exclude a partial immobilization of molecules.

In summary, the high imaginary part in the permittivity of liquids con�ned to Vycor leads
to a complex e�ective sample permittivity that cannot be predicted accurately by a theoretical
model. This conceals any e�ects of local reduction in relaxation strength of con�ned alcohols.
On the upside, an empirical linear relation results in a consistent microstructure factor for
di�erent liquids.
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3 Theory of Gas Phase Adsorption

3.1. Introduction to Adsorption

The term ‘adsorption’ describes the enrichment of atoms and molecules from a gaseous or
liquid phase on solid or liquid interfaces. Adsorption is a complex, multifaceted process that
can feature chemical and spatial selectivity. There is a di�erentiation between strong, often
irreversible chemical bonding (‘chemisorption’) and weak, reversible attachment of particles
(‘physisorption’) depending on the value of the adsorption energy Eads. For this work, only
reversible adsorption from a gas phase to a solid interface will be considered. This chapter
will present the theoretical framework and models needed to describe this process. Many of
the concepts were taken from [38, 39].

The following nomenclature shall be used: The solid that is host to the adsorption process
is referred to as ‘adsorbent’, the adsorbed particles as a collective are called ‘adsorbate’. Even
in case of physisorption, the adsorbate phase usually has reduced mobility [40]. Translations
on the solid surface are then limited to an activated hopping process between adsorption sites
that will be discussed in Sec. 5.2.

The reason for the attraction to the interface are intermolecular forces at the solid bound-
ary. The exact microscopic mechanisms and the strength of the interaction potential strongly
depend on the surface chemistry and the adsorbate properties, often a combination of interac-
tions is expected. The most common examples of interactions include van-der-Waals forces,
electrostatic forces caused by ionic charges or polarized bonds, and hydrogen bonds, as de-
picted in Fig. 3.1.

The weak van-der-Waals interactions are present for every combination of adsorbate and
adsorbent, even for neutral particles on saturated surfaces, e.g. noble gases on graphite. In
porous Vycor glass, as discussed in Sec. 2.1.4, additional strong dipolar interactions and hy-
drogen bonding of the surface silanol groups are possible.
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Figure 3.1.: Illustration of di�erent surface bonds, ordered by the respective interaction strength: (a)
covalent bonds that are responsible for chemisorption, (b) hydrogen bonds, (c) electrostatic interactions
between ionic charges and dipoles, (d) van-der-Waals interactions.

3.2. Adsorption Thermodynamics

3.2.1. Free Energy Description of Adsorption

A possible description of adsorption thermodynamics results from the Helmholtz free energy
Ftot of a system consisting of an adsorbent (Fs), adsorbate (Fσ) and the gas phase (Fg). Here,
an adsorbent with homogeneous characteristics and an ideal gas are assumed. The notation
of the adsorbed phase follows the Gibbs sorption theory as reviewed by Rouquerol et al. [39].

As an extensive state function of thermodynamics, the total free energy equals the sum of
all free energies of the partial systems,

Ftot = Fs + Fσ + Fg. (3.1)

The individual free energy terms in Eq. (3.1) for the three phases are given as the potentials

Fi = Ui − TiSi. (3.2)
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3.2. Adsorption Thermodynamics

On the right hand side of Eq. (3.2), Si denotes the entropy and Ui the internal energy of the
phase. In a gas, Fg is a function of the temperature Tg , the volume occupied by the gas Vg ,
and the number of particles Ng with an internal energy

Ug(Sg, Vg, Ng) = TgSg − PVg + µgNg. (3.3)

This introduces the pressureP and a chemical potential µg . The chemical potential, implicitly,
is a function of molecular concentration and thus the pressure P . Any change in free energy
can be quanti�ed by the total di�erential dFg :

dFg = dUg − d(TgSg)

= Tg dSg − P dVg + µg dNg − Tg dSg − Sg dTg
= −Sg dTg − P dVg + µg dNg. (3.4)

In the same manner, it is possible to �nd a total di�erential of free energy for the solid matrix
and the adsorbate on the interface. Here, it is appropriate to introduce an interfacial energy
term instead of the volume energy, which replaces PVg with γs,σAs,σ in Eq. (3.3). The vari-
able As,σ and constant γs,σ denote the area and the speci�c interfacial energy (i.e. interfacial
tension) of the unoccupied solid surface or the adsorbate covered surface, respectively. Con-
sequently, in the total free energy di�erentials Fs and Fσ , the change in surface energy is
accounted for by γs,σ dAs,σ :

dFs,σ = −Ss,σ dTs,σ − γs,σ dAs,σ + µs,σ dNσ. (3.5)

3.2.2. Equilibrium Conditions

As a consequence of the second law of thermodynamics, a closed system in thermodynamic
equilibrium reaches a minimum in its free energy ( dF = 0). Although the above system is
in contact to an external thermal bath, there is no energy exchanged when an equilibrium is
reached. Hence, it is appropriate to apply this principle to Ftot in Eq. (3.1) in order to deduce
an equilibrium condition.

Due to the isothermal (Tg = Ts = Tσ = const) and isosteric (Vg = const) conditions, the
total di�erentials for each component simplify considerably in equilibrium. Moreover, on the
interface, although there might be ongoing dynamic desorption and adsorption, the adsorbate
covered area remains constant (Aσ = const⇒ As = const ). The change in free energy then
solely depends on the change in the number of adsorbed particles, resulting in an equilibrium
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condition
∂Ftot
∂Nσ

=
∂Fs
∂Nσ

+
∂Fσ
∂Nσ

+
∂Fg
∂Nσ

= 0. (3.6)

One can rewrite Eq. (3.6) using the continuity condition ∂Nσ = −∂Ng :

∂ (Fs + Fσ)

∂Nσ
=
∂Fg
∂Ng

. (3.7)

Using Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), these partial di�erentiations correspond to chemical potentials:

µs+σ(Nσ) = µg. (3.8)

Hence, in equilibrium, the combined adsorbate-adsorbent system and the gas have equal
chemical potential. Note that the chemical potential of the solid matrix and the adsorbate
were combined to a single e�ective quantity. This combined chemical potential is de�ned
by complex surface interactions with local variations and possibly also changes if continued
adsorption alters these properties, e.g. by matrix deformations [41]. Therefore, it is not easily
accessible and no exact concentration of surface adsorbate can be derived from Eq. (3.8). A
di�erent modelling approach is required, see Sec. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.

3.2.3. Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics

In non-equilibrium, an analytic description of the free energy landscape, even for planar ad-
sorbents is very complex, due to the large number of degrees of freedom and local variations
in the system. Here, only two phenomena in non-equilibrium are introduced.

The �rst arises as a result from Sec. 3.2.2: In equilibrium, chemical potentials of the gas
phase and the adsorbate accommodate to one another. If there is an initial imbalance in chem-
ical potential, e.g. caused by a sudden pressure increase of the gas, an equalizing process is
expected. This is the driving force of a di�usive �ow into the matrix. The physics and mech-
anisms of this matter transport will be discussed in Sec. 5.

Second, as described above, the molecules in the adsorbate are limited in their degrees of
freedom compared to molecules in the gas phase, hence the entropy decreases. On adsorption,
this corresponds to a di�erence in internal energy. For fast processes far from equilibrium,
the energy di�erence is detectable as a latent heat of adsorption in calorimetric measurements
[42]. However, in case of slow adsorption processes, a good thermal coupling to an external
reservoir ensures the continuous heat transfer and isothermal conditions can be assumed in
good approximation.
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3.3. Adsorption on Solid Interfaces

3.3. Adsorption on Solid Interfaces

3.3.1. The Langmuir Model of Monolayer Adsorption

The Langmuir adsorption model is a simple model that estimates the amount of adsorbate for
monolayer adsorption on a homogeneous surface with a constant number S of adsorption
sites and non-interacting adsorbate particles. A review and microscopic interpretation can be
found in [38].

Σ
Σ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1
S1=
S0=

Figure 3.2.: Illustration of the Langmuir monolayer adsorption. Adsorption sites are homogeneously
distributed on a model surface. Empty sites have a probability to capture an adsorbate particle, occupied
sites have a probability for desorption. Other transitions are prohibited. Depending on the pressure of
the surrounding gas and the properties of the combination of adsorbate/adsorbent, a relative surface
coverage can be modelled, see text.

A model surface for Langmuir adsorption is depicted in Fig. 3.2. At any point, the total ad-
sorption capacity S of this surface can be written as the sum of the vacant adsorption sites S0

and occupied sites S1.
The rate of adsorption ζads is modelled using a probabilistic approach: The adsorption prob-

ability for each empty site is proportional to the number of incident adsorbate particles hit-
ting the respective site which in turn is proportional to the total number of particles in the
gas phase and thus the gas pressure. The total rate of adsorption then equals a product of the
individual probability and the number of vacant adsorption spots,

ζads = kads P S0, (3.9)

with a constant kads containing the speci�c adsorption properties of the surface and the gas.
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3. Theory of Gas Phase Adsorption

A similar relation can be found for desorption: In order to vacate a surface spot, an adsorbate
particle needs to overcome an energy barrier de�ned by the molar adsorption energy Eads.
For temperatures T > 0 K, the thermal activation of this process has a constant non-zero
probability for every occupied site. In total, the desorption rate can be written as

ζdes = aL exp

(
−Eads
RT

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

kdes

S1, (3.10)

with the molar gas constant R = 8.314 J
mol K and a characteristic scaling factor aL for the

gas-solid combination.

In dynamic equilibrium, adsorption and desorption rates are equal. Combining Eqs. (3.9)
and (3.10) and using S0 = S − S1 yields

ζdes = ζads

⇔ kdes S1 = kads P (S − S1) . (3.11)

By rearranging Eq. (3.11), the relative surface coverage S1/S can be expressed in terms of the
pressure and a single constant:

S1

S
=

kads P

kdes + kadsP

=
KL P

1 +KL P
, (3.12)

with the Langmuir constant

KL =
kads
kdes

=
kads
aL

exp

(
Eads
RT

)
. (3.13)

The relative surface coverage in Eq. (3.12) is equal to a normalized molar amount of substance
S1/S = N/NML, with NML as the amount absorbed in the complete monolayer. For low
pressures KL P � 1, Eq. (3.12) is a linear relation; for P →∞, it asymptotically approaches
full coverageN/NML = 1. As the Langmuir model does not account for adsorption exceeding
this layer (e.g. bulk condensation), its application to experimental results is limited to stages
of submonolayer and monolayer condensation. Then, the value of KL is a measure of the
interaction between the monolayer and the surface. A series of plots forN/NML on a constant
pressure range for di�erent KL is depicted in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3.: E�ect of the Langmuir constant on monolayer adsorption. The higher the values of KL

(i.e. stronger interaction potentials), see Eq. (3.13), the higher the relative monolayer coverage at a
respective pressure. For high KL, monolayer adsorption approaches a step function.

3.3.2. The BET Model of Multilayer Adsorption

In general, adsorption is not limited to a single molecular layer on the interface. If there is
an attractive potential exceeding the �rst adsorbed layer, additional multilayer adsorption is
expected.

A theory has been proposed by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller that generalizes Langmuir
adsorption for multiple layers on planar adsorbents [43, 38]. In many cases, it provides an
accurate description of adsorption capability beyond the monomolecular layer. Until today,
this model is used in the estimation of the monolayer capacity and the internal surface area
of porous solids [44].

The BET model is based on a geometry similar to the Langmuir model with homogeneous
distribution of adsorption sites on the surface. In contrast to Langmuir theory, each can be
occupied multiple times. Si then de�ned the number of sites holding the exactly i adsorbate
particles. In layers beyond the monolayer, i > 1, adsorption is only permitted for sites that are
occupied by i− 1 particles. As another model restriction, there are no direct transitions from
one layer to another, only desorption and adsorption mechanisms are permitted. Moreover,
desorption of multiple layers at once is also not allowed, only the outermost layer can be
removed. Fig. 3.4 illustrates these rules and con�gurations.
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3layers: 2 1 0 21 0 1 32 0

Figure 3.4.: Illustration of the BET multilayer adsorption. Adsorption sites with homogeneous distri-
bution on the surface can be occupied multiple times. Empty sites on the surface and on preadsorbed
layers have a probability to capture an adsorbate particle, but only the outermost occupied position
has a probability for desorption. Direct transitions from one layer to another are prohibited.

The rate of adsorption in each layer is modelled according to the Langmuir model, see Eq.
(3.9):

ζads,i = kads,i P Si−1 (3.14)

An important simpli�cation results from the di�erence in force potentials in the individual
layers. Since the interaction in higher layers (i > 1) is primarily caused by the adsorbate, not
by the solid interface, the adsorption constants are assumed equal, kads,2 = kads,3 = . . . =

kads,c.
Desorption from the i-th layer is de�ned analogous to Eq. (3.10),

ζdes,i = ai exp (−Ei/RT )︸ ︷︷ ︸
kdes,i

Si. (3.15)

The energy of desorption Ei and the rate coe�cient ai are de�ned for each layer in analogy
to the Langmuir model, see Sec. 3.3.1. Again, an assumption is made that the interaction
potential is the equal for layers i > 1, so that E2 = E3 = . . . = Ec and a2 = a3 = . . . = ac.
In equilibrium, this results in the following rate equations for each layer:

kads,1 P S0 = kdes,1 S1 (3.16)

kads,c P Si−1 = kdes,c Si (3.17)
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By introducing the two parameters

α =
kads,1 P

kdes,1
; β =

kads,c P

kdes,c
, (3.18)

the individual layer coverages can be written as

S1 = αS0 (3.19)

for the �rst layer and

Si = βSi−1 = βi−1S1 = αβi−1S0 = CβiS0 (3.20)

for the other layers. The newly introduced constant C in Eq. (3.20) is independent of the
pressure of the surrounding gas:

C =
α

β
=
ac kads,1
a1 kads,c

exp

(
E1 − Ec
RT

)
. (3.21)

In order to calculate the total surface coverage Stot, a summation of the coverage in all layers
has to be applied:

Stot = S1 + 2S2 + 3S3 + . . . =
∞∑
i=1

iSi = CS0

∞∑
i=1

iβi =
CS0β

(1− β)2
. (3.22)

The geometric series in Eq. (3.22) converges because β < 1. This can be seen in Eq. (3.20)
as the higher layer Si has fewer molecules in it than the layer below it, Si−1. Similar to the
Langmuir model, a monolayer capacity is de�ned by the total number of possible adsorption
spots on the interface:

SML = S0 + S1 + S2 + . . . = S0 + CS0

∞∑
i=1

βi = S0 +
CS0β

1− β
. (3.23)

The relative surface coverage that can be interpreted as an averaged number of layers covering
the surface is given by the quotient Stot/SML:

Stot
SML

=
CS0β/(1− β)2

S0 + CS0β/(1− β)
=

Cβ

(1− β)(1− β + Cβ)
. (3.24)

The �nal step is to identify the parameter β. This can be achieved by considering the process
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of bulk condensation, i.e. a liquid-vapour interface at equilibrium vapour pressure P0. This is
equivalent to a system of i liquid layers on which adsorption and desorption are allowed at
all positions SML. Hence, the equilibrium condition can be expressed in analogy to Eq. (3.17):

kads,c P0SML = kdes,c SML

⇔ P0 =
kdes,c
kads,c

=
P

β

⇔ β =
P

P0
. (3.25)

Because of this identity, P/P0 is commonly used as the abscissa in plots of equilibrium ad-
sorption, see Sec. 3.4.1. By combining Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25), the BET estimation of adsorbate
amount is found,

N

NML
=

S

SML
=

C

(1− P/P0)[1 + P/P0(C − 1)]

P

P0
. (3.26)

A comparison of N/NML for di�erent values of C can be found in Fig. 3.5. For strong adsorp-
tion, Eq. (3.24) reproduces a monolayer step similar to the Langmuir model, see Fig. 3.3. For
weak interaction potentials (C → 1), the BET model predicts a concave curve shape over the
entire pressure range P/P0 = 0 to 1.

For pressures P → P0, the adsorbate amount diverges in the BET theory. On one hand,
this is consistent with bulk condensation. On the other hand, however, it is also a source
for criticism on the model: Even for weak surface interactions and non-wetting �uids, the
BET approach still predicts a comparable behaviour. Moreover, the adsorbate amount for
high relative pressures is often overestimated in comparison to experimental data [45]. A
probable explanation for this discrepancy are adsorbate-adsorbate interactions that have been
neglected in the BET theory. A way to improve the modelling capabilities of the BET theory is
to set a maximum number of layers that can be adsorbed. This however is a purely empirical
method that has no theoretical justi�cation.

3.4. Adsorption in Nanoporous Solids

3.4.1. Sorption Isotherms

As discussed in Sec. 3.3, the adsorption of mono- and multilayers of particles is directly related
to the microscopic properties the interface. These concepts apply equally to planar surfaces
and porous materials. In the following section, the e�ects of geometric con�nement on ad-
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Figure 3.5.: E�ect of the BET interaction constant on multilayer adsorption according to Eq. (3.26).
For strong interactions (C � 1), the submonolayer and monolayer condensation are comparable to
the Langmuir model. Weak interaction (C = 1) changes the curve shape profoundly. In all cases, the
adsorbate amount diverges in the limit P → P0.

sorption will be discussed.
A widely used material characterization technique involves the measurement of a series of

equilibrium adsorption situations by varying the gas pressure at constant temperature T and
plotting the adsorbed amount versus the equilibrium pressure. As introduced in Sec. 3.3.2, the
abscissa is usually set to a pressure normalized to the vapour pressure (P/P0 = 0 to 1) and
the ordinate axis is normalized to its maximum value before the bulk vapour condensation
(N/N0 = 0 to 1). These representations of adsorption capacities are referred to as ‘sorption
isotherms’.

The qualitative shape of the sorption isotherm is indicative of the material structure and
the strength of molecular interactions between sorbate and sorbent. A classi�cation has been
introduced by the IUPAC [46] according to Fig. 3.6.

On planar surfaces, as discussed in Sec. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, mono- or multilayer adsorption
is expected. Depending on the interaction strength, a more or less pronounced step for low
P/P0 can be observed which is consistent to the formation of the monolayer in Langmuir
theory (type I). The type II and III isotherms are similar to the BET multilayer adsorption
curves, see Sec. 3.3.2 and Fig. 3.5. For strong interactions, a stage of continuous increase
in N/N0 succeeds the monolayer condensation (type II). In case of very weak interaction
potentials between the surface and adsorbate, no monolayer step is observed (type III). A
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Figure 3.6.: IUPAC classi�cation of sorption isotherms, according to [44]. For planar substrates, de-
pending on the interaction strength, adsorption is limited to mono- or multilayer adsorption (types I,
II, III). A special case is stepwise multilayer adsorption on highly ordered surfaces (VI). In mesoporous
materials, additional capillary condensation and hysteresis e�ects are observed (types IV, V).

special case of layer condensation is depicted as type VI: For extremely uniform surfaces, e.g.
graphite, coordinated layer growth can occur under certain conditions which causes stepwise
adsorption in the multilayer stage.

Regarding porous materials, the sorption isotherms may deviate from the above behaviour
depending on the pore size. For macropores (dp > 50 nm), the surface is quasi-planar and
e�ects of con�nement are not yet noticeable, hence isotherms are mostly indistinguishable to
the types I to III for planar samples. In micropores (dp < 2 nm), the adsorption of a single mo-
lecular layer often leads to a complete �lling, resulting in a type I isotherm with an apparently
larger monolayer step.

A principal di�erence arises for porous materials on the mesoscopic scale, e.g. Vycor. In
addition to the expected isotherm for layer growth (types I to III), a sudden condensation
into the matrix is noticed on adsorption. Conversely, an inverse transition is observed during
desorption, albeit at a di�erent value of the relative pressure, giving rise to a hysteresis loop
in the isotherm. This e�ect, due to ‘capillary condensation’, is characteristic for the geometric
con�nement in mesopores, see Sec. 3.4.2. It is present for weak (type V) and strong interaction
potentials (type IV) alike.
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3.4.2. Capillary Condensation and the Kelvin Equation

In contrast to the layer growth discussed in Sec. 3.3, capillary condensation is a consequence
of geometric con�nement rather than surface interactions and is never present for planar ad-
sorbents. Capillary condensation in mesoporous solids induces a saturated state of maximum
�lling well below the bulk vapour pressure.

A simple approach to modelling this behaviour is to interpret the adsorbate layers as a li-
quid and to idealize the geometry of the adsorbent and the microscopic distribution of the
adsorbate. Then, as proposed by William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), continuum mechanics
and thermodynamics predict the breakdown of the layer condensate when a critical point
is reached.

For a curved liquid interface in equilibrium to its vapour, the pressure is a function of the
curvature rC . Using the Young-Laplace equation (see Sec. 9.1.2), an altered vapour pressure
P̃ can be calculated1. The resulting relation,

ln
P̃

P0
= −2γlvVm

RT

1

rc
, (3.27)

is known as the Kelvin equation. Here, γlv and Vm denote the surface tension and the molar
volume of the liquid. For any given point on a two-dimensional surface, the radius of curvature
rc is described by the two principal curvatures (r1, r2),

1

rc
=

1

2

(
1

r1
+

1

r2

)
. (3.28)

By de�nition, convex curvatures are counted negative (rc < 0), concave curvature positive
(rc > 0), so that a reduction in vapour pressure P̃ < P0 for concave surfaces is observed. It
should be noted that the Kelvin equation assumes no interactions between the capillary con-
densate and the solid interface. A di�erent model approach, including an interaction potential,
will be presented in Sec. 3.4.5.

Eq. (3.27) applies to both situations, capillary adsorption and desorption. The following
paragraphs will describe why this results in a di�erence in stability and spatial distribution
of di�erent adsorbate con�gurations in a single cylindrical pore of radius r0, as illustrated by
Fig. 3.7.

In the layer condensation stage (1), the adsorbate layers of thickness t take the shape of a
cylinder mantle with inner radius ri = r0 − t. The principal curvatures are then de�ned as
r1 = ri and r2 → ∞ since the pore wall runs straight in parallel to the pore axis. With Eq.

1For more details on the derivation, see [39].
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Figure 3.7.: Adsorbate amount and distribution for capillary condensation in a cylindrical pore.
Formation and breakdown of the capillary condensate are discrete transitions that are de�ned by dif-
ferent interface curvatures, see text.

(3.28), this results in rc = 2ri for every point on the surface. When more and more adsorbate
covers the pore walls, ri decreases until a critical radius rads is reached which corresponds to
a critical pressure P̃ads. The Kelvin equation can be used to predict this transition,

ln
P̃ads
P0

= −γVm
RT

1

rads
. (3.29)

In the process, a ‘capillary bridge’ forms between the adsorbate covered pore walls, i.e. a
liquid �lled section with a concave interface (‘meniscus’) on each end (2). For now, let us
assume a hemispherical shape of the menisci, which is consistent with complete wetting of the
adsorbed layers (contact angle θ = 0). On formation, the resulting curvature of the interface
is de�ned by r1 = r2 = rc = rads and was thus halved in comparison to the cylinder shape.
According to the Kelvin equation, the local vapour pressure is again reduced (P̃ ′ < P̃ads) and
a spontaneous, rapid condensation at the capillary bridge is expected. In order to reach an
equilibrium con�guration in the pore, either the pressure has to drop to P̃ ′ or a reduction
of the meniscus curvature is required. Without changing the contact angle, the latter is only
possible at the pore openings, thus a complete �lling takes place (3).

On further increase of the pressure, the interfaces at the pore entrances continue to �atten,
taking up a small amount of additional adsorbate. For monolithic samples, in comparison to
capillary condensation in the pore volume, this e�ect on the macroscopic sample surface is
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very limited2. In the limit P → P0, meniscus curvature approaches in�nity (rc → ∞), i.e.
bulk condensation on the exterior of the pore (4). Both, bulk condensation and the meniscus
�attening are reversible on subsequent desorption.

When decreasing the pressure past the transition point of capillary condensation, P̃ads,
the menisci remain still stable. The breakdown of the hemispherical meniscus occurs for a
di�erent critical radius r1 = r2 = rc = rdes, as depicted in (5). Using this curvature in Eq.
(3.27), the transition condition for desorption is

ln
P̃des
P0

= −2γVm
RT

1

rdes
, (3.30)

where rdes and P̃des are de�ned in analogy to the adsorption case. After desorption, a residual
layer condensate remains on the pore wall. Its layer thickness is equal to the value at the same
point during adsorption (6).

The di�erence between both critical pressures P̃ads and P̃des that results only from the liquid
properties and the geometric factor 2 is what de�nes a hysteresis loop in the sorption isotherm
in the Kelvin model.

3.4.3. Metastability and Pore Blocking

So far, only capillary condensation for an idealized cylindrical pore has been considered. In
real systems, complex pore geometries and a distribution of di�erent pore sizes in a porous
solid change the appearance of a sorption hysteresis critically. There are two e�ects that
should be discussed in case of Vycor glass.

The �rst is metastability of the adsorbed multilayer. In Fig. 3.7, there is a segment of the
adsorption branch, (1) → (2), in coexistence to a segment on the plateau before desorption,
(3) → (5). This contradicts classical thermodynamics, stating that there is only one global
minimum of free energy de�ned by the surface chemical potential. In analogy to the con-
sideration in Sec. 3.2, the adsorbate distribution should approach a de�ned state in the limit
t → ∞. As is expected from the energy balance for adsorption, this should be a complete
�lling of the pores. However, in order to overcome the point of capillary adsorption, an activ-
ation is needed. The adsorbed wall layers thus remain in metastability until the transition is
triggered. As an example, delayering of an argon multilayer to capillary condensate has been
observed in mesopores on cooling [47].

In an experimental context, this is important to consider: Although the reproducibility of
2The saturation plateau in real sorption isotherms often exhibits a slight positive slope due to bulk-condensation

on defects of the macroscopic surface.
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sorption isotherms suggests large life times of metastable layers, the observed adsorption iso-
therm can possibly be in�uenced by the time of measurement, which introduces uncertainty
into the adsorption branch.

(1)

(3)

(6)

(5)

0 1
0

1

N
 /

 N
0

P / P
0
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Figure 3.8.: Pore blocking in ink-bottle pores. On capillary adsorption, the meniscus can rearrange to
�ll the cavity. However, in contrast to cylindrical pores, the desorption transition for the spherical sec-
tion of large curvature is determined by the smaller curvature at the pore entrance. As a consequence,
the isotherm is asymmetrical in adsorption and desorption direction.

The second important phenomenon is pore blocking as a consequence of a distribution of
pore radii. During desorption, parts of the pore space apparently contain a stable capillary
condensate even though they would individually transition to a layer condensate.

A model system for this e�ect are ink-bottle pores: A spherical pore volume shall be connec-
ted to the outside only by a single pore neck of smaller diameter, see Fig. 3.8. On adsorption,
layer condensate covers the pore homogeneously (1). The critical pressure for capillary con-
densation in the pore neck is lower than in the spherical section, a capillary bridge thus plugs
this part of the pore (2). However, when raising the pressure, the adsorbate can rearrange
by a dynamic desorption-adsorption mechanism, so that the cavity is �lled gradually (3). On
the saturation plateau and during bulk condensation, the pore is �lled completely (4). As for
desorption, the large internal cavity is blocked for desorption by the smaller pore neck. The
transition point for the entire pore is then determined by the small pore radius (5).

For more complex networks, it has to be noted that the pore connectivity largely in�uences
the magnitude of pore blocking in networks. For porous Vycor glass, in contrast to parallel
pore arrays, it has been shown that even in the stage of capillary condensation (N/N0 > 0.4),
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3.4. Adsorption in Nanoporous Solids

there are still connected networks of empty pores [48, 49]. The extent of this percolation can
in turn be used to estimate the pore connectivity [50].

As a result of both e�ects, the hysteresis loop in many porous materials is asymmetrical for
adsorption and desorption (‘H2 hysteresis’ [46]).

3.4.4. Calculating Pore Size Distributions

Application of the Kelvin Equation

One of the goals in measuring adsorption isotherms is to gain information on internal pore
structure. Due to the geometric origin of capillary condensation, the Kelvin equations (3.29)
and (3.30) are a well suited basis for the experimental determination of a pore size distribution
in porous solids.

In real pore networks, the total sorption isotherm can be interpreted as a superposition
of partial isotherms for di�erent radii weighted by a pore volume distribution function v(r)

or pore width distribution function w(r). At each pressure step for capillary adsorption or
desorption, a certain partial volume of pores �lls or empties. Assuming cylindrical pores, Eqs.
(3.29) and (3.30) relate the reduced pressures P/P0 to radii of curvature rK (as rads or rdes,
respectively) for given sections of the isotherm. The partial volume for a speci�c radius v(rK)

is proportional to the local change in adsorbate d(N/N0) over the pressure range d(P/P0),

v(rK) = K
d N
N0

d P
P0

∣∣∣∣∣
rK

, (3.31)

with a scaling coe�cient K . By using numerical di�erentiation of experimental isotherms
and by introducing the norm ∫ rmax

r=rmin

v(rK) drk = 1, (3.32)

v(rK) re�ects the relative distribution of volume as a function of the Kelvin radius rK . For
experimental data, the boundaries rmin and rmax are chosen to include only the mesoscopic
range of the respective branch of the hysteresis. Hence, it is ensured that other contributions
to adsorption, e.g. multilayer adsorption and �nite slope in the saturation plateau, are not
misinterpreted as capillary condensation. Usually, for the Vycor samples in this work, the
range of the normalization was limited from rmin ≈ 1.5 nm to rmax ≈ 7 nm.

The pore volume distribution v(rk) can be divided by the cross-sectional area of the pore,
A = πr2

K , which yields a pore size distributionw(rK). This is often applied for ordered porous
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materials, when pores are modelled to exhibit a constant radius over their entire length. In
disordered media, e.g. Vycor glass, the volume distribution v(rk) is expected to give a better
representation of pore widths, since the assumption of cylindrical cross-sections is only a good
approximation for �nite sections of the pores.

Additional Multilayer Thickness

Due to layer adsorption, as shown in Fig. 3.7, the Kelvin radius determined by Eqs. (3.29) and
(3.30) needs to be corrected for the thickness t(P/P0) of the adsorbed layer in order to derive
a pore radius r0,

r0 = rK + t(P/P0). (3.33)

In principle, Eq. (3.26) from the BET theory could be restated in terms of a layer thickness,
however an overestimation of t(P/P0) is expected, see Sec. 3.3.2. Many empirical equations
have been proposed that relate the vapour uptake to the reduced vapour pressure P/P0 [51,
52]. In order to derive thickness equations for a multilayer, the general strategy is to apply
data obtained for planar substrates with comparable surface chemistry to the isotherms for
a porous material, assuming uniform surface coverage for the adsorbate layer. Then, a layer
thickness t(P/P0) can be expressed as a �t function of experimental data.

A versatile empirical model has been proposed by Halsey [53], which is suited to produce
type I-III isotherms and also shows a quantitative agreement to experimental data for planar
substrates. In its general form, it is now known as the Frenkel-Halsey-Hill (FHH) isotherm. It
can also be stated in terms of a layer thickness [54],

t(P/P0) = a

(
5

ln(P0/P )

) 1
b

. (3.34)

For every combination of temperature, adsorbate and sorbent, the model parameters a and b
amount to di�erent values. From a theoretical standpoint, a corresponds to a distance between
particles in the sorbate that can also be quanti�ed in X-ray di�raction experiments. b is a char-
acteristic exponent related to the intermolecular force potential: Higher values of b indicate
strong but short-ranged adsorption resulting in a tendency to avoid multilayers.

Interestingly, for nitrogen, the interaction exponent b was determined as rather robust for
many sorbents [55]. This is one of the reasons why the standard characterization isotherm of
porous media is carried out with nitrogen at its boiling temperature≈ 77 K. For this standard
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isotherm, the layer thickness can be calculated to

t(P/P0) = 0.354 nm ·
(

5

ln(P/P0)

) 1
3

. (3.35)

The BJH model

On capillary adsorption and desorption in real systems, the change in the amount of adsorbate
is also partially caused by the thickening and thinning of the multilayer upon adsorption and
desorption. For a distribution of di�erent pore sizes, this is limited to the pores that are not
�lled by capillary condensate. This has been recognized by Barrett, Joyner and Halenda as a
source of error in the calculation of pore size distributions when relying on Eq. (3.31) [56].

A computational model (‘BJH model’) has been suggested. It incorporates a fundamental
Kelvin equation approach with additional empirical thickness equations for the multilayer
that are modelled after adsorption data on planar substrates in order to correct the local slope
in the sorption isotherm. However, as we shall see in Sec. 4, the multilayer growth is often
negligible in comparison to the impact of capillary condensation. In this case, the BJH model
o�ers no additional precision and is thus rejected in pore size analysis.

Limitations and Discussion

The Kelvin model, despite its numerous simpli�cations and shortcomings, is still a very com-
mon technique to calculate pore size distributions in pore networks. However, there are some
points that indicate a critical model failure under certain conditions:

• Continuum mechanics break down on the length scale of micropores.

• The implicit assumption of cylindrical shape fails for complex pore morphologies.

• Multilayer thickness is only empirically derived from planar substrates. Interaction
potentials are di�erent in cylindrical geometry.

• For strong adsorbate-wall interactions, the curvature varies along the meniscus.

Many of these limitations result from ignoring the adsorbate-wall interactions and the simpli-
�ed geometry in the Kelvin model. There has been quite some work regarding the applicability
of the Kelvin equation in di�erent systems [57, 58]. A general agreement is that the Kelvin
equation is a good approximation in mesoporous samples with pore radii r0 > 3 nm, but the
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calculated distribution functions in the range < 3 nm are to be taken as mostly qualitative
estimates. If, however, microporosity plays a large role, any pore size calculation based on the
Kelvin equation does only re�ect parts of the total pore space.

It should also be mentioned that experimental Kelvin pore size distributions can di�er
between capillary adsorption and desorption. This e�ect can be attributed to both metastabil-
ity and pore-blocking e�ects, see Sec. 3.4.3, as well as a model weakness by oversimplifying
the pore geometry. In many situations, this begs the question which one of the two distribu-
tion functions is more accurate. The standard isotherm in the BJH approach always focusses
on the desorption branch, reasoning that hemispherical menisci, which the Kelvin equation
assumes for desorption, are robust for geometric variations of the pore walls. However, in the
case of a complex pore network, as is present in Vycor glass, it can also be justi�ed to reject
the desorption data, due to the e�ect of pore-blocking. A comparison for an experimental
nitrogen isotherm in Vycor will be made in Sec. 4.2.3.

3.4.5. Advanced Modelling of Sorption Isotherms

The Model of Saam and Cole

The idea of the Saam-Cole (SC) model is to unify layer and capillary condensation by model-
ling the �lm stability in terms of a pore geometry and an adsorbate-wall interaction potential.
The original work of Saam and Cole [59] described adsorption of helium in cylindrical pores
using a Lennard-Jones interaction potential. The condition for capillary condensation in SC
theory is a critical capillary wave excitation in the adsorbed helium �lms. Depending on the
interaction strength and the pore radius, a model isotherm is found, exhibiting the charac-
teristics of cylindrical pores as depicted in Fig. 3.7. In a system of pores with di�erent radii,
a weighted summation of model isotherms is applied (using the same interaction potential).
By choosing an appropriate weighting function w(r0), i.e. the model pore size distribution, a
match to experimental data can be achieved.

The main advantage of the SC theory is that it is based on microscopic dynamics and inter-
actions rather than macroscopic thermodynamic properties. On one hand, this leads to more
accurate predictions of the layer thickness, and on the other hand, the model is expected to
hold for slightly smaller pores. While the SC model was conceived for van-der-Waals forces,
the interaction potential can also be adapted to di�erent types of adsorbate-wall interactions.
However, by introducing this new degree of freedom, there is even more uncertainty in the
resulting pore size distributions. Furthermore, some of the geometric assumptions from the
Kelvin equation are still present in the SC theory, namely the cylindrical pore geometry and
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the treatment of the pore network as a superposition of independent pores. Especially the
latter is still problematic when confronted with experimental data exhibiting pore blocking
e�ects.

In conclusion, the SC model is an alternative description of capillary condensation to the
classical Kelvin equation. Due to the higher number of assumptions in the model, the un-
certainty in the pore size distribution is comparable or larger than in the Kelvin approach,
especially for complex interactions. Hence, it will not be used in this work

Non-Local Density Functional Theory

The density functional theory (DFT) describes the distribution of adsorbate in a pore system
in terms of a local density ρ(r) with a coordinate vector r as the distance to the pore wall in
generalized coordinates. From statistical mechanics [60, 39], the grand potential Ω for a single
pore can be expressed as

Ω [ρ(r)] = F [ρ(r)] +

∫
V
ρ(r) [Uext(r)− µ] dr. (3.36)

Here, F [ρ(r)] is the Helmholtz free energy functional for both the gas and the adsorbate that
also contains the particle-particle interactions in the adsorbed phase. Uext is an external force
potential resulting from adsorbate-wall interactions and µ is the chemical potential. In an
equilibrium state, a density pro�le results in principle from the minimization of the grand
potential at constant µ, V and T . Here, model assumptions need to be made from the treat-
ment of the molecular interactions: Two di�erent potential functions need to be assumed
for adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbate-wall interactions. Most commonly, pairwise Lennard-
Jones interaction potentials and/or hard-sphere repulsion are chosen, with mean-�eld approx-
imations at long ranges. One of the main problems, however, is then found close to the pore
walls, as this approach cannot accurately reproduce an inhomogeneous distribution on such
small scales.

Due to this shortcoming, ‘non-local’ variants of the density functional theory (NLDFT) util-
ize short-range smoothing approximations and weighting functions to predict a �uid density
in a pore [61]. Then, in the hysteresis region of the isotherm, there are two local minima of
Ω: A (metastable) state with lower mean density as a local minimum and a global minimum
as the stable, liquid �lled state. These results correspond to the well-known adsorption states
in a pore: layer condensation and capillary condensation. The potential functions for both
states are equal at the desorption transition and a stability limit of the metastable layer can be
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observed that coincides with the adsorption branch of the isotherm.
It is also possible to use NLDFT in the calculation of pore size distributions: An integration

of ρ(r) over the pore volume gives an amount of substanceN so that the isotherm of a single
pore can be calculated for given model parameters (interaction potentials, temperature, pore
size). Based on a database of model isotherms for di�erent pore sizes r0 (kernel), a weighting
function w(r0) can be determined by a mathematical regression method that relates the indi-
vidual contributions to the integral adsorption in a pore system. w(r0) then corresponds to
the pore size distribution. Here, one of the key advantages of NLDFT is the incorporation of
microporosity into the isotherm kernel.

Although the modelling is fundamentally di�erent, a good quantitative match of pore size
distributions from NLDFT and the Kelvin equation has been found for mesoporous materials.
This is especially true in ordered porous materials [61], but even in the complex pore geometry
of Vycor within an error margin of 10 % for pore radii r0 > 3 nm [62].
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4 Experimental Study of Equilibrium
Adsorption

4.1. Experimental Setup

4.1.1. Manometric Isotherm Measurement
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Figure 4.1.: Experimental setup for equilibrium adsorption. The individual components and a typ-
ical experiment are described below. The sample cell is exchangeable so that an additional dielectric
measurement can be performed in situ, see Sec. 4.1.2.

The sorption isotherm experiments were carried out using a manometric evaluation of the
amount of adsorbate, see Fig. 4.1. The basic setup consists of a closed gas distribution system
that is split into a reservoir of volume Vr and a sample cell of volume Vs that holds the porous
material1. The pressure in the preparation reservoir can be measured using a capacitive pres-
sure transducer MKS Baratron. Both recipients are separated by a manual valve. For nitrogen
isotherms, the sample cell can be submerged in a liquid nitrogen bath at boiling temperature.
Accordingly, the vapour pressure is then P0 ≈ 1000 mbar.

Prior to an experiment, the sample cell is evacuated with a turbomolecular pump and heated
to temperatures T > 250 ◦C by an external heater for a prolonged time, so that the residual
water monolayer in Vycor is removed (see Sec. 2.1.4).

For a sorption step, a de�ned gas pressure P1 can be prepared in Vr . On opening the valve,
1For isotherm experiments without additional dielectric spectroscopy, no gold electrodes were applied to the

sample, see Sec. 2.1.3
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an equilibrating adsorption or desorption process is initiated that results in a gradual pressure
change whose kinetics will be discussed in Sec. 6.1. Once a stable equilibrium is reached, the
valve is closed again and the pressure P2 is measured. The pressure di�erence before and after
the relaxation corresponds to an amount ∆N that is transferred into the sample cell according
to the ideal gas equation

∆N =
Vr
RT1

(P1 − P2). (4.1)

The transferred amount ∆N can be split up into a contribution to the gas phase (∆Ng) and
to the adsorbate (∆Nσ),

∆N = ∆Ng + ∆Nσ. (4.2)

The total amount of substance in the gas phase Ng can be calculated for every measured
point from the equilibrium pressure P2, again using the ideal gas equation. In this setup,
Vs splits into a partial volume at liquid nitrogen temperature Vcold and another part at room
temperature Vwarm due to the connections outside the nitrogen bath.2 The di�erence between
two consecutive equilibrium states corresponds to ∆Ng,i = Ng,i − Ng,i−1. Then, ∆Nσ can
be calculated according to Eq. (4.2). Due to the recursive condition for ∆Ng,i, the pressure
inside the sample cell has to be tracked continuously throughout the entire experiment and
any leakage into the sample cell has to be avoided.

4.1.2. Dielectric Measuring Extension

The setup shown in Fig. 4.1 can also be modi�ed for additional in situ dielectric spectroscopy.
For this purpose, a di�erent sample cell, described with technical details in [63], has been
attached to the preparation volume. A cross-section of this dielectric setup is depicted in Fig.
4.2.

The sample (area A, thickness d) is �xed in an external, circular plate capacitor (diameter
13 mm) that exceeds the sample dimensions. As the sputter coated gold electrodes are directly
applied to the matrix material, there are no air gaps or slits that could in�uence the total
sample capacitance. However, as indicated in the inset of Fig. 4.2, the connection between the
capacitor and the sample electrodes is by no means a hermetic seal. Due to the �nite surface
roughness a gas �ow is expected in the interspace. The gold coating also does not hinder gas
�ow into the sample from these sides, as the sputter deposited layer exhibits a large porosity.

A frequency response analyser (FRA) is connected to the capacitor plates. The measuring
devices consist of a Solartron SI 1255 FRA with the Solartron 1296 dielectric interface extension

2All volume values were determined experimentally at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature.
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Figure 4.2.: Experimental extension for dielectric sorption isotherm measurement. Instead of the
simple cell only holding the porous sample, this sample cell can be used as a replacement in the gas
distribution system in Fig. 4.1. Here, the porous sample is �xed inside a de�ned capacitor geometry
which allows a precise dielectric measurement without stray �eld contributions. The dielectric sample
cell can be evacuated and heated, although the maximum temperature cannot exceed 320 K due to
technical limitations.

that both generate a signal and interpret the response in terms of the complex impedance
for a given frequency. By executing this measurement over a range ν = 1 kHz to 10 MHz

and repeating this frequency sweep periodically, a time-dependent dielectric spectrum can be
recorded. The measured signal is saved by the proprietary software as a real and imaginary
part of the total connected complex impedance.

Z̃∗(ν) = Z̃ ′(ν) + iZ̃ ′′(ν). (4.3)

At �rst, this signal contains the sample impedance as well as the parasitic line impedance
and stray �eld capacitance of the �xture. By performing two calibration measurements with
a de�ned calibration capacitance and with a short circuit, the parasitic contributions can be
removed, see App. C. The resulting impedance signal Z∗ = Z ′ + iZ ′′ then only re�ects the
sample capacitance C∗,

Z∗ =
1

iωC∗
. (4.4)

The real and imaginary capacitance and hence the sample permittivity can be calculated read-
ily, using the geometric capacitance C0 = ε0A/d,

C ′ = ε′ε0C0 =
1

2πν

−Z ′′

(Z ′)2 + (Z ′′)2
, (4.5)

C ′′ = ε′′ε0C0 =
1

2πν

Z ′

(Z ′)2 + (Z ′′)2
. (4.6)
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4.2. Nitrogen Isotherm Characterization of Vycor

4.2.1. Sorption Isotherm and Porosity

The di�erent Vycor samples used in this work were characterized in an adsorption isotherm
with nitrogen at ≈ 77.4 K, in accordance to the BJH standard conditions [56]. At this tem-
perature, the bulk vapour pressure of nitrogen amounts to P0 ≈ 1000 mbar.

Fig. 4.3 shows the equilibrium sorption isotherm for Vycor sample vyc_iso_1 (see App. A)
that was calculated using the manometric method described in Sec. 4.13.
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Figure 4.3.: Nitrogen sorption isotherm for sample characterization for sample vyc_iso_1, see App. A.
M: adsorption, H: desorption. From the sorption isotherm, the sample porosity, pore size distribution
and other properties can be quanti�ed, see text.

The resulting isotherm curve shows a great match to type IV isotherms, as introduced in Sec.
3.4.1. The prominent, asymmetrical hysteresis loop exhibits a very steep drop for the desorp-
tion, whereas during adsorption, the capillary condensation is spread over a wider pressure
range. This is consistent with a H2(a) hysteresis loop that results from pore blocking [44].

As a result of the heat treatment prior to the experiment (see Sec. 4.1.1), no residual water is
expected in the pores. The sample porosity is thus determined by the maximum molar amount
of adsorbate N0 on the saturation plateau,

Φ =
VmN0

Vsample
, (4.7)

3No additional dielectric measurement has been performed due to the low relative permittivity and thus the
limited resolution for nitrogen.
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where Vm is the molar volume of liquid nitrogen and Vsample is the macroscopic volume of the
porous sample. For the above isotherm, the porosity amounts to Φ = 27.5± 0.5 %, other Vy-
cor samples exhibited porosities up to 32.3± 0.5 %. These values are in very good agreement
to the material speci�cations [4].

4.2.2. Multilayer Condensation

Fig. 4.3 exhibits a multilayer condensation stage for a range of P/P0 ≈ 0 to 0.7. In terms
of adsorbate, a maximum value of N/N0 ≈ 0.3 can be attributed to the adsorbed multilayer.
Using the BET model introduced in Sec. 3.3.2, a �t of the multilayer adsorption equation, Eq.
(3.26), has been applied to the layer condensation stage.
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Figure 4.4.: BET �t of equilibrium nitrogen adsorption data in the layer condensation stage. The
monolayer step and low pressure layer condensation stage are well described by a BET multilayer
growth according to Eq. (3.26) for �t parameters NML/N0 = 0.132 ± 0.04 and C ≈ 350. For higher
pressures, the BET model deviates from the experimental data.

The resulting BET isotherm in Fig. 4.4 �ts the initial layer condensation but slightly overes-
timates the adsorption for higher relative pressures, as expected from the model weaknesses,
see Sec. 3.3.2. However, a monolayer capacityNML/N0 = 0.132±0.04 could be derived from
the above �t. As for the BET interaction constant, only an order of magnitude estimation
200 < C < 500 is possible due to the lack of points in the monolayer stage for very low
pressures. In conjunction with the isotherm shape, this is consistent with moderately strong
pore wall interactions [44].
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4.2.3. Pore Volume Distributions

The pore volume distributions v(r0) have been calculated for the adsorption and desorption
branches using the respective Kelvin equation with an additional wall layer correction by Eq.
(3.35), as described in detail in Sec. 3.4.4. Results are depicted in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5.: Normalized pore volume distribution for Vycor, extracted for the adsorption and desorp-
tion branch of the isotherm in Fig. 4.3, respectively. Note that both plots are normalized to a maximum
value of 1 instead to the integral norm introduced in Eq. (3.32) for better comparison.

As expected from the isotherm shape, the most frequent pore radii are found in the low meso-
porous range, with an equal maximum value of r0,max ≈ 4.75 nm for both distributions. A
rapid decline of the distribution functions is observed towards both smaller and larger radii,
which is consistent with the expectation of uniform structure sizes resulting from the spinodal
decomposition in the Vycor production process, see Sec. 2.1.2. When calculating the average
radius of both distributions numerically,

〈r0〉 =

∫
r0v(r0) dr0, (4.8)

a similar value is found: 〈r0〉ads = 4.5 nm, 〈r0〉des = 4.55 nm. This can be interpreted as a
model success of the Kelvin equation with the additional Halsey wall layer, as it accurately
predicts the same mean transition point for capillary condensation and capillary desorption.
In addition, this match also con�rms that the cylindrical pore geometry that has been assumed
implicitly is a valid simpli�cation for Vycor.
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However, both distributions exhibit qualitative di�erences. For adsorption, a broader dis-
tribution of pore radii is observed, whereas the desorption branch yields a distinct peak of
pore sizes. The di�erences in both distributions can be attributed to e�ects discussed in Sec.
3.4.4: The cumulated weaknesses of the Kelvin equation and its model simpli�cations, along
with inherent metastability for adsorption as well as pore-blocking and network e�ects for
desorption, manifest in the calculated pore volume distributions.

In conclusion, the pore size distribution con�rms the expectations of a mesoporous net-
work. Due to the great match of average pore radii, the Kelvin equation with cylindrical pore
geometry is regarded as an adequate modelling in Vycor. However, the pore volume distribu-
tion functions as a whole deviate for ad- and desorption and will not be used for quantitative
statistics. From now on, a mean pore radius r0 = 4.5± 0.2 nm will be used for this sample.
The same qualitative results could be obtained for the other samples in this work. A quantit-
ative reference of the respective values of r0 and Φ can be found in App. A.

4.3. Equilibrium Adsorption of 1-Butanol

4.3.1. Outline

An experimental study of adsorption of 1-butanol (C4H8OH) was conducted on a thin Vy-
cor sample (vyc_iso_1, see App. A), the properties of which have been characterized in Sec.
4.2. First results have been reported in [64]. Over the course of the experiment, a sorption
isotherm for butanol is measured for incremental �lling steps in adsorption direction and sub-
sequent analogous desorption. The resulting isotherm curve should give an exemplary insight
on particle-wall interactions for alcohols. By using dielectric and manometric measurement
in parallel, it is another goal of this experiment to derive an empirical relation between the
relative �lling and the e�ective permittivity of the sample.

4.3.2. Manometric Measurement and Complications

In contrast to nitrogen adsorption that requires cooling of the sample to achieve signi�cant
condensation, 1-butanol is liquid at room temperature (T = 298 K) with a saturation vapour
pressure ofP0 = 8.5 mbar. Due to the lower absolute pressures, a much higher resolution was
required in the pressure measurement. Furthermore, for each step of the isotherm, an equi-
librium was typically reached after 24 h, in comparison to minutes for nitrogen adsorption4.
Hence, great care was taken that leakage from the outside was minimal ∆P/t < 5 µbar

d .

4An in-depth analysis on the dynamics of the uptake process can be found in Sec. 6.1.
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However, during the experiment, another parasitic e�ect had far more consequences on the
quality of the recorded data: After the preparation of a de�ned pressure Pr in the preparation
volume, a gradual drop over time has been observed, see Fig. 4.6(a). This was attributed to
a �nite condensation of butanol on the walls due to small temperature �uctuations in the
laboratory.
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Figure 4.6.: Erroneous manometric isotherm measurement for 1-butanol. (a) While preparing an in-
cremental �lling step, the pressure gradually drops, indicating non-zero adsorption in the bulk volume.
(b) This error accumulates over the course of the entire isotherm measurement. The resulting adsorp-
tion and desorption curves were thus discarded.

As this additional adsorbate phase is undetectable via a simple pressure measurement, it is er-
roneously ignored when calculating the amount adsorbed using the method described in Sec.
4.1.1. Due to the low absolute pressures, this uncertainty in ∆N is signi�cant for every single
point. Moreover, since the amount of substance is tracked over the course of the experiment,
this error accumulates with the number of pressure steps, resulting in a growing uncertainty.
As a result, the normalized manometric sorption isotherm for adsorption and desorption de-
viate strongly from one another, see Fig. 4.6(b). However, the qualitative shape of a sorption
isotherm for mesoporous samples is still present to a certain degree in both, adsorption and
desorption curves, albeit masked by a very large slope in the layer condensation stage.

The impact of the additional condensation on macroscopic surfaces is quanti�able through
the normalization N0 in Fig. 4.6(b). The measured maximum amount of N0 = 1.26N0,theo

shows signi�cant deviations from the expected value N0,theo = ΦVsample.

In summary, the manometric results forN/N0 have to be disregarded in light of the experi-
mental problems. It should be noted though that the measurement of the equilibrium pressure
is still accurate, hence it can be used for a dielectric sorption isotherm.
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4.3.3. Dielectric Measurement of Filling

The advantage of a dielectric measurement of adsorption in comparison to the manometric
method is that it directly detects a signal resulting from the relative �lling fraction, ε∗e�(N/N0)

at any time without the need to track a quantity (e.g. pressure) over the entire experiment. This
should remedy the problems discussed in Sec. 4.3.2. Since the relationship between relative
�lling and dielectric properties should have been probed by comparing with a manometric
isotherm, a di�erent strategy is needed to convert the measured e�ective permittivity into a
relative �lling of the pores.
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Figure 4.7.: Dielectric Spectra of Vycor at room temperature for di�erent partial �llings with 1-
butanol for adsorption direction in comparison to the empty matrix. Values for N/N0 have been
calculated using Eq. (4.10) and were normalized to the maximum value, see Sec. 4.3.4.

The dielectric spectra for some equilibrium �llings of 1-butanol in Vycor are shown in Fig.
4.7. By examining the spectrum of the imaginary part, it can be asserted that low frequency
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e�ects (conductivity, interfacial polarization) are the dominant sources for dielectric losses,
which are mainly caused by ionic impurities on the solid interface. As these do not primarily
re�ect the amount of 1-butanol added, the imaginary part is discarded as an indicator for
relative �lling.

In the real part ε′e�, a continuous increase due to interface polarization is visible in the low
frequency domain. For higher frequencies, analogous to the results for the fully �lled matrix
in Sec. 2.3.2, the spectrum exhibits a �at region that increases in value with the amount of
adsorbate. In line with the discussion of fully �lled Vycor in Sec. 2.3.3, the di�erence in
e�ective permittivity of this state and an empty matrix can be attributed to the orientation
polarization of the additional liquid.

In analogy to Sec. 2.3.3, this contribution is assumed as the product of the di�erence in bulk
permittivity, the volume fraction (vC4) and a microstructure factor (α). In contrast to Eq. (2.25),
the volume fraction is de�ned by the porosity multiplied by the relative �lling vC4 = ΦN/N0.
Then, we can rewrite Eq. (2.25) as

ε′e�(N/N0) = ε′e�,empty +
(
ε′bulk,C4 − 1

)
Φ
N

N0
α(N/N0). (4.9)

Here, the microstructure parameter has been assumed as a function of relative pore �lling,
α(N/N0). It is this function that was expected as an empirical result from the comparison
of dielectric and manometric methods. However, since these results could not be obtained
experimentally, a reasonable approximation has to be applied. A �rst assumption is to use
the constant α = 1.24 that has been measured in Sec. 2.3.3 for a �lled matrix. The quality
of this approximation for other adsorbate distributions will now be discussed for the di�erent
condensation stages.

During multilayer condensation, the adsorbate layers take the shape of the pore walls, thus
mimicking the interface of the �lled matrix. As for the additional interface between the ad-
sorbate and the empty parts of the pore space, the same microstructure applies in good ap-
proximation with a small uncertainty due to the added constriction of the pore. Still, only a
small error should result from the simple approximation in layer condensation.

As for capillary condensation and desorption, there are small incremental changes to the
distribution of electric �elds each time a new capillary bridge forms, collapses or coalesces
with another one within the pore network. However, because of the large slope in the sorption
isotherm, the structural changes coincide with a large increase or decrease inN/N0. The e�ect
on permittivity is therefore mitigated.

In summary, a simple dependence on relative pore loading can be used as a �rst order
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4.3. Equilibrium Adsorption of 1-Butanol

approximation, although it will result in an error for the capillary condensation stage. The
relative adsorbed amount in equilibrium can then be calculated by rearranging Eq. (4.9),

N

N0
=

ε′e� − ε′e�,empty

Φα
(
ε′C4,bulk − 1

) =
∆ε′e�(N/N0)

∆ε′max,theo
. (4.10)

4.3.4. Sorption Isotherm

With Eq. (4.10), a relative �lling N/N0 has been calculated from the equilibrium permittivity
at ν = 1 MHz. Instead of using the theoretical maximum in the denominator on the right
hand side of Eq. (4.10), it is also possible to normalize the results to a range 0 to 1 by using the
experimental maximum permittivity ∆ε′max = ε′max − ε′e�,empty = 5.08. Then, by comparing
to the theoretical increase,

∆ε′max = α
(
ε′C4,bulk − 1

)
Φ̃, (4.11)

an apparent porosity Φ̃ = 24.8 % can be calculated using α = 1.24 as determined experi-
mentally in Sec. 2.3.3. The fact that Φ̃ is smaller than the characterized value from nitrogen
sorption (Φ = 27.5 %) indicates incomplete removal of the adsorbed water monolayer. This
was expected due to the limited heating temperature during evacuation. An equivalent layer
thickness tpre can be derived, assuming homogeneous distribution in cylindrical pores of uni-
form radius r0:

Φ̃

Φ
=

(r0 − tpre)
2

r2
0

. (4.12)

In this experiment, tpre = 0.23 nm could be calculated, which is in very good agreement with
molecular dimensions of water as well as MD simulation results of bound water layers [65].
The uncertainty in pore radius resulting from this preadsorbed layer will be further discussed
in the analysis of the properties of the layer condensate in Sec. 4.3.5.

When plotted as a function of the measured equilibrium pressure, as depicted in Fig. 4.8, the
normalized increase in permittivity produces a type IV isotherm, similar to the results from
nitrogen characterization. The following characteristic features are worth noting:

• Initial step occurs for small pressures below the �rst data point P/P0 < 0.08.

• The �at layer condensation stage shows no signi�cant multilayer adsorption.

• For capillary condensation, the hysteresis shape shows a good match to the results
from nitrogen characterization: spread out rise on adsorption, almost vertical drop
on desorption.
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Figure 4.8.: Sorption isotherm for 1-butanol in Vycor, as resolved by dielectric spectroscopy, see text.

• The plateau of total �lling is achieved for a pressure P/P0 ≈ 0.9. No additional
uptake is detected on continued pressure increase.

These properties of the sorption isotherm can also be compared to results in literature. Jones
and Wade [66] studied equilibrium sorption of a series of alcohols featuring 1-butanol using
gravimetric methods in porous Vycor with comparable pore radius r0 = 3 nm. In their ex-
periments, as depicted in Fig. 4.9, they observed a strong and very localized monolayer step
of matching height for low pressures P/P0 < 0.03 followed by a very �at layer condensation
domain, indicating no multilayer adsorption. Moreover, the shape of their capillary condens-
ation hysteresis exhibited the same asymmetric H2(a) characteristics.

The perfect agreement between this experiment and the reported data clearly shows that the
dielectric measurement along with the approximation of linear �lling dependency is accurate
within the experimental uncertainties. Hence, the normalized permittivity in Eq. (4.10) and
N/N0 can be used interchangeably.

4.3.5. Monolayer Adsorption

When interpreting the layer condensation stage as a monolayer growth, it is appropriate to
apply the Langmuir model. A dimensionless �t of Eq. (3.12) as N/NML(P → P/P0) has been
applied to the pressure range 0 < P/P0 < 0.6 for adsorption data, see Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.9.: Gravimetric sorption isotherm for 1-butanol in Vycor (r0 = 3 nm), redrawn from [66].

The resulting monolayer capacity amounts to NML/N0 = 0.219. Similar to the BET �t of
nitrogen adsorption, see Sec. 4.2.2, the Langmuir constant is only known with a large margin
of error due to the lack of points for very low �llings, KL = 50± 10.

The thickness of the adsorbed layer can be estimated from the relative pore volume occupied
by adsorbate N/N0,

N/N0 =
Vads
Vpore

. (4.13)

Assuming cylindrical pore geometry and a single pore radius r0 and homogeneous adsorption,
the adsorbate layers take the shape of the cylinder wall with a layer thickness t(N/N0), so
that the right hand side of Eq. (4.13) can be rewritten as

Vads
Vpore

=
r2

0 − (r0 − t(N/N0))2

r2
0

. (4.14)

Combining Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) then yields

t(N/N0) = r0

(
1−

√
1− N

N0

)
. (4.15)

According to this relation, a Langmuir monolayer thickness of tML = 0.52± 0.10 nm is ob-
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Figure 4.10.: Langmuir �t for the 1-butanol monolayer condensation. The steep increase at very
low pressures is a characteristic of strong adsorption. A Langmuir constant KL = 50 ± 10 could be
extracted

tained without considering the pre-adsorbed water. This value is in the range of the mo-
lecular dimensions for 1-butanol (418 to 904 pm, see App. B). The high uncertainty in the
layer thickness corresponds to the reduced apparent porosity for the butanol measurement.
If interpreted as a residual water monolayer, the preadsorbed layer thickness tpre = 0.23 nm

estimated above and tML add up to a total wall layer of thickness tML+H2O = 0.75± 0.10 nm

Using the Frenkel-Halsey-Hill equation, a molecule-wall interaction exponent for 1-butanol
can be quanti�ed. By converting the experimental data to a layer thickness t(P/P0) for each
point of the layer condensation stage using Eq. (4.15), a �t of Eq. (3.34) can be applied. Equi-
valently, a plot of ln (t(P/P0)) over ln

(
5

ln(P0/P )

)
yields a linear relation of slope 1/b, as

depicted in Fig. 4.11.

For the experimental data, b = 6 ± 0.5 was observed. In comparison to the value b = 3

that was used for nitrogen in Eq. (3.35), this indicates a much stronger interaction of the
butanol molecules with the pore walls which is consistent with the di�erence in the shape
of both isotherms, i.e. �at layer condensation domain (1-butanol) vs. multilayer growth (N2).
Furthermore, this value is in agreement with results for other strong adsorbates on polar
surfaces [53].
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Figure 4.11.: Frenkel-Halsey-Hill plot of 1-butanol monolayer condensation. From the slope in this
plot, an FHH interaction exponent b = 6 could be extracted according to Eq. (3.34).

4.3.6. Capillary Condensation

In analogy to the method for pore size characterization (see Sec. 4.2.3), a pore volume distri-
bution has been calculated for the desorption branch in the capillary condensation hysteresis
loop that has been studied with higher resolution than the adsorption branch. The results, as
a function of the Kelvin radius rK can be found in Fig. 4.12.

The normalized pore volume shows comparable characteristics to Fig. 4.5, although the
distribution is wider than for nitrogen. However, an important di�erence is seen in the
absolute values of Kelvin radii: The maximum of the pore volume distribution is found at
rK,max = 5.05 nm5. Assuming a constant wall layer thickness tML due the monolayer ad-
sorbate in addition to the Kelvin radius, the maximum position yields an apparent pore radius
of r̃0 = 5.6 nm, which is signi�cantly higher than the radius from the sample characterization
(r0,max = 4.75 nm).

Two possible explanations can be given for the deviation of the Kelvin radius: On one
hand, a model error of the Kelvin equation for strong particle-wall interactions is expected

5Because of the uncertainty in the dielectric model discussed in Sec. 4.3.3, only the maximum value will be used
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Figure 4.12.: Pore volume distribution of the 1-butanol desorption branch as a function of the Kelvin
radius (calculated for a contact angle θ = 0). For the data point at rK ≈ 4.5 nm, a small temperature
�uctuation was observed, this small experimental error results in an arti�cial secondary peak.

that could result in a di�erent meniscus curvature. On the other hand, a �nite contact angle
θ between the menisci and the monolayer condensate would also result in a larger Kelvin
radius, as depicted in Fig. 4.13(a).

So far, it has been assumed that the capillary condensate has a hemispherical meniscus. This
is justi�ed for most multilayer systems, where the layer condensate has liquid-like properties.
However, for strong interactions with the pore surface and a monomolecular adsorbate layer,
this is not guaranteed.

Due to the directional H-bonds of 1-butanol to the silica interface, we expect a preferred
orientation of molecules in the vicinity of the pore walls, as observed for water in simulations
[67]. Then, the interaction to the next layer of molecules in the liquid is critically modi�ed, see
Fig. 4.13(b) and (c). The result is an interfacial tension between both layers, even though they
consist of the same molecular species. This e�ect, known as autophobicity, can be observed
experimentally for many strongly interacting adsorbates [68, 69]. It is especially prominent
on high energy surfaces like silica [70].

In order to quantify the contact angle, Eq. (3.33) can be easily modi�ed, since the liquid
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Figure 4.13.: Illustration of autophobicity of n-alcohols to an adsorbed monolayer. (a) In adsorption
experiments, there is often a �nite contact angle between the capillary bridge and the layer adsorbate.
(b) The reason behind this are the strong interactions of the monomolecular layer to the surface, here:
H-bonds. (c) As the mobility of the molecules on the interface is limited and a strong H-bond is already
formed with the silica surface, the intermolecular interactions to the next layer of liquid molecules are
modi�ed.

interface still exhibits the shaped of a spherical segment. A factor cos θ can be introduced:

r0 = rK cos θ + t(P/P0). (4.16)

If we assume r0 as the pore radius from the N2-isotherm characterization, rK = rK,max from
the Kelvin radius distribution for butanol and t(P/P0) = tML as the butanol monolayer thick-
ness, a contact angle of θ = 38±4◦ for the butanol menisci can be calculated. This indicates a
signi�cant autophobicity of butanol in nanopores, while the capillary bridge still readily wets
the layer adsorbate.

The same e�ect was reported by Jones and Wade in smaller nanopores [66]. In their exper-
iments for Vycor with 3 nm pore radius, a contact angle of θ = 59◦ was measured along with
a comparable monolayer thickness tML ≈ 600 pm. This could be indicative of a geometric de-
pendence of the autophobicity on the surface curvature. Furthermore, the surface chemistry
seems to play a critical part for autophobicity: In experiments of alcohol adsorption to planar
alumina surfaces by Barto et al. a value of θ = 50◦ to 80◦ has been derived for 1-butanol [71].
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5 Theory of Diffusive Transport in
Nanopores

5.1. Elementary Theory of Diffusion

5.1.1. Introduction

As a part of the results from the considerations in Sec. 3.2, an equilibrating thermodynamic
process was predicted based on an imbalance in the chemical potential µ. It was Einstein [72]
who recognized that a gradient in chemical potential ∇µ is the driving force for molecular
transport, which is counteracted by friction forces. These in turn depend on the interactions
of the involved particle ensemble. In this way, the di�usive transport of matter re�ects the
microscopic properties of a system. An in-depth review of the theoretical framework can be
found in [73], where many of the following concepts have been taken from.

5.1.2. Transport Diffusion and Self-Diffusion

In one dimension, a balance of forces according to Einstein’s theory of di�usion results in

fv = − dµ
dx, (5.1)

where f is a friction coe�cient and v denotes the relative velocity of a particle. At a local
molar concentration c of particles, a molar �ux density J = vc is expected that is referred to
as ‘transport di�usion’. As a function of the concentration, the gradient of chemical potential
is usually oriented in parallel to a concentration gradient, as is the case on adsorption in
a monolithic mesoporous sample. Then, transport di�usion can be described using Fick’s
model [74]. Sec. 5.1.3 will give a theoretical framework that relates the �ow to a concentration
gradient for a transport di�usivity constant D.

Another instance of di�usion results from the statistical mechanics of particles in a �uid
of uniform density. A random, spontaneous molecular movement, i.e. Brownian motion, is
observed for �nite temperatures due to a statistical velocity distribution. On interaction with
other particles, momentum is exchanged arbitrarily and the motion is redirected. The result is
a so-called ‘random walk’ of particles within the �uid. However, in an ensemble of particles,
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the statistical mean square displacement
〈
r2(t)

〉
from the starting point is a linear function

of time, 〈
r2(t)

〉
= 6D̂t, (5.2)

with a di�usivity constant D̂. This statistical motion of particles is also known as ‘self-
di�usion’, as it is an inherent property of the medium without external stimuli. The self-
di�usivity D̂ depends on the friction forces in the �uid. For liquids, they can be identi�ed
as viscous drag according to the Stokes-Einstein relation. Similarly, the self-di�usivity for
pure gases in the hydrodynamic limit can be derived from kinetic gas theory for an in�nite
medium,

D̂ =
1

3
v̄thλ, (5.3)

where λ is the mean free path of particles, see Eq. (5.9), and v̄th denotes the mean thermal
velocity of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution:

v̄th =

√
8RT

πMm
, (5.4)

with the molar mass Mm of the gas particles. Due to the compressibility of gases, the mech-
anisms of particle interaction change, which will be discussed in Sec. 5.2. Thus, the self-
di�usivity in nanoporous media is much more complex than Eq. (5.3) suggests.

In conclusion, self di�usion and transport di�usion are generally di�erent processes that
should not be confused with one another. While transport di�usion is always correlated to
a net transport of matter and a driving force, self-di�usion is also present for a �uid in an
equilibrium. In general, both processes exhibit di�erent di�usivities (D̂ 6= D). With regard to
the experiments in this work, the di�usivity constants correspond to transport di�usivities,
as they result from a molecular �ow.

5.1.3. Fick’s Laws of Diffusion

The �rst theoretical model of transport di�usion �ow has been derived by Adolf Fick in the
middle of the 19th century as a purely phenomenological description. A review of the model
can be found in [73]. At the time, it has been established experimentally that a concentration
imbalance in a gas mixture is spontaneously reduced in favour of a uniform distribution of
the individual components, as depicted in Fig. 5.1.

In analogy to heat transfer, a di�usion �ux J can be de�ned that is proportional to the
gradient of the concentration c:

J = −D(c)∇c, (5.5)
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Figure 5.1.: Phenomenology of di�usion in a mixture of two gases. Any given concentration di�er-
ence is reduced over time by a spontaneous �ow of particles. In an equilibrium state, the concentration
throughout the entire bounding volume is equal for both components.

where the coe�cient D(c) is the transport di�usivity. Eq. (5.5) is known as Fick’s �rst law
of di�usion. In gases, the concentration can also be expressed by a partial pressure Pi for the
i-th component. For a one-dimensional case, Eq. (5.5) then results in

Ji = − D

RT

∂Pi
∂x

. (5.6)

Eq. (5.6) requires isothermal conditions T = const, as is the case in the experiments for this
work.

As a result of the �ow of particles, the local concentration changes over time. Due to the
conservation of particles, a continuity equation has been formulated as Fick’s second law:

∂c

∂t
= −∇J = ∇ (D(c)∇c) . (5.7)

For a constant di�usivity, Eq. (5.7) further simpli�es to

∂c

∂t
= D∆c, (5.8)

with the Laplace operator ∆. By solving the partial di�erential equations resulting from Eq.
(5.7) or Eq. (5.8), a concentration pro�le c(x, t) can be calculated for speci�c boundary and
initial conditions. For some conditions and simple geometries, an analytical description can
be found, as will be shown in Sec. 5.3.
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5.2. Diffusion Mechanisms in Mesopores

5.2.1. Principles of Gas Transport

A large part of di�usive matter transport in mesopores can be attributed to the gas phase. Eq.
(5.6) predicts a di�usion �ow caused by a gradient in the partial pressure of a gas. As opposed
to liquids, where in most cases the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation is an accurate de-
scription of �ow processes (see Sec. 7.1.1), the compressibility has to be taken into account
for gas �ow. As we shall see, this introduces signi�cant complications.

In contrast to liquids that contain interacting molecules in close proximity, an ensemble of
gas particles can only exchange energy and momentum by statistical particle collisions. These
can occur either with other gas particles or the bounding geometry with di�erent relative
importance depending on the density of the gas. For ideal gases consisting of spherical gas
particles of van-der-Waals radius rA, the mean free path between particle-particle collisions
can be derived using kinetic gas theory from the particle density n = N/V and the e�ective
collision cross-section for interactions, σ = π(2rA)2. If particle velocities exhibit Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution, the mean free path is given by

λ =
1√
2nσ

=
1√
2

kBT

P

1

π(2rA)2
. (5.9)

On dilution of a gas, i.e. on lowering the mean pressure P , the rate ζp-p of inter-particle col-
lisions is reduced. If the mean free path is comparable to the distance between geometric
boundaries, e.g. the width of a mesopore, particle-wall collisions at a rate ζp-w govern the
behaviour of the gas. For cylindrical �ow channels of radius r0, a dimensionless Knudsen
number Kn can be de�ned that indicates the degree of rarefaction in a gas:

Kn =
ζp-w
ζp-p

=
λ

2r0
. (5.10)

Based on this de�nition, one can distinguish three regimes for gas transport [75]:

Hydrodynamic regime: Kn < 0.1

Transition regime: 0.1 ≤ Kn < 10

Knudsen diffusion regime : 10 ≤ Kn

Fig. 5.2 shows the di�erent transport mechanisms in the limiting cases of low (a) and high Kn
(b), the physical properties of which will be discussed in the following sections.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2.: Gas �ow mechanisms for di�erent �ow regimes. (a) Low-Kn hydrodynamic continuum
�ow. (b) High-Kn Knudsen �ow determined by interactions with the geometric boundary.

5.2.2. Hydrodynamic Gas Flow

In the limit of dense gases, the particle-wall collisions can be neglected in good approximation.
Particle-particle collisions are the only way to exchange momentum and energy between gas
particles, as indicated in Fig. 5.2(a). The transport of gas molecules resulting from a di�er-
ence in pressure is then described by continuum �uid mechanics. The Navier-Stokes equa-
tion, which will be introduced in detail in Sec. 7.1.1 applies to the �owing gas and thus for
one-dimensional pressure gradients dP/ dx in cylindrical geometry, Hagen-Poiseuille �ow is
expected,

V̇ = −πr
4
0

8η

dP
dx , (5.11)

where η denotes the dynamic viscosity of the gas. As an equivalent formulation to shear stress
between �uid layers, Maxwell’s kinetic gas theory predicts a tangential momentum transfer
between gas particles that results in a de�nition of a viscosity for gases,

η =
1

3
nmv̄thλ, (5.12)

with n denoting the particle density, m the particle mass, and v̄th the mean thermal velocity
from Eq. (5.4). The volumetric �ow rate V̇ in Eq. (5.11) can then be related to a molar �ow
rate Ṅ ,

V̇ =
dV
dN

dN
dt =

RT

P
Ṅ. (5.13)

The average �ux for the �ow channel is then given by

J =
1

πr2
0

dN
dt = − Pr2

0

8ηRT

dP
dx . (5.14)

Comparing Eq. (5.14) to Fick’s �rst law for gases, Eq. (5.6), a transport di�usivity for this
viscous �ow can be identi�ed as

Dvis =
Pr2

0

8η
. (5.15)
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It should be noted that for 0.01 ≤ Kn < 0.1, Eq. (5.14) needs to be corrected by applying
a slip boundary condition when solving the Navier-Stokes equation. The �nite velocity at
the pore walls directly results from the thermodynamics of the Knudsen layer, i.e. a layer of
thickness λ from the pore walls [11]. E�ects of slip �ow in the context of liquid �ow will also
be discussed in Sec. 7.1.3.

5.2.3. Knudsen Diffusion

In the limit for dilute gases (Kn > 10), particle-particle collisions can be omitted. The only
remaining collision mechanism are particle-wall collisions, as depicted in Fig. 5.2(b).

In the process, the gas molecules are re�ected by the pore walls in a di�use manner, so
that the momenta before and after collision exhibit no correlation. This loss of orientation is
a consequence of short-time adsorption and subsequent desorption from the surface [76]. A
di�use re�ection of gas particles is expected, resulting in an angular probability according to
Lambert’s cosine law, p(φ) ∝ cosφ, with an angle φ to the surface normal.

From the momentum balance in kinetic gas theory, Knudsen calculated the di�usivity in a
cylindrical pore of radius r0 [77],

DKn =
2

3
r0vth. (5.16)

Obviously, this Knudsen di�usivity is independent of the mean pressure as well as the pres-
sure gradient in the pore. Moreover, the dependence on temperature and the molar mass of
di�using particles is also weak (DKn ∝

√
T/Mm). Accordingly, the Knudsen di�usivities for

alcohol molecules of chain lengths n = 4 and n = 10 at room temperature only di�er by 45 %

despite a large di�erence in molecular dimensions.
The Knudsen di�usivity depends on the pore geometry and hence is a function of the

amount of adsorbate in a pore. In the presence of pre-adsorbed layers of thickness t(N/N0)

according to Eq. (4.15), the di�usivity is reduced to

DKn(N/N0) =
2

3
(r0 − t(N/N0)) vth (5.17)

Due to the stochastic nature of the transport and collisions in the Knudsen mechanism, the
self-di�usivity and transport di�usivity are in good approximation equal. However, simula-
tions revealed that this is only observed for perfectly smooth pores [78]. In case of rough pore
walls, the self-di�usivity is reduced considerably due to local variations, while the transport
di�usivity shows no strong dependence. This will be revisited in the context of the tortuosity
factor in a porous network, see Sec. 5.3.2.
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5.2.4. Gas Flow in the Transition Regime

A very interesting domain of gas �ow is found for a transition between viscous �ow and
Knudsen di�usion. Here, the assumptions of Secs. 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 break down in that both
particle-particle and particle-wall collisions need to be considered for momentum transfer.

As a general rule, the di�usivity in the transition region is reduced in comparison to pure
Knudsen di�usion but also compared to viscous �ow in the hydrodynamic regime, resulting
in a minimum of gas throughput. In order to derive an analytical description of �ow for these
conditions, one needs to �nd a solution of the Boltzmann equation. In most practical cases,
this is impossible due to the complexity of the collision integral therein.

Most attempts to bridge this gap in �ow rate modelling between the two above descriptions
are based on a weighted superposition of mechanisms and empirical studies. Based on a lin-
earized representation of the Boltzmann equation and on molecular dynamics simulations of
�ow pro�les, a uni�ed model has been developed by Beskok and Karniadakis that accurately
predicts �ow rates for pure gases over a large range of Kn for di�erent �ow geometries [77].

5.2.5. Intermolecular diffusion

For gas mixtures of components A and B, the additional momentum exchange due to inter-
species collisions has to be considered. By applying Chapman-Enskog theory [79, 80], a dif-
fusivity

DAB =
3

8
√
π

(kBT )3/2M
−1/2
AB

Pd2
ABΩ(εAB)

(5.18)

can be derived for this process. This di�usivity applies equally to the transport of either com-
ponent. Accordingly, the index AB indicates a mean parameter for the mixture. In detail, dAB

denotes the arithmetic mean of hard-sphere collision diameters, MAB denotes the harmonic
mean of particle masses for both components. The value of the collision integral Ω(εAB) de-
pends on the geometric mean of Lennard-Jones parameters εAB for both gases.

The Chapman-Enskog di�usivity scales as a function of P−1 in the hydrodynamic regime.
However, in the limit for dilute gases, the di�usivity of each component corresponds to Knud-
sen di�usion and the intermolecular di�usivity vanishes. For gas mixtures in the transition
regime, Scott and Dullien derived an approximation for an apparent di�usivity Dtrans that
results from the Knudsen di�usivity of the respective gas and the intermolecular di�usivity
[81],

1

Dtrans
=

1

DKn,A
+

1

DAB
. (5.19)
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5.2.6. Surface Diffusion

So far, only di�usion in the gas phase has been considered for molecular transport on adsorp-
tion. However, the additional sorbate layer on the interfaces also impacts matter transport. For
any concentration imbalance along the walls, there are equal variations of the local chemical
potential of the adsorbate, µσ(c). A gradient in this potential then drives a transport di�usion
inside the adsorbed ensemble.

V

x

V

y

x
y

Figure 5.3.: Illustration of surface di�usion and surface potentials. Here, a one-dimensional di�u-
sion is depicted including sketched interaction potentials. For an adsorbate particle, depending on the
surface chemistry, the energy barrier to neighbouring sites can be lower than for desorption. Then,
the activated transition between potential wells is another means of di�usion. Besides the obvious
self-di�usion, there is also a net transport if a concentration gradient is assumed in the adsorbate.

Microscopic models of this surface di�usion describe the di�usion �ux as an activated hopping
process in the potential landscape of the interface. For one dimension, this is illustrated in Fig.
5.3. In case of physisorption, the adsorbed particles are not �xed in place. They can overcome
the energy barrier between neighbouring potential wells on the surface for a thermal activ-
ation without complete desorption. If only jumps from occupied to vacant sites are allowed,
this hopping mechanism, even for non-interacting adsorbate particles, results in a net �ow
from a zone of higher adsorbate concentration to a lower concentration.

A basic model [73] treats adsorption sites as equidistant points on a two-dimensional square
lattice. The resulting transport di�usivity then solely depends on the distance of adsorption
sites d and the hopping rate ζH that is determined by the temperature and the adsorption
strength.

DS = ζHd
2 (5.20)
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Although this di�usivity seems independent of the number of particles in the adsorbate layer,
both ζH and d can be modelled implicitly as functions of the layer occupation. In real situ-
ations, the complexity of the interface potential, the distribution of adsorption sites and the
molecular interactions in the adsorbate all have to be considered.

A re�ned model has been introduced by Reed and Ehrlich [82], which takes into account the
repulsive interaction between adsorbate particles. Then, surface di�usivity in a monomolecu-
lar layer is a function of fractional loading. For low surface occupation, the hopping rate and
thus the di�usivity is limited by the number of particles in the adsorbate layer. As the popu-
lation grows, so does the probability of a successful hopping. The repulsion between particles
further enhances the di�usivity. For high loadings though, the lack of vacant adsorption sites
limits the process again and di�usivity drops o�. Hence, a global maximum of surface di�us-
ivity is expected at a surface coverage 0 < N/NML < 1 [73].

5.2.7. Liquid Capillary Flow

The last important mechanism for molecular transport is only present at very high pore load-
ings, when capillary condensation sets in. On formation of a capillary bridge, the pore is
e�ectively sealed for gas phase di�usion from one end to another. Matter transport to the
closed o� end of the pore can then only be achieved by other mechanisms.

One of these is added by the capillary bridge itself: The concave menisci act as quasi in�nite
sinks for adsorbing particles and a spreading of the capillary bridge is expected due to capillary
forces. The dynamics of spontaneous capillary �ow will be a central subject of part III. For
now, it should be noted that transport is critically modi�ed when capillary condensation sets
in.

5.2.8. Total Pore Transport Diffusivity

All the above di�usion mechanisms need to be considered when trying to quantify molecular
transport in a cylindrical nanopore. An analogy to electric circuits illustrates the di�usion
resistance caused by individual transport mechanisms [73]. As depicted in Fig. 5.4, the com-
bined intermolecular and Knudsen di�usivity according to Eq. (5.19), the surface di�usion,
and a viscous �ow contribution (for transition �ow) are three independent resistances in a
parallel circuit1.

In the limit for dilute gases, the intermolecular and viscous mechanisms can be neglected,
resulting in a simpli�ed pore transport only by Knudsen and surface di�usion. For station-

1Here, it is assumed that no capillary condensation takes place.
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Knudsen Intermolecular

Surface

Viscous

Figure 5.4.: Combined di�usion resistance in a cylindrical mesopore. The total resistance of this
equivalent circuit de�nes the di�usivity of a mesopore in the layer condensation stage. Note that each
individual resistance is a function of molecular concentration in the gas phase and/or in the adsorbate.

ary di�usion, i.e. constant concentration gradient and �ow, both mechanisms add up to the
stationary pore di�usivity D∗P in a weighted superposition. The weights are determined by
the relative amount of particles in the gas phase (Ng/N ) and in the adsorbate (Nσ/N =

(1−Ng/N)),

D∗P =
Ng

N
DKn +

(
1− Ng

N

)
DS , (5.21)

where N = Ng +Nσ is the total number of particles in the pore.

It should be noted that the individual di�usivities in (5.21) are functions of the relative pore
�lling. For DS , a direct occupation dependence in the adsorbate layer was discussed in Sec.
5.2.6. Knudsen di�usion varies with the thickness of the adsorbed layer, see Eq. (5.17). While
in a stationary case, this results in constant di�usivities, the total pore di�usivity in transient
situations is a complicated function of the concentration of adsorbate D(c), resulting in a
nonlinear form of Fick’s second law (Eq. (5.7)).

In order to simplify this problem, the individual di�usivities are usually assumed constant
for small concentration variations, i.e. incremental steps in adsorbate. While this is an ap-
propriate approximation for small changes in the layer condensation stage for isotherms, it
is much less suited for experiments probing transient �lling dynamics for a large ∆N/N0.
Moreover, a critical change in transport mechanism occurs upon capillary condensation in
the pore, as described in Sec. 5.2.7. The application of the above model and equations is thus
limited to the layer condensation stage. This will be discussed further in Sec. 6.
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5.3. Modelling Diffusivity in Mesoporous Solids

5.3.1. Effective Diffusivity of Porous Solids

RD,i

RD,j

(a) (b)

(c) (d) Deff

DP
Φ
τ⇒

Figure 5.5.: Di�usion resistance in Vycor pore networks. (a) Vycor contains an interconnected net-
work of meandering pores with di�erent lengths and widths. (b) In order to �nd the di�usion resistance
between two points (• and ◦) in the network, pore intersections can be interpreted as nodes (blue dots),
pores as connections between nodes. (c) This abstract network constitutes a resistor circuit with dif-
ferent di�usional resistances. (d) Instead of a network resistance (network di�usivity), an e�ective
di�usivity can be de�ned for the geometric space occupied by the porous sample. Due to the uniform-
ity of the Vycor network, De� is assumed to be a constant over macroscopic distances, resulting from
a mean pore di�usivity D̄P , see Sec. 5.3.2.

The structure of the pore space in mesoporous materials de�nes a complex network of pore
di�usion resistances, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. In contrast to the ideal cylindrical geometry as-
sumed for the above di�usivities, the network branches exhibit signi�cant variation in shape,
size and length between nodes in the network. Hence, a di�usion resistance of the network
cannot be calculated directly.

Many experiments regarding transport in porous materials rely on the measurement of
macroscopic �ow rates. Similar to e�ective medium theory for dielectric properties, see Sec.
2.2.6, an e�ective di�usivity De� for a porous sample (matrix + pores) can be introduced as a
practical parameter [73]. As di�usion is limited to the porous space, the e�ective di�usivity
is related to the pore network di�usivity DNW by the porosity Φ:

De� = ΦDNW. (5.22)
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5.3.2. Tortuosity

It is a general assumption that the di�usivity in pore networks is in some way related to
the di�usivity in an average pore of the network, D̄P (〈r0〉). The ratio between the network
di�usivity and the mean pore di�usivity de�nes a factor

τ =
D̄P

DNW
= Φ

D̄P

De�
, (5.23)

which is called the ‘tortuosity’ of the pore network. Since Vycor is reasonably uniform over
macroscopic distances, τ is expected to be a constant for macroscopic samples.

By its de�nition, τ can also be interpreted as a factor relating the di�usivity of an array of
uniform parallel pores and a pore network. In a three-dimensional, interconnected arrange-
ment of pores with equal partitions oriented in parallel to the three coordinate axes (see Fig.
5.6(a)), the di�usivity in x, y, and z-direction is de�ned by a third of the pore space, hence
τ = 3 is expected. This value is also a rough estimate for random isotropic networks.

z x

y

τ	=	3

x'
x

Δx
Δc

τ	=						>	1x
x'

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6.: Topological and morphological origin of the tortuosity. (a) In pore networks, the tortu-
osity factor is primarily determined by interconnectivity and network structure. As an example, the
depicted interconnected pore lattice results in τ = 3 for transport in parallel to one of the coordinate
axes. (b) The meandering pore geometry further increases the tortuosity.

In addition to the network properties, the individual pore morphologies also in�uence the
value of the tortuosity due to an e�ective prolongation of di�usion paths as illustrated in Fig.
5.6(b). In a single meandering pore with constant radius, the tortuosity corresponds to the
ratio of pore length and distance covered in direction of the concentration gradient, τ = x′/x.
This e�ect is also expected to a certain degree for the entire pore network.

Combining both partial contributions to the tortuosity, a value τ > 3 is expected for Vy-
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cor. In order to determine τ experimentally, the pore di�usivity and the e�ective di�usivity
need to be known independently. In the Knudsen regime, the pore di�usivity is given by Eq.
(5.21). This relation simpli�es further for non-adsorbing gases (e.g. He at T � 4 K), since all
particles are in the gas phase, N = Ng . By measuring an e�ective transport di�usivity of a
membrane and calculating the mean Knudsen di�usivity with Eq. (5.16), a value of τ = 3.6

could be determined for Vycor [83, 49]. A similar value (τ = 3.2) has been observed in other
mesoporous silica membranes [84].

Lin et al. used a SANS self-di�usivity measurement in Vycor and observed a range of tor-
tuosities τ = 3.4 to 4.2 [85]. The above experimental value shows a good match to these
results. If one recalls the comparison of Knudsen transport and self-di�usivity in Sec. 5.2.3,
this indicates that pore wall roughness has little signi�cance in Vycor.

However, it should be noted that the notion of a constant tortuosity breaks down when
capillary condensation is considered. As more and more pores are blocked by capillary bridges,
parts of the pore space can be cut o� from the outside gas phase, e�ectively changing the
network topology, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7. It is thus expected that the contribution of gas
di�usion to the e�ective di�usivity is reduced.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.7.: E�ect of capillary condensation on pore network structure. (a) For layer condensation,
the entire pore space can be reached by di�using gas. (b) As more and more capillary bridges form in
the pores, the pore network is partially cut o� from the outside. Transport in these regions is limited
to secondary mechanisms, changing the structure of the network.

5.3.3. Geometric Model for Parallel-Sided Slabs

With the above de�nition of an e�ective di�usivity De�, the process of vapour uptake into a
Vycor sample reduces to a problem of solving Fick’s second law in Eq. (5.8) for appropriate
geometric, initial and boundary conditions.

In case of the Vycor samples in this work, an analytical solution of the di�usion equation
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x=0 x=d

c=c1

c(t=0)=c0

c=c1

t

c(t→∞)	=	c1

Figure 5.8.: Geometric model for di�usion into Vycor slabs. The sample are assumed as in�nitely
large, with a constant concentration on the boundaries. For this model, the concentration pro�le on
the inside can be calculated using the di�usion equation (Fick’s second law, Eq. (5.8)). Note that
concentration pro�les in this �gure are qualitative representations, for illustration purposes only.

has been derived by Crank [74] as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The geometric model consists of an
in�nitely large sheet limited by two parallel planes at a distance d. Then, the concentration
pro�le is one-dimensional, since e�ects of the sample edges are neglected. The concentration
distribution inside the sample is assumed uniform at �rst, c(t = 0, 0 < x < d) = c0, the
surface concentration on both sides is kept constant at all times, c(x = 0) = c(x = d) = c1.
Again, the latter is only a good approximation for small changes in the amount adsorbed. This
initial concentration distribution results in the following evolution over time,

c(x, t)− c0

c1 − c0
= 1− 4

π

∞∑
n=0

(−1)n

2n+ 1
exp

[
−De�(2n+ 1)2π2t

d2

]
cos

(2n+ 1)πx

d
. (5.24)

Here, the in�nite series results from an expansion into a trigonometric series during the
solution. The concentration pro�le c(x, t) on its own cannot be compared to the experi-
mental results, however, when integrated over the sample volume, a mass or molar uptake
can be calculated. Likewise, it is also best expressed as a normalized di�erence ∆N(t)/∆N∞,
where ∆N(t) = N(t) − N(t = 0) and ∆N∞ corresponds to the maximum di�erence for
a uniform increase in concentration in the entire sample volume, as seen for large times,
c(t→∞, 0 < x < d)− c(t = 0, 0 < x < d) = c1 − c0. Then, the following uptake equation
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for transient stepwise adsorption is found:

∆N(t)

∆N∞
= 1−

∞∑
n=0

8

(2n+ 1)2π2
exp

[
−De�(2n+ 1)2π2t

d2

]
. (5.25)

This is the basis for comparison with experimental uptake curves.

5.3.4. Relation of Transient Diffusivity to Pore Diffusivities

In transient adsorption experiments, the e�ective di�usivity for the macroscopic sample can
be used to calculate a mean pore di�usivity as well as the partial contributions of gas and
surface di�usion. In order to derive a relation between De� and the component di�usivities,
it is assumed that both di�usion processes are independent and localized in the respective
phase: Gas �ow is limited to the free pore space, surface di�usion occurs in the combined
volume of the solid and the adsorbate. This is equivalent to the formulation of Costa et al.
[86]. Accordingly, one can de�ne the concentrations of the gas phase cg and the adsorbate
phase cσ to

cg =
Ng

Vg
=

Ng

Φ′Vs
(5.26)

and
cσ =

Nσ

Vσ
=

Nσ

Vs − Vg
=

Nσ

Vs (1− Φ′)
. (5.27)

Here, Vs denotes the macroscopic sample volume and Φ′ = Φ (1−N/N0) is the modi�ed
porosity of a sample upon constriction by the additional adsorbate. The latter is assumed
constant over the course of a transient process, which is consistent with the assumption of
small changes in the amount adsorbed from Sec. 5.3.3. As the total molar amount is N =

Ng +Nσ , the total concentration in the sample c = N/Vs can be written as

c = Φ′cg +
(
1− Φ′

)
cσ. (5.28)

By this de�nition, c corresponds to a macroscopic concentration for which the e�ective dif-
fusivity De� is de�ned. Any derivative of the total concentration can be described by a sum
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of derivatives of the partial contributions, e.g. for a time-derivative,

∂c

∂t
= Φ′

∂cg
∂t

+
(
1− Φ′

) ∂cσ
∂t

= Φ′
∂cg
∂t

+
(
1− Φ′

) ∂cσ
∂cg︸︷︷︸

:=K(N/N0)

∂cg
∂t

=
(
Φ′ +

(
1− Φ′

)
K
) ∂cg
∂t

. (5.29)

In the last step of the calculation, it has been exploited that both concentrations are related to
one another. While only strictly true in equilibrium, this can be applied to transient processes
assuming that the time scale for adsorption is much smaller than for di�usion. The parameter
K results directly from the local slope of the measured sorption isotherm, when rescaling the
axes according to the transformations

P

P0
→ cg =

P0

RT

P

P0
(5.30)

and
N

N0
=
Ng +Nσ

N0
→ cσ =

N
N0
− cg

(
1− N

N0

)
Mm
ρliq(

1−Φ
(

1− N
N0

))
Φ

Mm
ρliq

, (5.31)

using N0 = ΦVsρliq/Mm with the liquid density ρliq and molar mass Mm of the adsorbate in
the conversion for cσ . In the stages of strongest ad-/desorption in the isotherm, the value of
K is very large, whereas in the �at multilayer domain, K is smaller by orders of magnitude.

In order to describe the dynamics in both di�using phases, two separate di�usion equations
according to Fick’s second law can be de�ned, see Eq. (5.8). Here, an additional term Tg or Tσ
accounts for the change in concentration due to the transition of particles into the gas phase
(index g) and into the adsorbate phase (index σ):

∂cg
∂t

= Dg
∂2cg
∂x2

+ Tg, (5.32)

∂cσ
∂t

= Dσ
∂2cσ
∂x2

+ Tσ. (5.33)

Note that the di�usivities Dg and Dσ have been assumed constant during the di�usion pro-
cess, as discussed in Sec. 5.2.8.

Since the transition of molecules from one phase to another involves the same molar amount
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(∂Ng∂t = −∂Nσ
∂t ), the transfer terms Tg and Tσ are interdependent. Using Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27),

they can be related as

Tg = −1− Φ′

Φ′
Tσ. (5.34)

With this identity, Eqs. (5.32) and (5.33) can be combined to

∂cg
∂t

= Dg
∂2cg
∂x2

+
1− Φ′

Φ′

(
Dσ

∂2cσ
∂x2

− ∂cσ
∂t

)
. (5.35)

By introducing ∂cσ = K∂cg , this can be further simpli�ed,

∂cg
∂t

=
Dg +K 1−Φ′

Φ′ Dσ

1 +K 1−Φ′

Φ′

∂2cg
∂x2

. (5.36)

Using the transformation for the di�erentiations according to Eq. (5.29), Eq. (5.36) can be
reformulated as a macroscopic di�usion equation:

∂c

∂t
=

Φ′Dg +K (1− Φ′)Dσ

Φ′ +K (1− Φ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
De�

∂2c

∂x2
. (5.37)

A transient e�ective di�usivity can be identi�ed,

De� =
Φ′Dg +K (1− Φ′)Dσ

Φ′ +K (1− Φ′)
. (5.38)

Analogous to the de�nition in Sec. 5.3.2, De� can be related to the mean transient pore dif-
fusivity DP using Eq. (5.23).

DP =
τ

Φ
De� =

τ

Φ

Φ′Dg +K (1− Φ′)Dσ

Φ′ +K (1− Φ′)
(5.39)

Then, the di�usivities Dg and Dσ can be identi�ed with the respective quantities of a cyl-
indrical pore. Here, the adsorbate contributes solely by surface di�usion,Dσ = DS as de�ned
in Sec. 5.2.6. In contrast to this simple equality,Dg contains Knudsen, intermolecular and vis-
cous contribution, depending on the gas rarefaction. A simple form is found in the limit for
high Knudsen numbers Kn, where only the Knudsen mechanismDg = DKn prevails. This res-
ults in a simple relation between the macroscopic transient di�usivity and partial mechanisms
in a cylindrical pore,

DP =
τ

Φ

Φ′DKn +K (1− Φ′)DS

Φ′ +K (1− Φ′)
. (5.40)
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6 Transient Sorption Experiments

6.1. Kinetics of Sorption Isotherm Experiments

6.1.1. Outline

As a part of the 1-butanol sorption experiments in Sec. 4.3, the uptake kinetics in non-
equilibrium were measured in the process of determining an equilibrium adsorption state for
each point of the isotherm, see [64]. In line with the results of Sec. 4.3.3, the real part of the
dielectric permittivity at ν = 1 MHz can be used as a measurement for momentary �lling of
the sample N(t)/N0. Over the course of an ad-/desorption point, a continuous in-/decrease
of total �lling can be observed.

By applying the theoretical model of Sec. 5.3 to experimental uptake curves, it is possible
to quantify the transport di�usivity of the Vycor pores for di�erent �lling steps. The goal is
to compare the contributions of di�erent di�usion mechanisms in the pores in order to gain
insight on the total transport process of strongly adsorbing molecules.

Both, the adsorption and desorption directions have been studied, the results are separated
for both experimental parts into the following two sections, followed by a comparison.

6.1.2. Kinetics for Adsorption

Exemplary adsorption kinetics for points in di�erent stages of the isotherm are depicted in
Fig. 6.1. Besides the adsorption plateau for high relative pressures (d), all isotherm points
show a similar time evolution of the amount adsorbed: Starting from the initial permittivity
ε(t = 0), a continuous increase is observed that is initially very fast and slows down over time
until the permittivity approaches the equilibrium value ε′(t → ∞). As depicted, the times
to reach an equilibrium state vary by several orders of magnitude: In the monolayer (a) and
the capillary condensation stages (c), the equilibration takes much longer than for the layer
condensation (b). This is also consistent with experimental observations for other isotherm
measurements.

In contrast to any other step, when reaching the plateau of total �llingN/N0 = 1, an abrupt
transition to the �lled state was observed rather than a gradual approach, see the arrow in
Fig. 6.2. In comparison to similar uptake curves for spontaneous imbibition, see Sec. 10.2, this
could indicate a contribution by a liquid capillary �ow.
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Figure 6.1.: Comparison of adsorption kinetics for incremental isothermal adsorption steps for 1-
butanol. (a) monolayer step, (b) layer condensation, (c) capillary condensation, (d) plateau. Note the
di�erent magnitudes of time required for reaching the equilibrium state. For suited data points (a-c), a
�t using Eq. (6.2) has been applied to the data, displayed as red dashed lines.

For quantitative analysis, a normalized permittivity can be de�ned that corresponds to the
normalized �lling ∆N(t)/∆N∞ from Eq. (5.25),

∆ε′(t)

∆ε′∞
=

ε′(t)− ε′(t = 0)

ε′(t→∞)− ε′(t = 0)
=

∆N(t)

∆N∞
. (6.1)

Accordingly, the momentary permittivity ε′(t) is described by

ε′(t) = ε(t = 0) + ∆ε′∞
∆N(t)

∆N∞
(6.2)

A non-linear curve �t can be applied to the experimental data as described by a combination
of Eqs. (6.2) and (5.25). For computational purposes, the summation in Eq. (5.25) has been
limited to the orders n = 0 to 9. In terms of �t parameters, the di�usion geometry d can be
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Figure 6.2.: Adsorption kinetics for 1-butanol at the saturation plateau. The arrow indicates an abrupt
transition to the �lled state instead of an asymptotic approach, unlike any other uptake curve.

identi�ed as the constant sample thickness; the initial value ε′(t = 0) as well as the increase
∆ε′∞ are extracted directly from the measured kinetics. This reduces the free parameters to
the e�ective di�usivity De� only.

Fit results are depicted as red dashed lines in Fig. 6.1. For the most part, the curves show a
good match to the experimental data. The largest deviations of the �ts are observed for large
uptakes of adsorbate, i.e. monolayer step and capillary condensation.

Note that due to thermal �uctuations and the general precision in the measurement, there
is considerable noise in the signals. This is most prominent in kinetics featuring only a small
total increase ∆ε′∞, mainly for layer condensation after the monolayer step, see Fig. 6.1(b).
The �ts for these data points were tailored to the �rst stage of the kinetics only, where the
largest changes were measured. Any delayed e�ects, e.g. due to collapsing metastable layer
condensate, will be neglected in the process. Fig. 6.3 shows the resulting e�ective di�usivities
in relation to the relative pressure and the amount of adsorbate.

For the mentioned data points of large increase in adsorbate, the validity of the applied
model has to be discussed: On one hand, the di�usivity and the outside pressure may shift
signi�cantly, resulting in an error in the solution of the geometric di�usion model. On the
other hand, as capillary bridges form in the matrix, they present new sinks for the uptake of
adsorbate in the matrix, in�uencing the concentration gradients on small length and time-
scales. Thus, the above values of De� for capillary condensation should only be considered
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Figure 6.3.: E�ective di�usivities for 1-butanol adsorption data, as a function of the normalized pres-
sure (left) and relative amount of adsorbate (right). Uncertainties resulting from the �t to kinetics
curves are in the order of symbol sizes.

as a practical estimate in an experimental context, e.g. to indicate the time scale on which an
equilibrium is reached.

According to Eq. (5.9), the mean free path for butanol molecules (van-der-Waals radius
rA ≈ 255 pm, see App. B) for laboratory conditions T = 298 K and at saturation pressure
P = P0,C4 = 8.5 mbar amounts to λC4 ≈ 3.6 µm. A lower boundary estimate for the Knudsen
number in the experiment can be derived using Eq. (5.10), assuming that the Vycor pores are
completely empty with a radius r0 = 4.5 nm. This results in a value KnC4,min ≈ 400. Hence,
the limit of dilute gasses is justi�ed for all points of the isotherm and the model of Sec. 5.3.4
can be applied.

Using Eq. (5.39), a modi�ed transient pore di�usivity D′P can be calculated from De�,

D′P =
Φ

τ
DP

[
Φ′ +K

(
1− Φ′

)]
= De�

[
Φ′ +K

(
1− Φ′

)]
. (6.3)

Values for D′P were calculated for all data points of the e�ective di�usivity and results are
shown in Fig. 6.4(a). By equally rearranging Eq. (5.40), D′P can in turn be easily compared to
the weighted partial contributions of individual di�usion mechanisms:

Φ

τ

[
Φ′ +K

(
1− Φ′

)]
DP︸ ︷︷ ︸

D′P

= Φ′DKn +K
(
1− Φ′

)
DS . (6.4)
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Figure 6.4.: Transient pore di�usivities and surface di�usivities upon adsorption of 1-butanol. (a)
Transient pore di�usivities (M, N) in comparison to partial Knudsen contributions (dashed line). (b)
Calculated surface di�usivities for layer condensation.

For the layer condensation stage, a quantitative comparison can be made using the right side of
Eq. (6.4). Here, the �rst summand can be calculated with the theoretical Knudsen contribution
DKn(N/N0) using Eqs. (5.17) and (4.15),

Φ′DKn(N/N0) = Φ′
2

3
r0vth

√
1−N/N0. (6.5)

This variable Knudsen di�usivity is depicted as a black dashed line in Fig. 6.4(a) in comparison
to the experimental pore di�usivities D′P . For all points in the layer condensation regime,
the experimental values are signi�cantly higher than the predicted values of this Knudsen
mechanism. This con�rms that surface di�usion is important to consider in this strongly
adsorbed con�guration.

As for the hysteresis region, the values for D′P have been calculated as a qualitative in-
dicator only. Since capillary condensation inevitably leads to gradual blocking in the pore
network, it was expected that the tortuosity τ is increased in the process. Then, the calcu-
lated pore di�usivity should be reduced, see Eq. (6.4). Contrary to these considerations, the
capillary condensation stage depicted in Fig. 6.4(a) exhibits an increase of pore di�usivity.
Putting model errors aside, an enhanced transport could be interpreted as an additional �ow
mechanism. This is consistent with the likely contribution from spontaneous �ow of capillary
bridges that has been introduced in Sec. 5.2.7.

For the layer condensation stage, the di�erence to the theoretical Knudsen value can be
directly evaluated to a surface di�usivity DS using Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5),

DS =
D′P − Φ′DKn(N/N0)

K(1− Φ′)
. (6.6)
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6. Transient Sorption Experiments

Results for the layer condensation stage of 1-butanol are shown in Fig. 6.4(b) as a function of
the relative pressure. A variation of surface di�usivity of approximately an order of magnitude
is found with a clear maximum in a range between P/P0 = 28 to 40 %. In accordance to the
surface di�usion model in Sec. 5.2.6, this can also be interpreted as a hopping probability
in the surface layer. Thus, these results indicate that the particle mobility is maximized for
nearly complete occupation (N/N0 ≈ 20 %), which suggests that repulsive forces between
adsorbate particles increase the probability of hopping at high occupation densities. However,
when further increasing the population in the surface layer, mobility is reduced due to the lack
of vacant adsorption sites.

6.1.3. Kinetics for Desorption
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Figure 6.5.: Comparison of desorption kinetics for incremental isothermal desorption steps for 1-
butanol (a) plateau region, (b) layer condensation stage, (c)-(d) capillary desorption. A �t using Eq.
(6.2) has been applied to the layer condensation data, displayed as the red dashed line.
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6.1. Kinetics of Sorption Isotherm Experiments

The kinetics of desorption were measured analogous to adsorption. The resulting uptake
curves depicted in Fig. 6.5 share many similarities with adsorption: In the layer stage (b),
equilibrium is reached substantially faster than for capillary desorption (d); on the plateau (a),
only minor desorption is measured.

However, a peculiar di�erence to adsorption was observed for the kinetics data during ca-
pillary desorption, which all exhibit a characteristic two-stage desorption, see Fig. 6.5. After
a very fast initial drop (c), dynamics slow down considerably while still approaching equilib-
rium (d). A possible reason for this behaviour is a combination of two di�erent desorption
mechanisms, which will be elucidated below.
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Figure 6.6.: E�ect of receding menisci on pressure gradients. During the initial phase of capillary
desorption, the liquid interfaces in the sample recede over time. In this varying geometric situation,
the driving pressure gradient is dynamically shifted over time. The consequence is a failure of the
geometric di�usion model.

Due to a di�erence in distribution of the adsorbate, a critical failure ensues for the geometric
di�usion model during capillary desorption. In contrast to capillary adsorption, when ca-
pillary bridges form throughout the entire sample volume, desorption is limited to a smaller
number of liquid interfaces that are accessible from the outside. This is a consequence of pore
blocking e�ects, see Sec. 3.4.3. In this situation, the pressure gradient that drives the di�usive
�ux is critically determined by the interface position, see Fig. 6.6. It is likely that this collapse
of capillary condensate governs the �rst stage of desorption kinetics in Fig. 6.5(c). Then, the
second stage of dynamics can be interpreted as delayed e�ects in the �lled pore network, e.g.
partial desorption on dynamic redistribution of adsorbate. Hence, as both of these e�ects are
not quanti�able without any knowledge of spatial distribution of the adsorbate, the capillary
desorption data has not been included in quantitative analysis.
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a function of the normalized pressure (left) and relative amount of adsorbate (right). Uncertainties of
the �t are in the order of symbol sizes.

For the layer condensation stage, the same theoretical models apply to transport during ad-
sorption and desorption. Based on the previous assumptions of constant di�usivity, no pres-
sure change on the outside and constant �ow geometry, the results from stepwise desorption
can be analysed analogous to the adsorption measurement. Fig. 6.7 shows the e�ective dif-
fusivities for desorption in the layer regime that were extracted using a curve �t of Eq. (6.2).

The e�ective di�usivities show the same qualitative behaviour as the results from adsorp-
tion with a maximum of di�usivity at N/N0 ≈ 0.2. Analogous to adsorption, the transient
pore di�usivities D′P and partial Knudsen contributions were calculated using Eqs. (6.4) and
(6.5), as shown in Fig. 6.8(a).
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Figure 6.8.: Transient pore di�usivities and surface di�usivities upon desorption of 1-butanol. (a)
Transient pore di�usivities in comparison to partial Knudsen contributions (dashed line). (b) Calculated
surface di�usivities.
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6.1. Kinetics of Sorption Isotherm Experiments

Again, the pore di�usivity shows an enhanced transport for the entire layer condensation
stage when compared to the simple Knudsen di�usion. This is interpreted as an additional
surface di�usivity which was evaluated using Eq. (6.6). The results, as displayed in 6.8(b) show
a remarkable qualitative match to the adsorption results, with a maximum at P/P0 = 0.36

and a drop towards higher pressures that is consistent with the interpretation of a reduced
mobility in a completely �lled monolayer, see Sec. 6.1.2.

6.1.4. Summary and Discussion
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Figure 6.9.: Comparison of e�ective di�usivities for adsorption and desorption of 1-butanol (blue M:
adsorption, red O: desorption).

The kinetics for adsorption and desorption indicate the same qualitative and quantitative be-
haviour for a wide range of relative pressures. When comparing e�ective di�usivities for
both directions of sorption, see Fig. 6.9, the data for both layer condensation stages shows
an agreement for most data points. This indicates that the layer adsorption and desorption
is correlated with the same transport characteristics in the matrix, as is expected due to the
reversible character of this process. Though, the small but systematical deviations for ad- and
desorption, especially for lower pressures could indicate a potential model weakness, e.g. the
failing assumptions of constant di�usivity and outside concentration.

These results show a great match to the experimental work of Valiullin et al. [87, 88] who
conducted PFG-NMR experiments on the self-di�usivity of non-polar adsorbates in Vycor. In
their experiments, the same qualitative behaviour and a comparable position of the maximum
in self-di�usivity was observed, which indicates that self- and transport di�usivity in the layer
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condensation stage are closely related.

In the capillary condensation stage, where the geometric di�usion model is strictly invalid,
the adsorption kinetics still exhibit the same characteristics as the layer condensation stage,
see Fig. 6.1. Then, it is technically possible to apply the same quantitative analysis which
yields estimates of the sample transport di�usion coe�cient. On the contrary, pore blocking
and the resulting di�erence in adsorbate distribution induce a di�erence in dynamics dur-
ing capillary desorption that manifests as a two-stage desorption process. These dynamics
however are not quanti�able without additional experimental methods probing the adsorbate
distribution.
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Figure 6.10.: Comparison of normalized surface di�usivities for adsorption and desorption of 1-
butanol (blue M: adsorption, red O: desorption).

Furthermore, by comparing transient pore di�usivities to the partial contribution of di�erent
mechanisms, it has been shown that transport in the pore network consists of both a gas �ow
in the empty pore space as well as an additional surface di�usion which has signi�cant impact
on total transport. The surface di�usivity has been quanti�ed for both directions independ-
ently, assuming a pure Knudsen mechanism in the gas phase. Fig. 6.10 shows a comparison of
normalized values, revealing a great match of both directions. A maximum of surface di�usiv-
ity has been observed at P/P0 ≈ 0.4, corresponding to pore loading N/N0 ≈ 0.2. For higher
or lower surface occupation, the di�usivity exhibits a steep drop. In a microscopic interpreta-
tion, this maximum of hopping mobility for near-complete occupation in the adsorbate layer
suggests a strong additional contribution of repulsive forces between adsorbate particles.
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6.2. Spontaneous Vapour Filling Dynamics

6.2. Spontaneous Vapour Filling Dynamics

6.2.1. Outline

Besides the stepwise adsorption experiments, the vapour uptake dynamics were also stud-
ied for complete �lling of Vycor with n-alcohols. In these experiments, empty samples were
exposed to a saturated vapour atmosphere over a liquid. At room temperature, this leads
to a spontaneous adsorption inside the Vycor matrix N/N0 → 1 and associated transport
di�usion through the gaseous phase. Although this process is of great interest in many ex-
perimental situations, e.g. in comparison to spontaneous imbibition, see Sec. 11, there is a
striking absence of reported data in literature.

Partly, this can be attributed to the complex dynamics of this non-equilibrium process: As
discussed in Sec. 5.2.8, a large increase in concentration causes considerable changes to the
di�usivity inside the pores, resulting in a non-linear form of the di�usion equation. Moreover,
as a result of the continuous local formation of capillary bridges during this uptake process, the
pore network structure is also gradually modi�ed. Hence, the assumptions of the theoretical
model in Sec. 5.3 fail for this type of experiment.

The goal of this work is to conduct a qualitative study of this process with special focus
on the time evolution of the uptake rates. Later on, the quantitative impact of vapour phase
�lling will be assessed in comparison to a spontaneous liquid uptake and a hybrid model for
a combined uptake can be derived, see Sec. 11.

6.2.2. Experimental Procedure

The experiments were carried out in the imbibition setup that will be described in detail in
Sec. 10.1.1. The sample is suspended in a closed system containing a liquid reservoir and is
connected to an impedance analyser. When starting an uptake experiment, a small amount
of liquid is inserted into the sample chamber and partially evaporates until a saturated atmo-
sphere is reached. In this situation, the di�usion �ow through the macroscopic gas phase is
the only mechanism for molecular transport.

In accordance to the conditions during imbibition experiments (see Sec. 10.1.1), a protective
He-atmosphere (PHe = 800 mbar) was inserted. On one hand, this allows to consistently
recreate a de�ned total pressure for di�erent P0 of the liquids in order to ensure comparability
of results. On the other hand, this also simulates the ambient air pressure in a non-controlled
environment without breaking the seal of the sample chamber and risking contamination.
Since helium does not exhibit signi�cant condensation at room temperature, co-adsorption is
not expected. The only consequence of the additional gas is then a slight change in di�usion
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dynamics, which will now be discussed.

Due to the higher total pressure, the Knudsen number in Vycor reaches the transition re-
gime (Kn ≈ 5) and the considerations of Sec. 5.2.5 have to be applied. An order of magnitude
estimation using Eq. (5.18) with typical molecular geometries and Ω ≈ 1 yields an inter-
molecular di�usion DAB ∼ 10−5 m2/s while the respective Knudsen di�usivities according
to Eq. (5.16) are in the range of DKn ≈ 10−7 to 10−6 m2/s. Thus, intermolecular di�usions
results only in a small reduction in gas phase di�usivity of 10 % in the worst case, see Eq.
(5.19). Dynamics inside the pores should therefore be comparable to the low-Kn limit.

There is also the possibility that a concentration gradient of alcohol arises in the bulk va-
pour phase, since intermolecular di�usion is signi�cant. Considering an electrical analogy, a
serial circuit of di�usion conductances for the bulk vapour phase and the porous sample de-
termines the total di�usion �ux into the sample. For an order of magnitude estimation, each
conductance in this serial circuit as well as the total conductance can then be estimated from
the ratio of the individual di�usivity and the distance covered,

dserial
Dserial

=
dsample
Dsample

+
dgas
Dgas

. (6.7)

For the porous sample, a typical e�ective transient di�usivity for 1-butanol from Sec. 6.1.2
can be assumed (Dsample = 1 · 10−10 m2/s), which is approximately �ve orders of magnitude
below the intermolecular di�usivity (Dgas ∼ 1 · 10−5 m2/s) in the bulk gas phase. Then, even
though the distance from the liquid reservoir to the sample (dgas ∼ 1 cm) is signi�cantly larger
than the sample thickness (dsample ∼ 1 mm), the contribution of the bulk gas phase in Eq. (6.7)
is still negligibly small. Thus, in analogy to an electrical voltage divider, the concentration
gradient in the bulk phase is small compared to the gradient in the sample and therefore not
decisive for total transport.

Nevertheless, it is expected that the sample geometry has a critical impact on kinetics. To
ensure comparable results for the di�erent liquids, a single sample (vyc_im_1, see App. A)
was reused over the course of the series of experiments. By utilizing the cleaning technique
introduced in Sec. 2.1.4, the organic liquids could be completely removed from the matrix
which was con�rmed in the dielectric spectra at the beginning of each experiment.

As sketched in the inset of Fig. 6.11, the electrodes in these experiments cover only a part of
the sample surface, which will be motivated in Chapter 11. This results in a gradual uptake of
vapour in the stray �eld on one side of the sample capacitor. Though, if the uptake dynamics
are equal throughout the entire sample volume, normalized changes ∆ε′/∆ε′max are still free
from stray �eld e�ects, see Sec. 11.3.1 for a derivation. In accordance to considerations from
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equilibrium adsorption in Sec. 4.3.3, these de�ne a relative �lling fraction f of the pore space,

f = ∆ε′/∆ε′max (6.8)

6.2.3. Results and Discussion

An exemplary uptake curve for 1-heptanol (C7H15OH) is depicted in Fig. 6.11. Three stages of
di�erent dynamics can be identi�ed: The fastest uptake is observed at the very beginning of
the �rst stage (I). Over time, dynamics gradually slow down and approach a constant slope.
This linear stage (II) is observed over a large timespan. The �nal stage (III) shows another
increase in uptake rate, until an abrupt transition to the �lled state is observed.
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Figure 6.11.: Vapour �lling kinetics for 1-heptanol at room temperature (T = 294 K). The spontan-
eous uptake over time shows three stages of qualitatively di�erent dynamics. Also see Fig. 6.12 on the
distinction of the three stages.

According to di�usion theory, the steep increase at the beginning of the experiment indicates
that the surface concentration on the outside of the sample reaches its maximum value quasi-
instantaneously [74], which is consistent with the expectation that intermolecular di�usion
in the bulk vapour is not the determining mechanism. To further back up this interpretation,
it should also be noted that the outside di�usivity is constant in good approximation, so that
any variation of dynamics originates from e�ects inside the sample. Hence, the rapid changes
at the beginning of stage I indicate a shift in transport properties up to a relative �lling of
N/N0 ≈ 0.3. Two possible reasons for this can be given: The variable surface di�usivity
declining for a complete monolayer, as shown for 1-butanol in Fig. 6.10, and the onset of
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capillary condensation in smaller pores altering the pore network topology, see Sec. 5.3.2.
The slope of the uptake curve in Fig. 6.11 is proportional to the molecular �ow rate into the

sample. A time-derivative of the relative �lling is displayed in Fig. 6.12. Here, stage II of the
experiment is characterized by a nearly constant value as indicated by the dashed line. This
is equivalent to a stationary di�usion. According to Fick’s �rst law in Eq. (5.6), a constant
di�usion �ux results from a constant product of pressure gradient and transport di�usivity
for any given time. This is a remarkable result, considering that the e�ective di�usivity in the
porous matrix in equilibrium experiments exhibited large variations as a function of relative
�lling, see Sec. 6.1.2 and Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.12.: Vapour uptake rates of 1-heptanol. The numerical derivative of the uptake curve reveals
a linear uptake during stage II.

A possible microscopic reason for this behaviour is the nearly constant pressure at the capil-
lary bridges: Assuming homogeneous distribution of �lled pore sections in the sample volume
and constant pore network geometry (no dynamic cuto� of pore space from the outside va-
pour phase by the formation of capillary bridges), the total pressure gradient is expected as
nearly constant on �lling, which in turn drives a constant di�usion �ux through the empty
parts of the pore network. This pressure should in principle be determined by the Kelvin equa-
tion, Eq. (3.30) and scale for di�erent liquid parameters accordingly. However, the pressure
gradient and di�usivity cannot be quanti�ed separately, mainly due to the unknown spatial
distribution of adsorbate.

The start of stage III is de�ned by a gradual acceleration in uptake dynamics, see Fig. 6.12,
which is interpreted as a shift in the transport mechanism inside the pore network. As more
and more capillary bridges form inside the matrix, di�usive transport is enhanced by the
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6.2. Spontaneous Vapour Filling Dynamics

additional spontaneous liquid �ow of capillary bridges, see Sec. 5.2.7. At a certain point of
�lling, as more and more pores are blocked for the outside vapour due to dynamic formation
of capillary condensate, this contribution is dominant for total transport. As we shall see in
Sec. 11, the dynamics of this �nal stage show a good qualitative agreement to spontaneous
capillary �lling, con�rming this hypothesis. Furthermore, the transition to the �lled state is
abrupt, also indicating liquid �ow in contrast to asymptotic approaches by gas di�usion.

Vapour �lling experiments have been conducted for a series of n-alcohols (n = 4 to 10).
Results are shown in Fig. 6.13. For butanol, the most volatile liquid probed, the sample is �lled
in ≈ 3 h, which is comparable to the time scale for spontaneous capillary rise, see Sec. 10.
Notably, the process of total �lling through the vapour phase is much faster than reaching an
equilibrium in stepwise adsorption, especially in the adsorption branch of the hysteresis, see
Sec. 6.1.2. Valiullin et al. attributed this slow approach to equilibrium to gradual, thermally
activated rearrangement of the adsorbate inside the Vycor pore space [88]. For the dynamics
of complete vapour �lling, this small e�ect seems to be overshadowed by the constant in�ux
of additional adsorbate.

The times to achieve complete �lling increase by more than two orders of magnitude from
butanol (C4) to decanol (C10). This relative increase can be compared to the estimated scaling
of di�usive �ux: On one hand, the Knudsen di�usivity inside the pores only weakly depends
on the molar mass of the particles (∝ M−0.5

m ). On the other hand, the respective vapour
pressures of C4 and C10 amount to 850 Pa and 1.18 Pa, the pressure gradients should scale
accordingly. This scaling behaviour of the pressure gradient is in agreement with the experi-
mental time scales.

For all alcohols, the kinetics feature the principal dynamics discussed in Sec. 6.2.3. However,
the individual stages vary in relative importance when comparing the di�erent substances.
Smaller chain lengths n < 7 exhibit less de�ned stages I and III as well as a more pronounced
stationary di�usion stage II. Conversely, for longer chain lengths n > 7, stages I and III are
relatively longer.

As for stage I, the di�erent extent is potentially related to a di�erent relative importance
of surface di�usion for total transport. While the gas phase di�usion �ux critically depends
on the vapour pressure and the resulting pressure gradient, see Eq. (5.6), the surface di�u-
sion is determined by molecular interactions and surface properties. These are expected to
show fewer variations for all alcohols, so that a nearly constant contribution ensues. In case
of short chain lengths, the large di�usion �ux within the gas phase thus dominates the total
uptake behaviour of the �rst phase. In contrast to this, long-chain alcohols exhibit a signi�c-
ant additional transport by surface di�usion at �rst. When a complete monolayer coverage is
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Figure 6.13.: Comparison of vapour uptake rates for n-alcohols. The y axis for each plot is normalized
to [0, 1]. Depending on the liquid, the individual stages I-III are more or less pronounced in the uptake
curves. Also note the critical change in the time scale for the di�erent alcohols involved.
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6.2. Spontaneous Vapour Filling Dynamics

achieved, only the gas phase di�usion remains, resulting in a reduction of total uptake rate.
This interpretation is consistent with the observed steps and the approach to a constant dif-
fusion �ux in stage I for all alcohols.

Since stage III is supposedly related to liquid transport, the more discernible appearance for
long-chain alcohols indicates a larger relative contribution from this mechanism to transport.
Again, this is expected as gas-phase di�usion has a smaller overall impact due to the low
vapour pressures. A remarkable similarity between all alcohols is the relative �lling at the
onset for stage III, which is found consistently1 atN/N0 ≈ 0.6. This hints to a critical change
in the transport properties for this speci�c relative �lling. As it is independent of the liquid
substance, a relation to the pore network properties is suspected, i.e. partial cuto� of pore
space, percolation threshold for capillary bridges. Further investigation of this transition in
dynamics is needed.

As no analytical description of the total uptake process is possible without speci�c inform-
ation on the geometry of the pore network and a relation for the variable di�usivity with the
additional adsorbate upon �lling, computer simulations could provide an additional insight
into this phenomenon. Here, it would be very interesting to compare experimental result
with molecular dynamics simulations or comparable deterministic methods for model pore
networks that result in a dynamic distribution of molecules. This would o�er a means to
evaluate the formation of capillary condensate and resulting network alterations as well as
the relative �ows in the liquid, gas and adsorbate phase, which should be able to test the
hypotheses made above.

1with the exception of 1-butanol exhibiting no prominent stage III at all
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7 Theory of Nanoscale Liquid Flows

7.1. Liquid Transport Equations

7.1.1. The Navier-Stokes Equations for Incompressible Fluids

The basic description of liquid transport on macroscopic scales results from elementary prin-
ciples of continuum mechanics [89]. In general, �uids are modelled as a mass density distribu-
tion, ρ(x, t) exhibiting a local velocity �eldv(x, t). Then, the productJ(x, t) = ρ(x, t)v(x, t)

constitutes a mass �ux density inside the liquid. Due to the condition of mass conservation, a
continuity equation can be formulated as

∇J = ∇(ρv) = v∇ρ+ ρ∇v = −∂ρ
∂t
. (7.1)

In contrast to gas �ow, liquids are in good approximation incompressible, hence the mass
density ρ is a constant for all times and volume elements, resulting in a simpli�ed form of Eq.
(7.1),

∇v = 0. (7.2)

The product ρv is also equal to a local momentum density p/V of the �uid. In a volume
element, changes of this quantity either require a momentum transfer from the surroundings
by convection or a net force acting on the liquid. According to Newtonian mechanics, this
can be expressed as a momentum conservation law,

d(ρv)

dt = ρ

[
∂v

∂t
+ (v · ∇)v

]
= f . (7.3)

The force term f corresponds to a density of forces and consists of a superposition of volume
forces, e.g. gravitational forces, and surface forces due to a stress tensor between �nite �uid
elements. This stress tensor is a key di�erence to gas �ows covered in Sec. 5.2: Due to the close
proximity of liquid molecules, interactions occur at all times in constrast to a limited interac-
tion on collisions. The resulting internal force on a liquid element splits into normal forces
caused by a pressure gradient∇P as well as viscous forces due to shear stress between neigh-
bouring �uid elements moving with di�erent velocities, which de�nes a dynamic viscosity η.
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7. Theory of Nanoscale Liquid Flows

Here, only Newtonian liquids with a constant η shall be considered. Using the appropriate
form of the individual force terms yields the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation

ρ
∂v

∂t
+ ρ(v · ∇)v = −∇P + η∇2v + f ′. (7.4)

Here, f ′ denotes a vector containing the external volume forces. The Navier-Stokes equation
as a non-linear partial di�erential equation can be solved analytically for some initial, bound-
ary conditions and force terms. Depending on the �ow speci�cations, Eq. (7.4) can be further
simpli�ed, see Sec. 7.1.2.

7.1.2. Hagen-Poiseuille Flow in Cylindrical Channels

An exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equation can be derived for stationary, pressure driven
�ow in cylindrical pipes of radius r0 by applying appropriate assumptions and boundary con-
ditions. Fig. 7.1 depicts this �ow geometry.

P1 P		

Δ P2

r0

L

Figure 7.1.: Cross-section of a �ow geometry in Hagen-Poiseuille �ow. A laminar �ow through a
cylindrical pore of length L and radius r0 is driven by an axial pressure gradient∇P .

The impact of gravity is usually negligible, which is particularly reasonable on micro- and
nanoscopic scales. Thus, if no other external forces are expected, the volume force term in
Eq. (7.4) can be omitted (f ′ = 0). Moreover, the Reynolds number Re, which is an indicator of
turbulence in the �ow, also scales with the system dimension. In a nanopore, usually Re� 1

can be assumed and laminar �ow without turbulences prevails. This enormously simpli�es
the liquid �ow to a linear motion of �uid elements, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1.
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7.1. Liquid Transport Equations

In a stationary, fully developed state of �ow, the velocity vector �eld is constant over time
and along the pore axis: ∂v

∂t = 0, ∂v∂z = 0, in cylinder coordinates (r, ϑ, z). Then, only the
axial component of the velocity remains as a variable v = (0, 0, vz). Furthermore, due to the
axial symmetry of the problem, it can only depend on the radial position, vz = vz(r).

The Navier-Stokes equation, Eq. (7.4), can be rewritten for this situation, since the inertial
terms on the left side vanish completely in the steady state:

∇P = η∇2v. (7.5)

This equality of a pressure gradient and viscous forces determines the Poiseuille �ow. Eq. (7.5)
results in three component equations, two of which lead to the condition ∂P

∂r = 1
r
∂P
∂ϑ = 0 that

limits the pressure gradient to an axial direction. The third equation results in a condition for
the velocity pro�le,

∂P

∂z
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂vz
∂r

)
. (7.6)

This equation can be solved by integration given that boundary conditions are de�ned. One
of these directly results from the axial symmetry, ∂vz(r=0)

∂r = 0. The second condition is
determined by the velocity at the walls, which is usually assumed to the ‘no-slip’ boundary
condition vz(r = r0) = 0 in macroscopic geometries. This can be interpreted as the outermost
liquid layer sticking to the static interface. Then, a parabolic velocity pro�le is found,

vz(r) =
1

4η

∂P

∂z

(
r2 − r2

0

)
, (7.7)

which is also depicted in Fig. 7.2(a). Since incompressible �uids result in a linear pressure
drop along the �ow channel, the pressure gradient can be replaced by the pressure di�erence
∆P = P1 − P2 applied over the length L. The volumetric �ow rate Q = V̇ in this geometry
results from the integration of Eq. (7.7) over the pore cross-section:

Q =
π

8η

∆P

L
r4

0. (7.8)

This constitutes the classical Hagen-Poiseuille �ow rate equation and is equivalently found
as the transport equation of gases in the dense limit, see Sec. 5.2.2. Notably, as this �ow
rate scales to the fourth power of the radius r0, the liquid throughput in nanoporous solids is
reduced substantially and dynamics on the nanoscale exhibit substantially larger time-scales,
e.g. spontaneous imbibition, see Sec. 9.

In light of the continuum approach in the derivation of Eq. (7.8), it should be discussed
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7. Theory of Nanoscale Liquid Flows

whether this is an adequate description of �ows in the order of 1 to 10 nm. The Navier-Stokes
equation implicitly relies on the fact that in�nitesimal volume elements still contain a large
number of �uid molecules, so that the de�nitions of continuum properties such as density
and viscosity are reasonable. Contrary to this, nanoscopic �ow geometries are comparable to
typical molecular dimensions: 1-butanol has an approximate van-der-Waals radius of rA =

255 pm, which amounts to ≈ 5 % of the Vycor pore radius. Although this means that only
an order of tens of molecular layers partakes in total �ow, experimental transport rates in
nanopores match the expectation for scaled macroscopic theory [90]. Viscosity in particular
has been observed to be robust on small length scales down to ≈ 3.5 nm [91, 92].

7.1.3. Slip Flow

(a)

v

r0 rh

b

rh

b

r		=	h r0

(b) (c)

r		=	h +	b0r	 r		=	h −	b0r	
no	slip	 wall	slip	 sticky	layer	

Figure 7.2.: Illustration of di�erent boundary conditions in pipe �ow. (a) no-slip boundary condition,
(b) �nite velocity slip on the walls, (c) sticking wall layer of �nite thickness reduces pipe radius.

In nano�uidics, e�ects in the boundary layer closest to the solid interface have a signi�cant
in�uence on total �ow in the pore. Depending on the speci�c interaction between molecules
in the liquid and the pore wall, two di�erent phenomena on the interface are observed: In
systems with limited wetting or partial �uid repulsion due to a low speci�c interaction poten-
tial, the �ow velocity is greater than zero on the interface [93, 94]. Conversely, for strongly
interacting �uids, an immobilization of a �nite layer and thus a constriction of the �ow geo-
metry is expected [95]. For the �ow of n-alcohols in Vycor, the second case is expected as a
consequence of the monolayer strongly adhering to the pore walls, as found in Sec. 4.3.5.

These e�ects in the velocity pro�le can be incorporated into a slip boundary condition

vz(r0 + b) = 0, (7.9)

where b is the slip length as illustrated in Fig. 7.2(b)-(c). For sticking wall layers, b is negative,
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for �nite slippage of the wall layer, b is positive.
Then, Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) can be corrected by simply replacing r0 with the corrected ‘hy-

draulic’ radius rh = r0 + b,
Q =

π

8η

∆P

L
(r0 + b︸ ︷︷ ︸

rh

)4. (7.10)

Due to the scaling to the fourth power of the radius, the e�ect in �ow rate is detectable in
�ow experiments on the microscale [96, 97].

7.2. Liquid Flow in Porous Solids

7.2.1. Network Model for Liquid Flow

Pressure driven liquid �ow and di�usion inside a nanoporous solid are closely related phe-
nomena. This was already shown in Sec. 5.2.2, where hydrodynamic gas �ow was described
using a Hagen-Poiseuille �ow equation and a viscous di�usivity could be de�ned according
to Eq. (5.15).

This analogy in transport can be exploited for liquids: The concept of a tortuosity factor
introduced in Sec. 5.3.2, which relates a complex network to an idealized situation of inde-
pendent pores, applies equally to liquids. Given that a nanoporous solid has a constant cross-
sectional area along the �ow direction, the total �ow rate can be expressed as the combined
�ow of N parallel, straight, and identical pores with the mean pore geometry,

Qe� =
N

τ
Q̄pore. (7.11)

As a parameter that only results from the pore network topology and pore morphology, τ is
expected to be constant and equal to the value introduced for transport di�usion in Sec. 5.3.2,
τ = 3.6. For the assumed constant cross-sectional area A of a porous sample, the number of
pores N is determined by the volume porosity Φ and the mean pore radius r0,

N =
ΦA

πr2
0

. (7.12)

Combining Eqs. (7.11) and (7.12) and using the slip �ow rate from Eq. (7.10) yields the total
�ow rate in nanoporous solids

Qe� =
Φ

8τ

r̄4
h

r2
0

A

η

∆P

L
, (7.13)

with L denoting the length of the macroscopic sample in the direction of the �ow and r̄h as
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the mean hydraulic radius of the pore ensemble.

7.2.2. Darcy’s Law

A phenomenological formulation of �ow through porous media originates from the empirical
proof that the �ow rate scales linearly with the applied pressure di�erence ∆P . Then, a single
parameter κ characterizes the liquid throughput in a porous solid of a de�ned geometry (cross-
sectional area A and length L in �ow direction) according to Darcy’s law,

Q =
κA∆P

ηL
. (7.14)

This so-called ‘hydraulic permeability’ κ can be determined experimentally, even for complex
pore shapes and network topologies [98].

By comparison with the previous considerations, Hagen-Poiseuille �ow in tortuous, cyl-
indrical pores is a special case of Darcy’s law. The hydraulic permeability can then be extrac-
ted from Eq. (7.13),

κHP =
Φ

8τ

r̄4
h

r2
0

. (7.15)
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8 Stationary Flow Experiments with
n-Alcohols

8.1. Outline

As shown in the previous chapter, the stationary �ow in porous media re�ects both the mi-
croscopic �ow geometry (hydraulic radius) as well as the characteristic properties of the pore
network (porosity, tortuosity). When applying a constant pressure di�erence to a �xed �ow
geometry of a porous solid under controlled conditions, a constant volumetric �ow rate is ex-
pected over time. When using Darcy’s law as a description of �ow, see Eq. (7.14), the only free
parameter is the hydraulic permeability of the matrix. Due to the cylindrical pore geometry
and known matrix parameters Φ, r0 and τ of Vycor, Eq. (7.15) provides an insight into the
hydraulic radius which in turn depends on microscopic interactions on the pore walls.

In this chapter, di�erent n-alcohols are compared as �owing liquids (n ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10}). Due
to H-bonding to the hydrated silica surface, the n-alcohols exhibit strong interactions with
the solid pore walls, which should then result in a negative slip length and a reduced overall
permeability that is detectable in the �ow rate. Another goal in these experiments is to test
whether the hydraulic permeability shows systematic variations with the �ow rate, which
would indicate a reaction of the wall layer to the shear stress exerted by the liquid phase.

Some of the experiments shown were also covered in [99], but due to an erroneous pore
size determination, the interpretation needs to be corrected.

In addition to the �ow rate measurement, dielectric spectroscopy can be performed on the
porous solid containing the �owing liquid. Here, the goal is to detect whether the �ow impacts
the dielectric spectra, e.g. due to �ow-induced inhibition of dipole reorientation in the pore
volume or on the pore walls.

8.2. Experimental Methods

8.2.1. Forced Throughput Apparatus

The experimental study of pressure driven �ow was carried out in a custom design, high-
pressure setup as depicted in Fig. 8.1, see also [99]. The basic functionality of this appar-
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Figure 8.1.: Setup for forced throughput experiments, see text for a detailed description. In order to
ensure thermal stability, the setup is enclosed in a thermally insulating box when in use.

atus comprises pressure generation and measurement on the inlet (high-pressure) side which
causes drainage of liquid into the outlet (low-pressure) side via a nanoporous Vycor mem-
brane. The outlet is kept on ambient pressure so that a constant pressure gradient can be
maintained. The �ow rate is measured by tracking the absolute amount of liquid on the
low-pressure side. Moreover, the setup features an additional electric contacting for in-situ
dielectric spectroscopy on the porous sample.

Due to the low hydraulic permeability of nanoporous solids, considerable pressure gradi-
ents are needed to ensure a measurable �ow rate. A pneumatic piston of type Kostyrka 1410.30
is used to generate the driving pressures by translating a supplied input pressure of com-
pressed air into a 17 times ampli�ed output pressure of up to 100 bar on a liquid reservoir on
the high-pressure side. This liquid pressure was continuously monitored using a capacitive,
relative pressure sensor. As found for a similar setup used by Gruener [48], the separation
of pressurized gas and liquid is crucial to prevent gas dissolution and subsequent precipit-
ation on the low pressure side, which arti�cially increases the volume �ow rate. In order
to avoid the same e�ect for entrapped air bubbles, the high-pressure side can be evacuated
to pressures < 1 mbar prior to liquid insertion. As for the dissolved gases in the alcohols,
the concentrations are in an equilibrium state for ambient pressures, so that precipitation at
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higher pressures should not occur.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

d

2R

Figure 8.2.: Sample preparation for forced throughput experiments. Top view and cross-section. (a)
sample �xture is copper gasket between the high and low pressure sides, (b) cylindrical Vycor sample
(radius R = 7 mm, variable depth d, see App. A) is mounted in the bore hole, (c) sample is �xed and
sealed with epoxy resin, (d) with sputter coated circular gold electrodes.

The cylindrical porous sample (radius R = 7 mm, variable depth d ≈ 2 to 6 mm, see App. A)
is placed as the connecting membrane between the high and low pressure sides as depicted in
Fig. 8.2. Samples are mounted within a tapered bore hole in a copper gasket and subsequently
encapsulated with epoxy resin Stycast 2850 FT, leaving only the parallel, circular faces open.
This ensures a tight sealing of the sample sides under the extreme pressure conditions as well
as no liquid leakage through macroscopic slits1. In this geometry, liquid only passes through
the porous cylinder axially, the sample cross-section is constant along the �ow direction and
Darcy’s law applies, see Sec. 7.2.2.

By sputter coating concentric, circular gold electrodes to the parallel faces of the sample, a
plate capacitor is formed for dielectric spectroscopy, see Fig. 8.2. As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.3,
the sputter coated layer does not hinder liquid �ow into the porous sample. Both capacitor
plates are contacted to outside connections and an impedance analyzer Agilent 4294 is used to
periodically measure a complex impedance spectrum for a frequency range from ν = 1 kHz

to 2 MHz.
The low-pressure outlet side consists of a liquid recipient with an integrated cylindrical,

coaxial capacitor (inner plate radius ri = 39.0 mm, outer plate radius ro = 39.5 mm, height
h = 60 mm). A volume �ow through the porous membrane then pushes liquid into the inter-
stitial plate space. The increase in capacitance resulting from the higher dielectric constant
of the liquid is measured in a �xed time interval using an external LCR meter Hameg HM8118

at ν = 200 kHz with an accuracy of ±0.01 pF. Due to the high relative permittivity of the li-
1This was assessed experimentally by replacing Vycor with a solid cylinder, resulting in no measurable �ow

rates.
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8. Stationary Flow Experiments with n-Alcohols

quids used, this allows for very precise measurements of �ow rates in the order of∼ 0.01 nl/s.
Prior to an experiment, the low pressure side is manually �lled with liquid, so that the �owing
liquid immediately reaches the capacitor. Here, great care has to be taken to avoid entrapped
air bubbles. However, by applying a moderate pressure P ≈ 15 bar over several days, the
system can be �ushed in preparation of an experiment, gradually removing the air pockets.

It should be noted that there are a few limitations with this experimental setup: Due to the
limited mechanical stability of Vycor glass discussed in Sec. 2.1.3, the samples are prone to
cracking. As a consequence of this critical failure, only a limited range of pressure gradients
is accessible using this experimental technique. Furthermore, due to the vent on the low
pressure side, liquid can slowly evaporate from the capacitor for volatile substances. In the
experiments in this work though, only 1-butanol exhibited a signi�cant rate of evaporation in
the order of ≈ 10 % of the lowest measured �ow rate. However, it needs to be quanti�ed for
accurate �ow rate calculations.

8.2.2. Calibration measurements
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3

4
 1 - b u t a n o l
 1 - h e x a n o l
 1 - o c t a n o l
 1 - d e c a n o l

C F [n
F]

V  [ m l ]
Figure 8.3.: Calibration of �ow rate capacitance in forced throughput apparatus. A linear relation
between the �lling and the capacitance is found for a volume range of ≈ 6 ml. The dashed lines
correspond to the respective �ts.

The conversion between change in capacitance and �ow rate requires a calibration of the
cylinder capacitor in relation to the amount of liquid inserted. This was achieved by step-wise
manual �lling with de�ned portions of liquid and evaluation of the resulting capacitance. A
linear increase is measured for all liquids within a volume range of≈ 6 ml, as depicted in Fig.
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8.3. Note that the capacitance at the beginning of the linear range (= empty capacitor + liquid
in the stray �eld) has been o�set to CF (V = 0) = 0 for better comparison of the calibration
curves.

From the inverse slopes of the linear �ts in Fig. 8.3, a calibration coe�cient kC = ∆V/∆CF

can be extracted that relates the absolute volume of liquid and the resulting capacitance,

V = kCCF . (8.1)

The results for kC obtained from the calibration measurements are listed in Tab. 8.1.

Table 8.1.: Flow rate calibration coe�cients in forced throughput experiments.

liquid �ow rate coe�cient kC uncertainty δkC
[ml/nF] [ml/nF]

1-butanol 1.592 ±0.005
1-hexanol 2.21 ±0.005
1-octanol 2.878 ±0.015
1-decanol 4.184 ±0.005

8.2.3. Experimental Procedure

In a typical stationary �ow experiment, the �ow rates were measured as a function of pressure
for pressures from P = 10 bar to 100 bar or to the point of sample breakage. In the process,
a �xed pressure was applied over a certain amount of time, resulting in a continuous increase
of the capacitance CF .

Exemplary results are depicted for 1-octanol in Fig. 8.4. When changing the applied pres-
sure, a minute, quasi-instantaneous step in capacitance on the low-pressure side is observed
which is interpreted as a physical deformation of the membrane, see the very beginning and
end of Fig. 8.4(b). Besides these discontinuities, a linear increase in capacitance was observed
over time. In comparison to results from Gruener [48] who exhibited frequent passage of
dissolved gas bubbles and resulting artifacts in the �ow rate signal, this is a signi�cant im-
provement of experimental conditions.

In order to gain �ow rates from the capacitance data, a linear �t is applied to the respective
segments of CF (t) for a constant pressure, and the average pressure P in this time range is
calculated. Both results are depicted as a red and purple line in Fig. 8.4(b), respectively. Using
the calibration coe�cients kC from Sec. 8.2.2, the slopes ∆CF (t)/∆t can then be evaluated
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Figure 8.4.: Pressure and �ow capacitance during a stationary �ow experiment: (a) overview of all
pressure steps and corresponding increase inCF with critical failure at the last pressure step, (b) details
for a single step with included mean pressure (purple line) and linear �t to �ow (red line). The small
steps in CF when increasing the pressure are interpreted as di�erences in mechanical strain with
increased loading.

to an average volume �ow rate

Q =
∆V

∆t
=
kC∆CF

∆t
. (8.2)

A corresponding mean velocity in the pore space, v̄ then results from the network �ow model
in Eq. (7.11):

Q =
N

τ
πr2

0 v̄

⇔ v̄ =
τ

φA
Q. (8.3)

For 1-butanol, the measured �ow rate Q has to be corrected for the evaporation of liquid
from the low-pressure side of the setup. Hence, a control measurement with no pressure
di�erence has been conducted over three days. A nearly linear decrease in capacitance was
observed, as depicted in Fig. 8.5. Analogous to Eq. (8.2), the slope can be interpreted as a �ow
of δQevap,C4 = −0.84 nl/s, which corrects the total �ow rate,

Q′ = Q+ δQevap. (8.4)
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Figure 8.5.: Evaporation of 1-butanol in forced throughput apparatus. When no pressure di�erence
is applied to the liquid, the capacitance gradually drops due to evaporation of liquid. A linear drop over
time is found, the slope of which can be multiplied with kC to gain a �ow rate correction δQevap,C4.

8.3. Results and Discussion

8.3.1. Comparison for n-alcohols

The experimental �ow rates for di�erent alcohols are shown as a function of pressure in Fig.
8.6. For all liquids, the qualitative results con�rm the premise of Darcy’s law, i.e. a linear in-
crease of volume �ow with the applied pressure. This answers one of the questions in this
experimental part: In the pressure range of the experiments, there are no detectable, system-
atic changes in the �ow boundary condition causing a modi�ed transport rate. This indicates
that the boundary layer at the solid-liquid interface is in a stable con�guration in the presence
of a stationary �ow for the present �ow rates.

Based on Eq. (7.14), a linear �t of the experimental data can be used to quantify the hydraulic
permeability for all alcohols, see solid lines in Fig. 8.6. According to the sample dimensions
(see Fig. 8.2), the length L of the �ow geometry is identi�ed as the sample thickness d, the
cross-sectional area is equal to a circular area A = πR2 with the sample radius R = 7 mm.
Then, a mean value for κ can be calculated in all experiments from the slope kF of the linear
�ts in Fig. 8.6,

κ =
d η

πR2

∆Q

∆P︸︷︷︸
kF

. (8.5)

Numerical values of κ for the individual n-alcohols are listed in Tab. 8.2.
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Figure 8.6.: Stationary �ow rates (and equal mean pore velocities, see Eq. (8.3)) for di�erent pressures
and liquids. Uncertainties are in the order of symbol sizes. In all graphs, the experimental data con�rms
a linear relation between �ow rate and pressure, thus a linear �t corresponding to Darcy’s law has been
applied (solid lines). When comparing to theoretical �ow rates with no-slip boundary condition (Eq.
(8.6), dashed lines), the measured �ow rates are considerably lower, indicating an interfacial e�ect due
to strong molecular interactions.

In comparison to the experiment, a theoretical relation for a no-slip boundary condition (rh =

r0) is calculated using Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15). In the above situation, the theoretical no-slip �ow
rate in the nanoporous solid corresponds to

Qno-slip =
Φr2

0

8τ︸︷︷︸
κno-slip

πR2

η

P

d
. (8.6)

Obviously, κno-slip is a constant that only depends on the matrix parameters (pore size, tor-
tuosity, porosity). For the Vycor samples used for these experiments (r0 = 6.2 nm, τ = 3.6,
Φ = 0.255), κno-slip = 0.3404 nm2 could be calculated. A plot of Eq. (8.6) is also included
as a dashed line for each liquid in Fig. 8.6. As expected for a sticking boundary layer, the
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Table 8.2.: Mean hydraulic permeabilities and slip lengths of forced throughput experiments.

liquid hydraulic permeability κ slip length b
[nm2] [nm]

1-butanol 0.213± 0.005 −0.68± 0.03
1-hexanol 0.253± 0.005 −0.44± 0.04
1-octanol 0.275± 0.007 −0.32± 0.07
1-decanol 0.253± 0.010 −0.44± 0.18

experimental hydraulic permeabilities and �ow rates exhibit considerably lower values for all
applied pressures. Hence, Darcy’s law with slip-boundary condition as described in Eqs. (7.14)
and (7.15) can be used to determine the (negative) slip length b,

Q =
πR2Φ

8ητ

(r0 + b)4

r2
0

P

d
(8.7)

⇔ b = r0

(
4

√
8ητd

πR2r2
0Φ

Q

P
− 1

)
(8.8)

The results for the individual data points are shown in Fig. 8.7 and compared to the molecular
dimensions of the respective alcohol (shaded areas), see App. B.

For all alcohols, the experimental slip lengths are negative and in the order of magnitude
of typical molecular geometries, con�rming the hypothesis of a sticking molecular layer. In
line with the corresponding �ow rates, no systematic variation of slip length with the applied
pressure is found. Hence, in the following, only the average slip lengths for the alcohols will
be compared, as listed in Tab. 8.2. In compliance with the analysis of Gruener [48], these have
been calculated from the slope ∆Q/∆P of linear �ts in Fig. 8.6 using Eq. (8.8).

Before further discussing these results, it should be noted that with this experimental tech-
nique, only an e�ective slip length in spatial averaging is accessible on the macroscopic scale.
This does not allow the determination of exact microscopic structures or local variations
thereof. Still, the absolute value for b can be compared to the molecule geometry of the in-
volved compounds, which provides a good reference for the average make-up of the surface
layer. Di�erences between individual liquids can be interpreted accordingly.

With this in mind, the results for hexanol, octanol and decanol exhibit a very similar slip
length. The numerical values are in reasonably good agreement to a �at molecular layer of
alcohols on the surface bC,�at ≈ −0.4 nm, assuming homogeneous coverage. However, due to
the large uncertainty in the matrix parameters (pore size, tortuosity), the uncertainty in slip
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Figure 8.7.: Slip length of stationary �ows for di�erent n-alcohols and pressures in Vycor pores of
radius r0 = 6.2 nm. The results show a good match to the range of molecular dimensions (molecule
width w to length l, see App. B), which are shown as shaded areas in the respective graph. Moreover,
a typical thickness of a water monolayer (which is expected as the main contaminant) is shown in
comparison as a blue dashed line.

lengths is quite large. Thus, a monomolecular layer of water (bH2O ≈ −0.275 nm) could also
explain these �ndings within the error margin, see the blue dashed lines in Fig. 8.7. Since
the samples in these experiments were not treated at temperatures T > 190 ◦C [23], a water
monolayer is an expected contaminant for all alcohols on the solid interface. Assuming that
both the alcohol and water molecules are competing for the adsorption spots on the surface,
the interfacial layer then consists of a combination of both molecular species, resulting in a
local variation of the layer thickness. Thus, e�ective values bH2O < b < bC,�at are also very
plausible and consistent with expectations.

Interestingly, the smallest molecules (1-butanol) exhibit the lowest slip lengths of all al-
cohols. While still comparable to molecular dimensions of 1-butanol, this could also hint to
a multilayer sticking, contrary to other alcohols. Two possible con�gurations shall be men-
tioned: a stacked layer of water and butanol (as is plausible for a residual water monolayer
from sample preparation) and the local formation of butanol multilayer clusters, see Fig. 8.8.

In experiments on planar silica, it has been observed experimentally that short-chain al-
cohols like ethanol form H-bonded macroclusters to hydroxylated silica in a static situation
[100]. A similar arrangement is conceivable for stationary �ow in nanopores if molecular in-
teractions are su�ciently strong compared to shear stress. Indeed, a short-range order on the
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Figure 8.8.: Possible structures of butanol interface layer. (a) Stacked layer of H-bonded water and
butanol (b) butanol multilayer clusters, H-bonded in alternating directions, as proposed by Mizukami
et al. for ethanol on planar surfaces [100].

surface and multilayer sticking of strongly interacting molecules was also con�rmed in MD
simulations for cylindrical pores [101].

At �rst, this seems to contradict the hypothesis of autophobicity of the monolayer from
equilibrium gas sorption experiments (see Sec. 4.3.6). There, the directional H-bond of the
interfacial layer resulted in a partial repulsion of the second molecular layer upon dynamic
capillary condensation. However, for stationary liquid �ow, the entire pore is already pop-
ulated with butanol molecules which is accompanied by a shift in the interaction potential
landscape. As a result, a multilayer cluster could present a second stable con�guration of the
boundary layer.

A comparison of all proposed boundary layer con�gurations for 1-butanol is depicted in Fig.
8.9. A best match to the experimental data is observed for a stacked layer of water and butanol
(bC4+H2O = 0.685 nm). Notably, this is consistent with the monolayer thickness observed for
equilibrium adsorption (tML+H2O = 0.75± 0.10 nm), see Sec. 4.3.5.

The di�erence in boundary conditions for the di�erent alcohol chain lengths could indicate
a dynamic desorption and elution of the residual water monolayer with the continuous �ow
of alcohol through the pores. Analogous to gas phase sorption, an equilibrium concentration
in liquid solutions is reached by dynamic ad- and desorption on the pore wall. For long-chain
alcohols, which exhibit a low concentration of water as a contaminant due to low solubility
[102], a partial desorption of the residual water monolayer from sample preparation and co-
adsorption of n-alcohols would explain the intermediate slip lengths. In contrast to this, 1-
butanol has a high solubility for water and is hygroscopic [102], so that the intrinsic water
concentration is potentially high enough to maintain a full water monolayer. In analogy to
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Figure 8.9.: Comparison of 1-butanol slip lengths to di�erent surface layers (dashed lines). From top
to bottom: water monolayer (H2O), �at butanol monolayer (C4 �at), stacked water and butanol as
depicted in Fig. 8.8(a) (H2O+C4) and butanol double layer (C4+C4) as depicted in Fig. 8.8(b).

equilibrium adsorption, an alcohol monolayer can then only adsorb on top of this strongly
bound water layer.

8.3.2. Dependence on pore size

For 1-butanol, stationary �ow was also probed for a smaller pore size r0 = 3.1 nm. With
regards to the discussion in the previous section, this experiment can determine whether the
structure of the butanol interfacial layer depends on the geometric con�nement.

Measured �ow rates are depicted in Fig. 8.10(a) and compared to the no-slip prediction
(dashed line). Qualitatively, the behaviour is analogous to large pores: A linear relation
between pressure and �ow rate at a lower slope than the no-slip prediction. Using Eq. (8.8),
slip lengths have been calculated, see Fig. 8.10(b). An average value b(r0 = 3.1 nm) =

−0.24± 0.06 nm has been calculated from the slope of the linear �t in Fig. 8.10(a). This value
is in good agreement to a water monolayer, as depicted by the blue dashed line.

In comparison to the value for larger pores, see the red dashed line in Fig. 8.10(b), the meas-
ured slip length in smaller pores indicates a smaller extent of the sticking layer. This result is
contradictory to �ndings by Gruener [48], who reported smaller slip lengths for smaller pores
for the �ow of water and n-hexane, although admittedly, experimental complications due to
segregation of dissolved gas could not be ruled out as a factor in�uencing these results. As this
problem does not occur in the present experimental setup, it is advisable that the stationary
�ow experiments with non-polar alkanes should be revisited.
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Figure 8.10.: Flow rates and slip lengths of stationary �ows for butanol in small pores. (a) Experi-
mental �ow rates (�) with linear �t and theoretical no-slip prediction (dashed line). (b) Slip lengths
and average value (black line) in comparison to a water monolayer (blue dashed line) and the average
value from larger pores (red dashed line).

The di�erence in e�ective slip length between both pore sizes amounts to ∆b = 0.45 nm,
which is in good agreement to a �at layer of butanol molecules. This supports the hypothesis
of a transition from a boundary condition with multilayer sticking in large pores to monolayer
sticking in small pores. In this interpretation, the detachment of the butanol layer from the
water monolayer for smaller pores can be interpreted as a result of a modi�ed rheology. As
fewer molecular layers contribute to �ow, the local shear stress could exceed the attractive
forces on the interface which allows a collective �ow of this layer. Here, a more in-depth
investigation of the e�ect of pore size on the stationary boundary condition is needed.

8.3.3. Dielectric results

During the stationary �ow experiments, dielectric spectra were continuously recorded as real
and imaginary parts of the sample impedanceZ∗(ν) = Z ′(ν)+iZ ′′(ν). As shown in Sec. 4.1.2,
these can be converted to a real and imaginary part of the permittivity ε∗(ν) = ε′(ν)− iε′′(ν)

using the geometric capacitance C0 = ε0Ael/d. Here, as the electrodes area Ael is smaller
than the sample faces (to avoid short-circuiting with the copper sample �xture), a small con-
tribution of the stray �eld remains in the measured spectra despite a calibration procedure
for the sample �xture, see App. C. This however does mainly impact the absolute values of
the spectra, which are disregarded in this section. Any relative changes in the complex per-
mittivity of the liquid inside the pores, e.g. su�ciently strong correlations between dipolar
mobility and the �ow velocity, should result in an equal e�ect in the stray �eld and thus in a
proportional change in the spectra.
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Figure 8.11.: Spectra of 1-octanol in Vycor with and without applied pressure at room temperature
T = 294 K. Only a small change in the real permittivity could be detected that results from the
mechanical deformation of the membrane.

A typical spectrum of 1-octanol in Vycor is depicted in Fig. 8.11, for zero velocity and shortly
after enabling a pressure of P = 10 bar. Both spectra exhibit the characteristics discussed in
Sec. 2.3.2: High conductivity induces high values of ε′ and ε′′ towards lower frequencies and
for high frequencies, the real part approaches a plateau value. When comparing the situations
with and without applied pressure, only a very small di�erence between the real parts is
noticeable. In the experiment, it occurs instantaneously when switching on the pressure.
As the compressibility of the liquid is only minute, this e�ect is attributed to a mechanical
deformation of the membrane.

Over the course of several days in the experiment, a gradual, asymptotic shift in both the
real and imaginary parts could be measured, which shows no correlation to the applied pres-
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sure but rather a time dependence. For di�erent liquids, both increasing and decreasing per-
mittivities could be detected. This is shown for a �xed frequency of ν = 1 MHz in Fig. 8.12
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Figure 8.12.: Complex permittivity over time during stationary �ow of octanol and decanol, for a
�xed frequency ν = 1 MHz.

Regarding the slow time scales and the independence of pressure, it is most likely that the
observed shifts are due to a parasitic contribution rather than a �ow-induced e�ect on dipolar
mobility. Here, the spectra in Fig. 8.11 give a clue to a possible reason: The conductivity in
these experiments is so large that the high-frequency plateau in ε′ is not completely reached
at ν = 1 MHz. Any change in conductivity then results in the same qualitative changes in
the real and imaginary parts, as observed experimentally.

As introduced in Sec. 2.3.2, the conductivity of alcohols directly relates to the concentra-
tion of ions in the liquid. Due to the continuous �ushing of the membrane, it is expected that
ions are either accumulated or removed inside the pores (by ad-/desorption on the pore walls)
until an equilibrium ion concentration in the liquid is reached. Depending on the initial con-
ditions in the liquid and matrix, either an increase or decrease in conductivity ensues. This is
consistent with the di�erent graphs depicted in Fig. 8.12.

Since the parasitic e�ect of conductivity dominates the entire spectra for the frequency
range in the experiments, any simultaneously occurring e�ects need to be of comparable
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order of magnitude to be detectable in an experiment. As this is not the case, this gives a
�rst indication that the suspected �ow-induced change in static permittivity is very small.
Then, one can only resolve the relative changes if low frequency e�ects can be excluded.

In future setups, this could be achieved by either raising the frequency range or by cooling
which causes a shift of dielectric spectra towards lower frequencies. As a side e�ect, if the fre-
quency shift is large enough, this additionally allows studying of the dipolar relaxation of the
liquids. However, both of these modi�cations entail technical di�culties: On one hand, cool-
ing massively reduces the �ow rate due to the temperature dependent viscosities, so that the
resolution of the �ow measurement needs to be su�ciently high. On the other hand, dielectric
spectroscopy in the high MHz and GHz-range requires a redesign of the experimental setup
for high-frequency compliance.

8.4. Summary

In conclusion, the results of stationary �ow experiments con�rm the validity of Darcy’s law
with a sticking wall layer boundary condition for all alcohols. The e�ective slip length in �ow
experiments is comparable to typical molecular dimensions for all liquids.

For chain lengths n ≥ 6, a slip length bH2O < b < bC,�at indicates co-adsorption of water
and alcohol molecules in a monolayer due to partial elution. Contrary to this behaviour, the
smallest molecules probed (1-butanol) exhibited the largest extent of the sticking layer in
large pores (r0 = 6.2 nm). Here, multilayer sticking for a stacked layer of water and alcohol
molecules results in a very good agreement to experimental �ow rates. When conducting the
same experiment in smaller pores (r0 = 3.1 nm), a smaller interface layer in the order of a
water monolayer was detected. This can be interpreted as a dynamic transition from multi-
to monolayer sticking depending on the pore rheology.

In all the above experiments, the results do rely on e�ective quantities in spatial averaging.
In order to safely con�rm or exclude certain con�gurations, further microscopic investigation
of the interfacial layer in nanopores is needed.

Regarding the dielectric results, no correlation between �ow rate and permittivity could
be proven with the experimental data. In the frequency range of the experiments, a variable
ionic conductivity due to a change in concentration of contaminants presents a dominant
e�ect that appears to be signi�cantly stronger than any �ow-dependent change in the complex
permittivity. In order to avoid these parasitic contributions, either lower temperatures or a
higher frequency range are required.
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9 Theory of Spontaneous Liquid Uptake
in Porous Media

9.1. Capillary Rise in Cylindrical Tubes

9.1.1. Introduction to Capillary Rise

Figure 9.1.: Equilibrium capillary rise in macro-capillaries. Here, glass capillaries of di�erent diamet-
ers d = 1.2 mm, 0.8 mm and 0.4 mm (left to right) have been inserted into an aqueous solution of
KMnO4. A spontaneous uptake of liquid results in an equilibrium situation as depicted in the photo-
graph. Note the increasing rise height for smaller diameters of the glass tube.

The spontaneous uptake of liquid by capillary �ows is a commonplace phenomenon in our
day-to-day lives: In natural occurrences such as rain water draining into porous rocks and
granular soils, but also in many widespread technical applications, e.g. sponges or tissues for
soaking up spilled liquids. Even this very document (given that you are reading a physical
copy) is produced by spontaneous uptake of ink in porous paper in the printing process.

The phenomenology of capillary rise can be demonstrated with a simple experiment: When
dipping a small glass tube into a wetting liquid, a liquid column rises on the inside, against the
force of gravity, until an equilibrium state is reached1. The equilibrium rise height of liquid

1Using a non-wetting liquid results in capillary depression, i.e. air displacing liquid in immersed capillaries.
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9. Theory of Spontaneous Liquid Uptake in Porous Media

in the capillaries depends on the radius of the tube, as depicted in Fig. 9.1.
From a physical standpoint, an energy di�erence is needed for the ascension of liquid above

its reservoir. As no external forces are applied besides gravity, this energy needs to be supplied
from an internal source inside the capillary. Here, it is the solid interface that undergoes a
critical transition between the unwetted and wetted state, which causes a change in speci�c
surface energy due to intermolecular interactions between particles in the solid and the liquid.
As spontaneous wetting is observed, the speci�c surface energy between the solid and the gas
needs to be larger than between the solid and the liquid γs-g > γs-l. This di�erence in speci�c
energy is in turn transferred to the potential energy of the liquid column. Based on this simple
consideration, a �rst qualitative reason for the observed r-dependence can be given: The
di�erence in surface energy depends on the surface area of the capillary tube, whereas the
increase in potential energy depends on the volume of liquid. Hence the surface-to-volume
ratio determines the maximum rise height, which increases towards smaller tube diameters.

9.1.2. The Young-Laplace Equation

A quantitative description of the capillary forces is given by the formulation of Young and
Laplace [89]. Let us assume that a liquid interface is characterized by an interfacial tension
γ, which manifests as equal forces acting in all four tangential directions for a �nite surface
element dA = dx dy. For any mean, non-zero surface curvature rc of macroscopic interfaces,
the superposition of these tangential forces results in a force vector perpendicular to the sur-
face element (see Fig. 9.2) and thus an integral pressure di�erence of ∆PL on both sides of
the integral macroscopic interface,

∆PL =
2γ

rc
. (9.1)

Eq. (9.1) constitutes the Young-Laplace equation. The pressure di�erence ∆PL is also known
as the Laplace pressure, it is positive if the curvature is convex, i.e. a stabilizing pressure for
liquid drops, and negative for concave surfaces.

The latter case corresponds to the situation of spontaneous capillary rise in a cylindrical
capillary of radius r0: The interface between the liquid and air is characterized by the constant
surface tension γl-g = σ. When a solid capillary is put in contact with the interface, a concave
interface is induced by the cohesion between the liquid molecules covering the pore walls and
nearby particles in the liquid. The local radius of curvature depends on the relative importance
of adhesive and cohesive forces in the liquid. A contact angle θ of the liquid and the solid
capillary can be introduced. For full wetting (θ = 0), the liquid interface is hemispherical
and rc = r0, in line with the de�nition of curvature from Sec. 3.4.2. Then, Eq. (9.1) can be
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Figure 9.2.: Illustration of forces on curved liquid surfaces. For a �nite surface element dA, the forces
from neighbouring surface elements amount to dF = σ dl, where dl is the length of the border line
between both elements. For curved surfaces, the superposition of multiple contributions dF results in
a normal force that points into the liquid volume for convex interfaces (a) and outwards for concave
surfaces (b). When integrated over the entire surface A, this can be equally described as a pressure
di�erence ∆PL between both phases.

rewritten to
∆PL =

2σ

r0
. (9.2)

Similarly, a �nite contact angle θ results in a larger curvature rc = r0/ cos θ and thus a reduced
Laplace pressure (also see Fig. 4.13),

∆PL =
2σ cos θ

r0
. (9.3)

In an equilibrium situation of capillary rise, the Laplace pressure counteracts the hydrostatic
pressure of the liquid column at an equilibrium height heq,

PH = ∆PL

⇔ ρgheq =
2σ cos θ

r0

⇔ heq =
2σ cos θ

ρg

1

r0
(9.4)

Here, ρ denotes the liquid density and g the local gravitational acceleration.

Due to the proportionality to the inverse radius in Eqs. (9.3) and (9.4), both the Laplace
pressure and the maximum rise height scale by orders of magnitude in nanopores. A numerical
comparison of macroscopic and nanoscopic pores is shown for water in Tab. 9.1, revealing the
enormous dimensions of capillary pressures and equilibrium rise heights on the length scale
of Vycor nanopores.
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Table 9.1.: Laplace pressure and equilibrium rise height for water in silica pores of di�erent pore sizes
at room temperature (T = 298 K, σ = 0.072 N

m
, θ = 0°).

pore radius r0 Laplace pressure PL equilibrium rise height heq

1 mm 1.45 mbar 14.8 mm
1 µm 1.45 bar 14.8 m
10 nm 145 bar 1.48 km

9.1.3. The Lucas-Washburn Equation

The dynamics of spontaneous capillary rise in cylindrical tubes results from the same prin-
ciples as the stationary �ow discussed in Sec. 7. Note that technically, the combined �ow of
the imbibing liquid and the displaced medium in the capillary have to be considered. The total
uptake rate thus results from the hydraulic resistance for both phases. However, if the pores
initially contain a gas, the displacement �ow is typically neglected [103]. This is particularly
reasonable in the Knudsen regime for gas �ow (see Sec. 5.2.3) when interactions between gas
particles are insigni�cant, but also applies to the hydrodynamic gas �ow regime (see Sec. 5.2.2)
due to the small viscosity in comparison to a liquid. As this is the case in the experiments,
only the liquid �ow will be considered in the following description of uptake dynamics.

If laminar �ow is assumed, which is typically the case for small capillaries and �ow velo-
cities, the volumetric �ow rate can then be modelled using the Hagen-Poiseuille law with a
dynamic channel length corresponding to the rise height h(t), since the liquid column moves
through the capillary as a whole.

The driving pressure generally results from the superposition of hydrostatic and Laplace
pressure. Though, for nanoscale capillaries, on the length scales for capillary experiments
in this work, the hydrostatic pressure is negligible in comparison to the Laplace pressure
|∆PL| � |PH | and the pressure di�erence simpli�es accordingly to ∆P = ∆PL. Using Eqs.
(7.8) and (9.3), the �ow rate equation yields

Q =
πσ cos θr3

0

4η

1

h(t)
. (9.5)

This volume �ow in turn advances the liquid column with a velocity

ḣ(t) =
Q

πr2
0

. (9.6)
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Eqs. (9.5) and (9.6) can be combined to a di�erential equation

ḣ(t)h(t) =
σ cos θr0

4η
. (9.7)

The solution for h(t) in Eq. (9.7) is given by a
√
t law,

h(t) =

√
σ cos θr0

2η

√
t, (9.8)

which is known as the Lucas-Washburn law honouring the independent discovery of this
equation by both researchers [104, 105]. At the time, the experimental observation of a

√
t

law has already been made by Bell and Cameron [106], so that Eq. (9.8) is also sometimes
referred to as the BCLW law.

The Lucas-Washburn law is valid for experimental situations in which gravity, evaporation,
and adsorption of liquid can be neglected in good approximation. The combined case of spon-
taneous capillary �ow with a signi�cant additional adsorption from the vapour phase will be
discussed in Sec. 11.

Due to the scaling to the square root of the capillary radius, the dynamics in small pores is
slowed down signi�cantly, which allows the experimental study of imbibition using dielectric
spectroscopy with a good resolution in time. In conjunction with the scaled equilibrium rise
heights heq, the time to reach the maximum height is inversely proportional to the third power
of the radius. For nanoscale capillaries, this is already in the order of∼ 1 · 108 years, without
considering the slowdown resulting from the hydrostatic pressure! Thus, in the experiments
in this work, the sample height has been limited to practical sizes h0 ≈ 10 mm� heq, which
also restricts the stage of dynamics studied to a limited time span at the beginning of the �lling
process. Still, for some liquids, �lling times in the order of days were observed.

9.2. Imbibition Kinetics in Porous Media

9.2.1. Capillary Rise in Pore Networks

Analogous to stationary �ows [98], the pore network model from Sec. 7.2.1 can also be adapted
for the description of capillary �ows in porous solids on the time scales of the experiment. If
the cross-sectional area of the sample is constant along the rise height, the �ow rate equation
in Eq. (7.13) can be used as a quantitative model. By replacing the �ow channel length with
the variable rise height h(t) and the pressure di�erence with the Laplace pressure as given by
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Eq. (9.3), an average �ow rate is given by

Q̄ =
ΦAσ cos θ

4ητ

r̄4
h

r3
0

1

h(t)
, (9.9)

where r̄h is the average hydraulic radius of the pore network. Note that the rise height h(t)

also becomes a spatial average of the pore network for a distribution of pore radii of the
porous matrix. Then, instead of a homogeneous rise of liquid, a variable height of �lling
h(x, y, t) emerges throughout the sample. This fringed border between �lled and un�lled
pore space will from now on be referred to as the ‘imbibition front’. As a consequence of pore
interconnectivity, the local dynamics of individual menisci results from variation of pore radii
in the complex network, which will be addressed in Sec. 9.2.2. However, an average velocity
of the advancing imbibition front can be calculated from the volume �ow in Eq. (9.9),

ḣ(t) =
Q̄

ΦA
. (9.10)

By combining Eqs. (9.9) and (9.10), a modi�ed di�erential equation ḣh = const for porous
matrices can be formulated. A solution is found analogous to the Lucas-Washburn law in Eq.
(9.8),

h(t) =

√
σ

2η︸ ︷︷ ︸
cliq

√
r̄4
h cos θ

τr3
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

cmat

√
t (9.11)

= ch
√
t. (9.12)

Notably, Eq. (9.11) does not contain a cross-sectional area or porosity of the sample, yet relies
on both being constant along the direction of capillary rise. As shown in Eq. (9.11), the
coe�cient ch can be separated into two partial contributions of the liquid, cliq, and the matrix
cmat. The interactions between liquid and matrix are incorporated by using a general boundary
condition containing a hydraulic radius r̄h = r0 + b as well as a contact angle θ, as depicted
in Fig. 9.3. This will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 9.2.3.

The robustness of the Lucas-Washburn law for mesoporous solids has been established
experimentally and by means of simulation [5, 95, 107]. In simulations for the �ow of liquid
Xe, a good match to a

√
t law is observed down to pore sizes r0 ≈ 1 nm in the microporous

regime.

It should however be noted that for very short times at the beginning of the �lling process,
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rh

v

b

r0

θ

Figure 9.3.: Boundary condition for the Lucas-Washburn law in porous media. For the average �ow
in the porous solid, a reduced hydraulic radius rh = r0 + bwith slip lengths b < 0 and a contact angle
θ of the liquid meniscus is assumed.

the front velocity diverges, ḣ → ∞, which is due to systematic model errors based on the
simpli�cations made in the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation, e.g. no e�ects of inertia
and an established, laminar velocity pro�le, see Secs. 7.1.1 and 7.1.2. It can be shown that
this critical phase is limited to very small times t ≈ 10 ps, as Reynolds numbers rapidly
reach values in the laminar regime. After that, a

√
t-law persists even for small time scales

[108, 109]. In conclusion, for the experimental work, the assumptions are satis�ed at all times
and spontaneous capillary �ows should obey Eq. (9.11).

9.2.2. Imbibition Front Broadening

As mentioned in the previous section, the local dynamics of capillary rise in a pore network
are determined by the distribution of pore radii and the topology of the pore network. While
a description of the spatial average allows the derivation of an equivalent form of the Lucas-
Washburn equation, the local dynamics result from a more complex situation depending on
the interplay of di�erent local pressures. Here, the most important factors are the distribution
and connectivity of �lled and un�lled pores in the matrix, causing a variation of Laplace
pressures.

This can be demonstrated for a simple mechanism of a Y-shaped pore intersection as de-
picted in Fig. 9.4. If a �lled pore splits into two empty pores of di�erent diameters d1 and d2,
the smaller pore exerts a stronger pressure on the connection and �lls up �rst. A temporary
impediment of �ow into the larger pore is observed until the pressure drop ∆P along the
small pore is large enough to allow a simultaneous �ow into both pores [110, 111].

In a complex pore network, many of these or similar intersections are connected as nodes
in a network with �ow channels of di�erent lengths. Then, the pressure drop alongside the
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Figure 9.4.: Meniscus halting in pore connections. Due to the di�erent Laplace pressures P1,2 in
pores of di�erent diameters d1,2, the �ow in a Y-shaped connection is dominated by the stronger
pressures of smaller pores at �rst. Only when the pressure drop along the small pore reaches a critical
value ∆P = P2 − P1, a �ow into the larger pore is allowed.

connecting pores between two nodes may not su�ce to overcome the pressure di�erence that
causes meniscus halting. As a consequence, the capillary �ow continues in other accessible
pores until a certain state of �lling is achieved in the overall network and a cascading pressure
drop allows liquid to enter these voids. In this situation, the imbibition front as the border
between �lled and un�lled pore space is clearly not a simple plane but exhibits a much more
complex shape. However, a macroscopic description of the imbibition front is still possible
using the height of the partially �lled region ∆h. Over time, ∆h increases systematically as
a function of

√
t to macroscopically large sizes, which has been shown both in experiments

and simulations [48, 112].

9.2.3. Dynamic Effects in the Boundary Layer

In the derivation of the Lucas-Washburn equation for porous solids (see Eq. (9.11)), a general
boundary condition at the pore walls has been chosen, exhibiting a �nite slip length b = r̄h−r0

as well as a contact angle θ of the liquid meniscus, see Fig. 9.3. In a dynamic situation of
spontaneous imbibition, these parameters do not necessarily correspond to values derived for
stationary or static equilibrium situations, see Secs. 8.3 and 4.3.6.

As for the slip boundary condition, the strong interaction between the interfacial liquid
layer and the solid wall within a molecular range is always expected in the liquid-�lled pores.
The results from Sec. 8 suggest that b exhibits no variation for the probed �ow velocities.
Thus, if rise velocities ḣ(t) are of comparable order of magnitude, a slip length in the order of
one molecular layer b ≈ 0.5 nm should apply.

In case of the contact angle, the characteristics during capillary rise are di�erent from an
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equilibrium situation. Two aspects should be discussed that could potentially result in a mod-
i�ed contact angle: Dynamic contact angles and precursor wetting.

A dynamic contact angle of the liquid results from contact line movement on the solid inter-
face, see Fig. 9.5(a). As the wetted area of a solid interface changes, whether it is increasing or
decreasing, di�erent situational contact angles are observed which are both di�erent from the
equilibrium angle [113]. For macroscopic droplets, the advancing angle (θA) is generally lar-
ger and the receding angle (θR) is smaller than the equilibrium contact angle (θR < θ < θA).
This is also referred to as ‘contact angle hysteresis’.

The dependencies of the dynamic contact angle can be bundled into a capillary number
Ca = ηv/σ, with the velocity v of the interface [114]. An empirical relation between θA and
Ca can then be determined for speci�c systems. However, as already discussed in Sec. 9.2.1,
the velocity v ∝ ḣ(t) drops o� by orders of magnitude in the initial phase and, due to the
proportionality ∝ 1/

√
t, results only in small changes of the capillary number afterwards.

Accordingly, Martic et al. found in simulations that an initially increased advancing contact
angle rapidly approaches a nearly constant value close to the static equilibrium angle [115].
In line with the other initial e�ects of capillary rise, a rapid decay on a time scale of ∼ 10 ps

was observed, so that this e�ect can be neglected on the experimental time scales.

θ θ

v=0 v

θR θA

equilibrium dynamic

θ'	

(a) (b)

Figure 9.5.: Dynamic wetting phenomena in nanopores. (a) Dynamic contact angle for moving inter-
faces, i.e. contact angle hysteresis, results in a di�erent contact angle for advancing or receding menisci
that are both di�erent from the equilibrium value θR < θ < θA. (b) Dynamic precursor wetting for
strongly interacting liquids also results in a modi�ed contact angle.

On the other hand, in strongly interacting liquids, another di�erence in contact angle arises
due to the formation and propagation of a precursor layer on the walls, as observed in MD and
hydrokinetic simulations for spontaneous imbibition by Chibbaro et al. [116], see Fig. 9.5(b).
Here, a thin adsorbate layer preceding the liquid meniscus is formed by both the advancement
of a layer on the walls (surface di�usion) and dynamic recondensation of evaporated particles
from the meniscus. In comparison to the static layer adsorbate in isotherms, the liquid pre-
cursor is not in a state of equilibrium and thus most likely exhibits a di�erent structure. Due
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to this local variation of interactions of the liquid molecules at di�erent positions in the liquid
interface, the meniscus curvature also varies locally in the presence of a precursor layer. This
results in a change in local driving force, which can be accounted for by a modi�ed contact
angle for the driving Laplace pressure.

In conclusion, a complex interplay of dynamic wetting, precursor layer formation and the
Laplace pressure is expected during spontaneous imbibition of strongly interacting liquids.
On the experimental time scales though, short-time e�ects due to high �ow velocities have
subsided and a steady state for the meniscus shape is reached. However, the values for θ
and b for this non-equilibrium process cannot be quanti�ed a priori. Thus, the experimental
results will be compared to di�erent assumed boundary conditions using both as tunable free
parameters in the system.
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10 Spontaneous Imbibition
Experiments with n-Alcohols

10.1. Experimental Methods

10.1.1. Experimental Imbibition Setup

The experiments on spontaneous imbibition are carried out in a custom setup described in
more detail in [22], which uses dielectric spectroscopy as a means to detect the amount of
liquid imbibed by the sample, as depicted in Fig. 10.1. The basic required components, a
porous sample and a container for the liquid are placed inside a sealed vacuum chamber with
a controllable atmosphere (He + alcohol vapour). This prevents water and other contaminants
from the outside and ensures a de�ned atmosphere inside, which is a signi�cant improvement
to previous experiments [48, 117].

The working liquid is stored in a sealed container on the outside and can be inserted on
demand and in a controlled manner by pressurizing the tank with He gas. This allows two
di�erent experimental modes: Spontaneous imbibition (inserted liquid in contact with the
sample) and spontaneous vapour �lling (no contact between liquid and sample).

The sample consists of a cuboid piece of porous Vycor glass (length l× height h0× depth
d, typically 10 × 10 × 2 mm). Depending on the experiment, either solid copper plates or
sputter coated gold electrodes were attached to the sample surface, see Fig. 10.2. One of the
advantages of dielectric spectroscopy in comparison to other measuring methods, e.g. gravi-
metric measurement [95], is spatial selectivity for the detection, depending on the electrode
placement. This has been exploited in the study of the concurrent vapour adsorption during
liquid imbibition, see Sec. 11. In addition, the sample surface can be sealed which completely
prevents the uptake of external vapour. For this purpose, the Vycor blocks are �rst encased
in epoxy resin UHU plus sofortfest and subsequently reopened by mechanical abrasion on the
facet that is in contact with the liquid1. The di�erent sample con�gurations are illustrated in
Fig. 10.2.

In preparation of an experiment, each sample is subjected to the cleaning procedure from
Sec. 2.1.4. After that, samples are mounted into the imbibition setup in which a strong vacuum

1The entrapped He gas can easily dissolve in the imbibing liquid during the uptake process.
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Figure 10.1.: Experimental setup for spontaneous imbibition and vapour �lling experiments, see text
for description. Depending on the amount of liquid inserted, either spontaneous imbibition or uptake
through the vapour phase can be studied.

(≈ 10−6mbar) with additional heating (T ≈ 350 K) is applied for at least 12 hours. This
removes most volatile contaminants from the matrix, although the temperature is insu�cient
to remove the strongly bound water monolayer [23].

When starting a new imbibition experiment, the sample is �rst cooled to ambient temper-
ature T = 294 K and a protective atmosphere of He gas is inserted at a pressure PHe ≈
800 mbar. As discussed in more detail in Sec. 6.2.2, the goal of this additional gas �lling dur-
ing imbibition is to systematically reproduce laboratory pressure conditions while avoiding
accompanying problems (contaminants, varying conditions, continuous evaporation). As he-
lium gas does not adsorb on Vycor for typical experimental conditions, it only acts as a small
di�usion barrier due to intermolecular di�usion. Though, this change in total di�usivity is
only in the order of < 10 %.

10.1.2. Dielectric Measurement of Spontaneous Imbibition

The dielectric measuring setup is identical to the one used in stationary �ow experiments,
see Sec. 8.2.1: An impedance analyser Agilent 4294 periodically probes a frequency range
ν = 1 kHz to 2 MHz and records the real and imaginary parts of the connected impedance
for each frequency. By performing an initial �xture compensation (see App. C), the signal is
free from line impedances. The measured impedance then results from the parallel circuit of
the complex sample capacitance C∗S and a parasitic capacitance of the sample �xture. If the
electrodes are equal in size to the sample facet, the latter can be identi�ed as the real stray
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Figure 10.2.: Overview of sample and electrode con�gurations for imbibition experiments: (a) Vy-
cor sample sealed with epoxy resin (except bottom facet) and glued on copper plate electrodes; (b)
untreated Vycor with sputter coated gold electrodes (full coverage); (c) untreated Vycor samples with
selectively applied electrodes (partial coverage). The samples in (b) and (c) allow the study of vapour
uptake (see Sec. 6.2) and the combined uptake of vapour and liquid (see Sec. 11). Typical dimensions
are h0 ≈ l ≈ 10 mm, d ≈ 2 mm, hel ≈ 5 mm

capacitance Cstr of the inhomogeneous �eld, which yields

Z∗(t) =
1

i2πν
(
C∗S(t) + Cstr(t)

) . (10.1)

For any given situation of capillary rise in the porous sample,C∗S can be modelled as a parallel
circuit of complex capacitances dC∗(h) for in�nitesimal height elements dh. Each dC∗(h)

is characterized by a variable complex permittivity ε∗(f(h)) which in turn depends on the
relative local volume fraction of �lled pore space, f(h) ∈ [0, 1]. The total sample capacitance
is then given by

C∗S = ε0
l

d

∫ h0

h=0
ε∗(f(h)) dh, (10.2)

which is also represented by a complex sample permittivity

ε∗S =
d

ε0lh0
C∗S

=
1

h0

∫ h0

h=0
ε∗(f(h)) dh. (10.3)

In analogy to the considerations from Secs. 2.3.2 and 4.3.3, the local permittivity ε′(h) for the
high frequency plateau (ν = 1 MHz) is assumed as a linear function of relative �lling f ,

ε′S(h) = ε′(f = 0) + f(h)
(
ε′(f = 1)− ε′(f = 0)

)
. (10.4)
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By de�nition, this is accurate for the completely �lled and empty parts of the sample, while in
the partially �lled section of the imbibition front, it is still expected to hold in good approxim-
ation if the distribution of liquid �lled pores is reasonably homogeneous. Inserting Eq. (10.4)
into Eq. (10.3) as the real part yields a simple relation

ε′S = ε′(f = 0) +
1

h0

∫ h0

0
f(h) dh

(
ε′(f = 1)− ε′(f = 0)

)
. (10.5)

Here, the integral can be identi�ed as the de�nition of the mean rise height h(t), as introduced
in Sec. 9.2.1. Thus, Eq. (10.5) can be rearranged to

h(t)

h0
=

∆ε′(t)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ε′S(t)− ε′(f = 0)

ε′(f = 1)− ε′(f = 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ε′max

. (10.6)

Hence, the normalized increase of the sample permittivity is equal to the normalized rise
height. It will be demonstrated below that these di�erences can be easily gained from the
total impedance signal without corrections.

CS
* C	str,0 CS

* C	str,0
+ΔC	str

Figure 10.3.: Stray capacitance during imbibition experiments, without inserted liquid (left) and with
inserted liquid (right) with the corresponding equivalent circuit.

As mentioned above, the total measured capacitance always contains the additional stray ca-
pacitance, see Fig. 10.3. When the measurements are started, the sample is empty and no
liquid is inside the internal reservoir. The stray capacitance is then given by a constant Cstr,0.
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At the point when liquid is inserted and reaches the sample, the stray capacitance is suddenly
increased by ∆Cstr due to the high relative permittivity of the liquid dielectric entering the
stray �eld. However, besides this initial snap-in of the liquid menisci on the macroscopic
sample surface, the stray capacitance remains constant over time for the remaining experi-
ment, which has been probed with non-porous glass samples.

As the measured permittivity ε′(t) is calculated from the total real capacitance, it will there-
fore contain an erroneous contribution from the stray capacitance,

ε′(t) =
d

ε0lh0

(
C ′S(t) + Cstr(t)

)
(10.7)

= ε′S(t) +
d

ε0lh0
Cstr(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆ε′(t)

(10.8)

However, in a constant situation after liquid insertion, this results in a constant o�set ∆ε′str.
Then, every di�erence ∆ε′(t) = ε′(t1)−ε′(t2) is automatically corrected for stray �eld e�ects.
This allows to use ε′(t) instead of ε′S(t) in Eq. (10.6), if the constants ε′(f = 0) and ε′(f = 1)

are determined from the total capacitance signal with inserted liquid. However, no absolute
values of ε′S can be measured using this method.

It should be noted that an uncertainty for the normalization factor ∆ε′max in Eq. (10.6)
remains at the start of the imbibition experiment: Between liquid insertion and the �rst im-
pedance measurement, a certain time span δt passes during which spontaneous liquid uptake
in the porous matrix is expected. The e�ect on the measured ε′(f = 0) can be estimated by
extrapolating the initial uptake rate from the �rst recorded data points. This is included as an
uncertainty in all error calculations in Sec. 10.2.2.

10.2. Results and Discussion

10.2.1. Corrupted Permittivity Signals and Correction

The spontaneous imbibition of n-alcohols of chain lengths n = 4 to 10 has been studied
experimentally for sealed Vycor samples (see Fig. 10.2(a)). Following the considerations of
the previous section, the measured real part of the permittivity at ν = 1 MHz is used to
analyse the �lling of the sample. The permittivity values ε′(t) are calculated with the known
sample geometry using Eqs. (10.1) and (10.7) to

ε′(t) =
d

ε0lh0

1

2πν

−Z ′′(t)
Z ′(t)2 + Z ′′(t)2

. (10.9)
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Experimental data for ε′(t) is shown exemplarily for 1-heptanol in Fig. 10.4(a). The sudden
jump of the signal at t ≈ 0 corresponds to the point of liquid insertion, in agreement with the
abrupt increase of stray capacitance. After that, a gradual increase in ε′ is observed until a
maximum plateau value is reached. Note that the permittivity data exhibits small, systematic
errors, see the magni�ed inset of Fig. 10.4(a). Over the course of an experiment, multiple
random and instantaneous steps of increase in ε′ were measured for all liquids. As we shall
see in Sec. 11, this e�ect is limited to the samples sealed with epoxy resin, indicating an
undesired liquid uptake in this additional layer. Here, as alcohols weaken the adhesive at the
epoxy-electrode interface, entrapped air bubbles could suddenly become accessible for liquid
imbibition, which entails dynamics orders of magnitude faster than in the nanopores, leading
to a step-wise uptake.
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Figure 10.4.: Measured real permittivity during imbibition of 1-heptanol at ν = 1 MHz. (a) raw data
as a function of linear time: The time of liquid insertion is set to t = 0. From the start value ε′(f = 0),
the permittivity rises with liquid uptake in the sample until a plateau of complete �lling ε′(f = 1) is
reached. Inset: For sealed samples with plate electrodes, unpredictable, parasitic jumps are observed
in addition. (b) The normalized permittivity plotted over

√
t allows to compare dynamics of the mean

rise height to the predicted Lucas-Washburn equation (see Sec. 10.2.2). Here, systematic errors in the
local slope resulting from the parasitic uptake are very noticeable (see steps for red symbols). A step
correction algorithm can remove these artifacts (black symbols, see below).

According to the normalization procedure from Sec. 10.1.2, the permittivity after liquid in-
sertion corresponds to ε′(f = 0) and the �rst measured value on the saturation plateau to
ε′(f = 1), see Fig. 10.4(a). Using Eq. (10.6), this allows to calculate the normalized mean
rise height h(t)/h0 of the imbibition front from a normalized permittivity ∆ε′/∆ε′max, which
is shown graphically in Fig. 10.4(b). It will be shown in Sec. 10.2.2 that this is a function of
√
t for the majority of the experiment as predicted by Lucas-Washburn dynamics according

to Eq. (9.11), thus the scaling of the x axis. In this representation, the parasitic, step-wise
liquid uptake is particularly problematic: As the permittivity for the full sample ε′(f = 1) is
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arti�cially increased, a false normalization factor ∆ε′max is assumed.
This problem can be overcome using computational data processing. In a plot of the nu-

merical derivative of the data in Fig. 10.4(b), the occurrences of the parasitic �ow (steps) are
clearly discernible as outliers, as opposed to the underlying behaviour of the regular imbibi-
tion in the nanoporous matrix causing a nearly constant value with respect to experimental
noise, see Fig. 10.5.
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Figure 10.5.: Step detection for an imbibition experiment with 1-nonanol. When applying a numer-
ical di�erentiation on the normalized permittivity over

√
t, the parasitic steps are easily recognizable

by their large deviation from a sliding average value (sample size for averaging N = 50).

The detection and removal of steps can be automated as shown in Fig. 10.6: Starting at t = 0,
discontinuities are detected by their deviation from a sliding average in a numerical di�eren-
tiation of the normalized permittivity over the square root of time. Usually, all values within
three standard deviations of the local average slope are interpreted as valid results; if this de-
tection threshold is exceeded, a step is detected. In this case, the step height is quanti�ed as the
di�erence between the measured value and an extrapolation resulting from the local slope. Fi-
nally, the cumulated height for all previously detected steps (purple curve) is subtracted from
the raw data for all data points.

The result of these data operations is a smooth curve for as shown in 10.6. Since the max-
imum change in permittivity has been reduced by the total step height ∆ε′step, the old normal-
ization does not apply to the corrected data. Instead, the maximum di�erence in permittivity
in Eq. (10.6) has to be replaced with

∆ε′max,corr = ∆ε′max −∆ε′step. (10.10)
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Figure 10.6.: Step correction algorithm and results for 1-nonanol. An algorithm scans the measured
data (black line) and detects deviations in the local slope (indicated by red markings). At these points,
the step height is evaluated and added to the total step height (purple line). In order to produce a
corrected signal (blue line), the cumulated step height is subtracted from the raw data at each point.
The sensitivity of the algorithm depends on the chosen detection threshold.

The di�erence between the raw and the corrected, renormalized data is depicted for 1-heptanol
in Fig. 10.4(b). The uncertainty introduced by the correction algorithm can be quanti�ed
through the variation of ∆ε′step for di�erent step detection thresholds and is subsequently
included in error calculations.

10.2.2. Imbibition Dynamics for n-Alcohols

The uptake curves for di�erent alcohols have been processed and renormalized with the al-
gorithm introduced in the previous section. After that procedure is applied, the rise height
h(t) can be calculated using Eqs. (10.6) and (10.10) to

h(t) = h0
∆ε′corr(t)

∆ε′max,corr
(10.11)

Exemplary results for 1-butanol are depicted in a double logarithmic plot of h(t) over t, see
10.7. Three stages of dynamics can be distinguished: In the initial stage (I), the rise dynamics
are gradually changing and only slowly approach a linear section, i.e. power law. This is at-
tributed to the collective variations of the initial experimental conditions, e.g. the temperature
di�erences of the liquid inserted from the outside being reduced over time as well as imperfec-
tions of the sample surface inducing a preexisting imbibition front curvature that will �atten
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Figure 10.7.: Dynamics of 1-butanol imbibition in double logarithmic scaling. Three stages with
distinct dynamics are observed: (I) initial stage, gradually changing dynamics approaching a linear
function over time. (II) linear stage, constant slope ≈ 0.5 indicates Lucas-Washburn dynamics. (III)
dynamics gradually slow down as broadened imbibition front reaches upper bound of the sample.

out eventually, see App. D. Due to these numerous uncertainties in the �ow process, the �rst
stage is disregarded for the analysis of dynamics.

After the initial phase has passed, a stage with a constant slope in the log-log plot is ob-
served for the majority of the experiment (II). Accordingly, the exponent of the corresponding
power law h = α · tβ has been evaluated to β = 0.524 ± 0.001. This is in very good agree-
ment to the expected value β = 0.5 from Lucas-Washburn dynamics, see Eq. (9.11). Hence,
the dynamics of this phase can also be studied in a plot versus

√
t, see Fig. 10.8, which has

already been exploited for step correction.

In the �nal stage (III), dynamics slow down again, see the inset of Fig. 10.7. This is a result
of the imbibition front broadening discussed in Sec. 9.2.2. Depending on the local state of
�lling, the upper boundary of the sample is reached at di�erent times and the overall �ow
rate is reduced gradually. As the e�ects of front broadening are not of primary interest in this
work, the analysis of dynamics will be limited to times before the �rst onset of stage (III).

The same qualitative dynamics were systematically observed for all other alcohols, with
stage (II) exponents in the range 0.52 ≤ β ≤ 0.63. For these values, a plot of h(t) over

√
t

exhibits a distinct quasi-linear stage, as depicted for n = 5 to 10 in Fig. 10.9. A linear �t to
stages (II) in this representation then directly yields the respective Lucas-Washburn coe�cient
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Figure 10.8.: Lucas-Washburn dynamics during 1-butanol imbibition. In a plot of h over
√
t, stage

(II) of the dynamics constitutes a linear section, con�rming the validity of the Lucas-Washburn law for
n-alcohols in Vycor. Theory curves of the Lucas-Washburn law with di�erent boundary conditions are
shown in comparison.

ch. Note that the initial e�ects of stage (I) cause a small shift of the graph so that the y-intersect
6= 0, which has to be included in the �t.

When comparing the experimental Lucas-Washburn stages (II) to quantitative predictions
of Eq. (9.11), the choice of boundary condition is of utmost importance, as discussed in Sec.
9.2.3. In contrast to stationary �ow dynamics, there are now two variables, the slip length b
and the contact angle θ. Figs. 10.8 and 10.9 include a comparison to the following cases:

(i) [b = 0, θ = 0]: A no-slip boundary condition with zero contact angle. This can
be considered an upper bound for the maximum possible uptake for de�ned macro-
scopic liquid material constants and matrix parameters. [shown for all alcohols]

(ii) [b = bst, θ = 0]: A slip boundary condition, using the stationary slip lengths
from Sec. 8.3.1. As for the contact angle, it is assumed that precursor wetting leads
to very small contact angles, so that cos θ ≈ 1. [shown for n ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10}].

(iii) [b = tML+H2O, θ = θeq]: A special boundary condition assuming the stacked
water and alcohol monolayer thickness and the autophobicity contact angle from
the static adsorption for 1-butanol, see Sec. 4.3. It is suspected that these properties
do not persist in a dynamic situation. [shown for n = 4]
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Figure 10.9.: Comparison of Lucas-Washburn imbibition dynamics for n-alcohols. All liquids used in
the experiments exhibit a quasi-linear stage in a plot versus

√
t. The slope in this region corresponds to

the respective coe�cient ch. In comparison to the Lucas-Washburn laws with no-slip boundary con-
dition and with a slip length from stationary �ow experiments (θ = 0 in both cases), the experimental
slope is lower for all alcohols.
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10. Spontaneous Imbibition Experiments with n-Alcohols

For all graphs, the no-slip boundary condition is clearly not suited to reproduce the ex-
perimental slope for imbibition, which indicates that a �nite sticking layer and possibly an
additional contact angle is required.

In case of butanol in Fig. 10.8, the other two boundary conditions show much better agree-
ment to the experimental data, with a best match of the slope for the stationary boundary
condition with zero contact angle (ii). This apparent match is consistent with both the sta-
tionary boundary condition as well as the expected dynamic reduction in θ discussed in Sec.
9.2.3.

As for the other liquids covered in stationary �ow experiments (hexanol, octanol, decanol),
the stationary slip lengths from Sec. 8.3.1 are still insu�cient to reach the slope of the im-
bibition experiments in Fig. 10.9 for contact angles θ = 0. A di�erent boundary condition is
required.

In order to further study the experimental boundary conditions, the experimental Lucas-
Washburn coe�cient ch can be analysed (slope in (II) for Figs. 10.8 and 10.9). Numerical values
for ch of the di�erent n-alcohols and the respective uncertainties are listed in Tab. 10.1 for
future reference.

Table 10.1.: Experimental Lucas-Washburn coe�cients for n-alcohols.

n LW-coe�cient ch uncertainty ±δch
[µm/

√
s] [µm/

√
s]

4 52.2 5.7
5 45.5 4.7
6 37.0 3.9
7 33.3 3.7
8 29.7 3.2
9 26.0 2.8
10 25.0 2.7

Eq. (9.11) relates ch to both microscopic variables, the contact angle θ and the slip length b.
As no other relations for these quantities in a dynamic situation can be found, an assumption
needs to be made either for b or θ in order to determine the other. In case of the slip length b,
we can rearrange Eq. (9.11) to

b =

(
c2
h

2ητ

σ cos θ
r3

0

)1/4

− r0. (10.12)

For now, let us choose cos θ = 1 in accordance to dominant precursor wetting causing a small
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10.2. Results and Discussion

contact angle θ ≈ 0. When applied to ch for each alcohol, this yields a slip length bexp. The
uncertainty in bexp can be estimated from the errors in the matrix parameters and the error
δch in the Lucas-Washburn coe�cient. The latter is given by the combination of �t errors as
well as the uncertainties from the step correction algorithm and the normalization procedure.
Fig. 10.10 shows the results and error bars for all alcohols.
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Figure 10.10.: Comparison of slip lengths for the imbibition of n-alcohols for zero contact angle. The
experimental data exhibits a nearly constant slip length in the range of typical molecular dimensions,
suggesting a similar boundary layer thickness for all alcohols. The lines indicate the molecular geo-
metry for some wall layer structures, see text.

Analogous to the considerations from Sec. 8.3.1, the slip lengths constitute a macroscopic
average of the local slip length which can exhibit considerable variations. Still, the qualitative
and quantitative distribution of these values provides an insight into the average make-up of
the surface layer.

For all liquids, bexp is comparable to molecular dimensions. Fig. 10.10 depicts the com-
parison to �ve di�erent con�gurations: A residual water monolayer (‘H2O’), a monolayer of
alcohol molecules, either parallel (‘Cx �at’) or perpendicular (‘Cx upright’) to the pore walls
as well as a stacked layer. As introduced in 8.3.1, a combined layer of water and �at alcohol
molecules (‘H2O + Cx �at’) and a multilayer of parallel, �at alcohol molecules (‘Cx + Cx �at’)
are two likely con�gurations.

Most notably, the calculated slip lengths bexp exhibit a nearly constant value for all liquids.
This implies that the upright alcohol layer can be ruled out as the slip length should sys-
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10. Spontaneous Imbibition Experiments with n-Alcohols

tematically decrease towards longer chain lengths in this case. Likewise, a water monolayer
and a �at monolayer of alcohol molecules are also outside the range of the error bars if the
assumption θ ≈ 0 holds. The experimental data shows a great match to both stacked layer
con�gurations within the error margin.

Judging from previous results and considerations, a combined layer of water and alcohol
is a very probable con�guration: Not only do we expect a residual water layer from sample
preparation, this is also consistent with the results for 1-butanol from equilibrium adsorption
(see Sec. 4.3.5) and stationary �ow experiments (see Sec. 8.3.1). Regarding the assumption
made for θ when determining bexp, this could indicate that the choice of zero contact angle
and the hypothesis of dominant precursor wetting by surface �ow and recondensation (see
Sec. 9.2.3) are appropriate.

However, for chain lengths n ≥ 6, the imbibition slip length bexp is larger than the re-
spective parameter from stationary �ow (compare Figs. 8.7 and 10.10). This disparity can be
equally explained by two e�ects. On one hand, an altered boundary condition for spontan-
eous capillary rise could arise as no signi�cant desorption of the water monolayer occurs in
the limited liquid volume imbibed, in contrast to the continuous elution for liquid through-
put. The adsorption of n-alcohols is then limited to an additional layer, as opposed to the
co-adsorption within a monolayer suspected in Sec. 8.3.1. On the other hand, if the boundary
condition from stationary �ow still applies to imbibition, a larger dynamic contact angle θ > 0

for longer chain lengths could also explain these �ndings.
So far, it has been assumed that dynamic precursor wetting causes a small contact angle

that justi�es the approximation cos θ ≈ 1. As the magnitude of this e�ect results from the
attraction to the surface in conjunction with the molecular mobility [116], there is likely some
degree of variation of the dynamic θ for the series of n-alcohols. In analogy to a slip length
in Eq. (10.12), a contact angle could be equally calculated from ch if an assumption is made
for b. However, since very little is known on the dynamic contact angles in the nanoporous
matrix, there is no comparison to be made with the resulting values.

As an alternative, one can make use of the error margins ch± δch. For both values, contact
angles θ− to θ+ can be calculated by rearranging Eq. (10.12) to

θ∓ = arccos

[
(ch ± δch)2 2ητ

σ

r3
0

(r0 + b)4

]
. (10.13)

The resulting range [θ−, θ+] then de�nes an experimental con�dence interval of contact angles
for a given slip length b. Here, Eq. (10.13) is applied for three cases: A residual water mono-
layer (b = 0.275 nm), a �at alcohol monolayer (b = 0.41 nm) and a stacked water and alcohol
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layer (b = 0.685 nm), as listed in Tab. 10.2. For all alcohols and slip lengths, the con�dence
intervals cover a broad range of contact angles up to an intermediate wetting regime. These
results are quantitatively plausible considering the autophobicity of n-alcohols. Though the
data is limited, equilibrium contact angles as high as 42° for 1-octanol on planar silica and 59°
for 1-butanol in Vycor (r0 = 3 nm) have been reported in literature [68, 66].

Table 10.2.: Con�dence range of contact angles for de�ned imbibition boundary conditions.

n H2O Cx �at H2O + Cx �at
θ− [°] θ+ [°] θ− [°] θ+ [°] θ− [°] θ+ [°]

4 37.3 59.0 25.1 54.1 0 39.2
5 34.8 57.0 20.8 51.7 0 35.0
6 46.5 63.3 38.3 59.2 0 47.5
7 43.4 62.5 34.2 58.2 0 45.9
8 44.4 62.2 35.5 58.0 0 45.5
9 49.0 64.7 41.7 60.9 9.6 50.0
10 41.3 60.9 31.2 56.4 0 43.0

A notable result from this estimation is that the most likely con�guration for zero contact
angle, a stacked layer of water and alcohol molecules, remains valid even when the approx-
imation cos θ ≈ 1 fails. In addition, a monolayer boundary condition, which was previously
excluded for this assumption, now becomes a possible option for either water or �at alcohol
molecules and large enough contact angles.

At this point, even if a dynamic contact angle θ could be estimated, one cannot safely distin-
guish between these boundary conditions for θ within the large overlap of con�dence ranges.
This is a consequence of the limited experimental precision, mainly due to the uncertainty in
the permittivity normalization discussed in Sec. 10.2.1.

10.3. Summary

In summary, the spontaneous imbibition of n-alcohols in Vycor exhibits three stages of dif-
ferent dynamics. While stages (I) and (III) show the in�uence of parasitic e�ects, e.g. initial
conditions and front broadening, stage (II) is in very good agreement to the expected Lucas-
Washburn dynamics. A plot of measured h(t) over

√
t produces linear segments whose slopes

are equal to the di�erent coe�cients ch in Eq. (9.11). The same dynamics were observed in
imbibition experiments using di�erent detection techniques of pore �lling [118, 48], which
con�rms that the dielectric measurement is a valid option.
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10. Spontaneous Imbibition Experiments with n-Alcohols

The underlying �ow boundary condition cannot be determined de�nitely using this exper-
imental technique. For the most part, this results from the single parameter ch gained in the
experiment, which in turn depends on both the slip length b and the dynamic contact angle θ
of the liquid. Moreover, the Lucas-Washburn coe�cient is a macroscopically averaged quant-
ity that neglects local variations as well as the pore size distribution.

Still, ch can be interpreted in terms of an average boundary layer, which reveals a striking
consistency: Assuming a reduced dynamic contact angle θ ≈ 0 due to precursor wetting, all
calculated slip lengths are comparable to a stacked layer of �at alcohol molecules on top of
water, the latter is expected as a contaminant from sample preparation. For 1-butanol, this
perfectly matches the results from stationary �ow in Sec. 8.3.1. However, the other alcohols
used in stationary �ow experiments exhibit lower slip lengths for imbibition. This could either
indicate a di�erence between boundary conditions in both cases as a result of elution of the
water layer during stationary �ow experiments or a larger contact angle for longer alcohol
molecules.

Finally, when assuming the slip lengths to wall layer con�gurations encountered in sta-
tionary �ow experiments (�at water or alcohol layer, stacked water and alcohol layer), a con-
�dence range of contact angles can be derived from the experimental error margins for ch.
All three boundary conditions yield ranges compatible with an intermediate wetting regime.
Notably, the upper con�dence bound for the stacked layer is far from the range of validity for
cos θ ≈ 1. Though, a large overlap of all ranges is noted due to the experimental errors and
none of the conditions could be excluded based on this estimation.
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11 Combined Vapour and Liquid
Uptake

11.1. Outline

So far, both the spontaneous �lling by vapour adsorption (Sec. 6.2) and the liquid imbibition
(Sec. 10) have been studied individually. While the liquid and vapour phase uptake can be
separated in a controlled laboratory setup, this is generally not the case in day-to-day applic-
ations for porous media. For a �nite vapour pressure, liquid molecules continuously evaporate
on an interface and populate the vapour phase. If an unsealed porous adsorbent is in contact
with the liquid, an additional di�usion �ux of these particles enhances the total �ow into the
pore space. The goal of this chapter is to shed light on the dynamics of this combination of
transport mechanisms.

On their own, the spontaneous vapour �lling dynamics critically depends on the micro-
scopic properties of the matrix and the current spatial distribution of adsorbate in the pores.
The presence of an imbibition front with pre-existing concave liquid-gas interfaces provides
additional adsorption spots due to the reduced vapour pressure. This could cause signi�cant
changes in transport through the gaseous phase. Similarly, pre-adsorbed wall layers induced
by an external vapour phase could result in a di�erent boundary condition for capillary �ows.
Thus, it is crucial to understand the interdependence of both transport processes in order to
gain information on total dynamics.

This chapter will focus on answering these two central questions: Is there a notable di�er-
ence in the respective dynamics for adsorption or imbibition resulting from the interplay of
both mechanisms? And what are the qualitative and quantitative dynamics of the combined
process?

11.2. Experimental Study of Combined Uptake

The experiments in this chapter were carried out in the imbibition setup described in Sec.
10.1.1. In order to allow uptake from both a liquid reservoir and the vapour phase, sputter
coated gold electrodes were deposited on untreated Vycor samples. In contrast to the epoxy
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sealing, these do not obstruct the gas transport into the pore space. Two di�erent electrode
con�gurations were used, see Fig. 10.2: A full coverage of the two largest faces (b) and a
partial coverage of the upper parts on the same sides (c).

For the electrodes with partial coverage, two types of experiments were conducted, as illus-
trated in Fig. 11.1. The �rst series covered the spontaneous vapour uptake kinetics without
contact to the liquid (a) which has already been presented in Sec. 6.2. The kinetics of the res-
ulting vapour �lling represents the intrinsic process without interference by additional liquid
menisci.

(a) (b)

t1 t2 t1>
Figure 11.1.: Illustration of experiments using spatially selective electrodes: (a) vapour uptake only,
without contact to the liquid, see Sec. 6.2, (b) combined imbibition and vapour uptake which al-
lows to study the potentially modi�ed vapour uptake dynamics until the imbibition front reaches the
electrodes.

For the second series of experiments (b), these samples are put in contact with a liquid. This
causes a spontaneous liquid uptake with an additional concurrent vapour adsorption. Here,
the reason for this speci�c electrode placement on the upper part of the sample becomes ob-
vious: At �rst, the advancing imbibition front is well outside the electrode area. The detected
increase in permittivity in this initial stage thus originates from other transport mechanisms,
e.g. the adsorbed vapour. Only after a certain time, the imbibition front advances to the sensit-
ive area and a change in dynamics re�ecting the combined uptake is expected. By comparing
the initial stages for both experiments (a) and (b), it is possible to assess any qualitative and
quantitative di�erences that may arise, which will be shown in Sec. 11.3.1.

For the study of the combined uptake process, the electrodes with sputter coated electrodes
of full surface coverage are used to repeat the imbibition experiments from Sec. 10. The res-
ulting signal then shows the total uptake of liquid and vapour for all times. It is expected that
these results show clearly enhanced dynamics in comparison to both individual mechanisms,
which will be tested in Sec. 11.3.2.
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11.3. Results and Discussion

11.3.1. Interplay of Vapour and Liquid Uptake

Comparative adsorption and imbibition experiments on samples with partial electrodes were
conducted for the series of n-alcohols from n = 4 to 10. As discussed for the vapour uptake
experiments in Sec. 6.2, the sample geometry has a great impact on adsorption kinetics, which
also became apparent in preliminary works [119]. In order to ensure comparable results, the
same sample (vyc_im_1, see App. A) was used in all experiments. In between measurements,
the Vycor piece was thoroughly cleaned using the procedure described in Sec. 2.1.4.

The uptake is detected by means of dielectric spectroscopy. In line with previous results
for adsorption experiments, it is expected that the increase of the real permittivity ∆ε′ at ν =

1 MHz, normalized to its maximum value ∆ε′max for complete �lling, is a good indicator for the
relative �lling fraction f = N/N0. This again includes the assumption that the distribution of
adsorbate is reasonably homogeneous over the sample cross-section for in�nitesimal heights
dh, so that the linear approximation ε′ ∝ f prevails.

As already mentioned in Sec. 6.2, the samples with partial electrodes exhibit a parasitic
stray capacitance for the lower part of the sample not covered with electrodes. In addition to
the constant part C ′str,gas through the gas phase, this results in a variable part C ′str,Vyc(t) of the
stray capacitance for gradual uptake of vapour. However, it is assumed that uptake dynamics
and thus the permittivity are the same in the homogeneous �eld between the plates as well
as in the sample volume in the stray �eld. Accordingly, a constant scaling factor Kstr and a
constant o�set δε′ alter the measured permittivity signal ε′meas(t),

C ′(t) = C ′S + C ′str,Vyc + C ′str,gas

⇔ hell

d
ε0ε
′
meas(t) =

hell

d
ε0ε
′(t) + C0,strε

′(t) + C ′str,gas

⇔ ε′meas(t) = ε′(t)

(
1 +

d

hellε0
C0,str

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Kstr

+
d

hellε0
C ′str,gas︸ ︷︷ ︸
δε′

. (11.1)

Here, C0,str denotes the constant, unknown geometric capacitance of the stray �eld in the
Vycor volume. Still, when calculating a normalized di�erence ∆ε′meas/∆ε

′
meas,max, the stray

�eld contribution cancels out automatically, which yields a relative �lling f . Though, in case of
varying dynamics in the sample volume, e.g. due to a broadened imbibition front reaching the
stray �eld, a gradually changing error is expected. The quantitative analysis of the imbibition
experiments with partial electrodes is thus limited to the stage of initial adsorption.
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Figure 11.2.: Comparison of uptake experiments with partial electrodes for 1-hexanol. Two di�erent
uptake experiments were conducted: One suspended in the vapour phase (red curve, also see Sec. 6.2)
and one in contact with the liquid. The latter results in two di�erent stages of dynamics: At �rst, only
vapour adsorption is resolved, which shows a great match to the red curve. After the imbibition front
reaches the sensitive electrode area, the combined vapour and liquid uptake is measured.

Exemplary results of the normalized increase in permittivity for the imbibition experiment
with 1-hexanol are depicted in Fig. 11.2 and for the rest of the liquids in Fig. 11.3. In all
diagrams, the vapour �lling curves from Sec. 6.2 are shown in comparison. It should be noted
that for the most volatile alcohols, both uptake processes exhibit comparable times of complete
�lling, which once again underlines the importance of spontaneous vapour adsorption as a
transport mechanism for liquids with high vapour pressures.

All measured imbibition curves (blue symbols in Figs. 11.2 and 11.3) exhibit two stages
of dynamics. This is consistent with the expectations: At �rst, only vapour adsorption is
permitted as an uptake mechanism in the monitored part of the sample, until the imbibition
front reaches the electrode area and a combined uptake ensues. Note that the x axis has been
scaled to

√
t which clearly shows a good match to Lucas-Washburn dynamics for a majority

of the second stage of the experiments. In agreement with the results from Sec. 10.2.2, there
is a slowdown of the uptake rate when approaching full �lling that is again attributed to the
imbibition front broadening. On a similar note, the transition between both stages is also not
a discrete point but rather a gradual shift, which is a consequence of both front broadening
and the error due to the variable stray capacitance discussed above.
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Figure 11.3.: Comparison of uptake experiments with partial electrodes for various n-alcohols. In
each graph, the blue and red curves depict the experiments in contact to a liquid and suspended in the
vapour phase, respectively, as sketched in Fig. 11.2. See text for a detailed discussion and interpretation.
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A comparison of dynamics for both experiments for the respective alcohols reveals some
interesting e�ects:

Most notably, the vapour uptake stages during imbibition show a great match to the adsorp-
tion experiments for chain lengths n = 4 to 8. This indicates that the transport mechanism of
vapour di�usion and adsorption remains unchanged in the presence of the additional adsorp-
tion spots at the advancing menisci of the imbibition front. Because of this result, the vapour
uptake fads(t) in a combined process can be evaluated from a �t to the dynamics of pure gas
adsorption (red curves in Figs. 11.2 and 11.3). Sec. 11.3.2 will make use of these empirical fads

in order to derive a combined uptake model.
A peculiar di�erence between vapour adsorption dynamics could be resolved for the longest

chain lengths n = 9 and 10, see Fig. 11.3. Both experiments show a higher uptake rate during
spontaneous imbibition. This hints to a di�erent mechanism needed in the presence of liquid
in the pores.

So far, the combined uptake process has been interpreted as a dynamic capillary rise and an
additional di�usion �ux from the outside. This, however is only part of the total picture: The
liquid menisci of the imbibition front also act as sources for molecular di�usion, in particular
on the pore interfaces as a surface di�usion �ux. As shown in Sec. 6.1, this is a considerable
transport mechanism for 1-butanol in Vycor. As the surface di�usivity is primarily determined
by the constant properties of the matrix and the interactions of the adsorbate with the matrix
and within itself, a similar order of magnitude is plausible for the other alcohols, which in
turn results in a constant contribution by this surface di�usion �ux. In contrast to this, the
gas phase di�usion �ux scales with the vapour pressure and the analogous reduction of the
pressure gradient according to Fick’s �rst law (Eq. (5.6)). Due to this dependence, the transport
on the surface becomes more and more important for total di�usion for less volatile liquids,
as illustrated in Fig. 11.4. Qualitatively, this is consistent with the experimental observations.
Quantitatively, an order of magnitude estimation can be made using the di�usivities calculated
in Sec. 6.1: For 1-butanol, a ratio of di�usivitiesDKn/DS ∼ 500 was measured. In conjunction
with the drop in vapour pressure by approximately three orders of magnitude from 1-butanol
to 1-decanol (see App. B), a dominant surface di�usion �ux for long chain lengths is expected.

Also note that the surface transport mechanism is equally expected for imbibition in sealed
samples according to Sec. 10, which might slightly increase the measured Lucas-Washburn
coe�cients.

In addition, Figs. 11.2 and 11.3 also show a good match of the later stage of adsorption
experiments to the second stage of the imbibition experiments for n ≤ 8. The accelerated
vapour uptake in this stage (III) of adsorption has been attributed to an additional mechanism
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high	P0 low	P0

(b)(a)

Figure 11.4.: Additional surface di�usion mechanism from liquid menisci. (a) For strongly interacting
molecules, a surface di�usion �ow contributes to the total transport. The liquid imbibition front acts as
a di�usion source. This mechanism does not rely on evaporation and gas phase di�usivity, so that it is
largely independent of the vapour pressure. (b) For high vapour pressures, if a gas phase di�usion �ux
is much higher than surface di�usion, adsorption from the gas phase is preferred and the additional
mechanism is negligible. In contrast to this, for very low vapour pressures, adsorption from the gas
phase is much lower and surface di�usion can become the dominant mechanism.

of spontaneous �ow of the capillary condensate for high relative pore loadings, as discussed
in Sec. 6.2.3. This hypothesis is con�rmed at least qualitatively for all alcohols since a pro-
portionality f ∝

√
t is measured over a signi�cant time span, starting at a consistent �lling

fraction f ≈ 0.6. It is likely that this transition point is related to the network properties of
the Vycor matrix. In the later stages, both depicted curves exhibit matching slopes for n ≤ 8,
while longer chain-lengths deviate from one another. This indicates a geometric similarity
for the liquid �ow mechanisms in both experiments. In case of the additional capillary �ow
during vapour adsorption, this in turn hints at a preferred condensation at the sample facet
closest to the liquid reservoir instead of an isotropic liquid uptake. Further investigation of
this �nal stage in terms of geometry dependence is needed in order to fully understand the dy-
namics. For now, the late stage of adsorption dynamics will not be considered for quantitative
analysis.

In summary, the concurrent vapour uptake dynamics during imbibition of n-alcohols re-
mains largely unchanged. For small chain lengths, there is no measurable di�erence to the
vapour �lling experiments from Sec. 6.2, while for long chain lengths, the uptake dynamics
are slightly enhanced. This is attributed to an additional surface di�usion from the liquid
menisci that is negligible when the gas phase di�usion �ux is orders of magnitude larger,
but signi�cant otherwise. However, this e�ect is equally expected for imbibition in sealed
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11. Combined Vapour and Liquid Uptake

samples. Therefore, the experimental vapour adsorption curve that do not contain this third
mechanism (red curves in Figs. 11.2 and 11.3) will be used later on in order to quantify the
uptake rate of the additional adsorption.

11.3.2. Combined Uptake Dynamics

A series of imbibition experiments with n-alcohols (n = 4 to 10) has been conducted with
sputter coated gold electrodes with full coverage of the sample sides (see Fig. 10.2(b)). For
this con�guration, a superposition of �lling mechanisms is expected: spontaneous imbibition
from the liquid reservoir and additional vapour uptake in the parts of the sample that are not
yet reached by the liquid imbibition front.

Concerning the dielectric measurement, the same consideration from previous Secs. 4.1.2
and 10.1.2 apply to the combined uptake: First, it is assumed that a linear relation prevails
between the local relative �lling fraction f(h) and the plateau value ε′(ν = 1 MHz) in the
real permittivity. Based on the results from the individual experiments, this has proven to be
a good description in both the liquid-�lled parts and the parts subjected to vapour adsorption.
The total �lling fraction f(t) resulting from a superposition of both mechanisms can then be
calculated from the normalized measured permittivity ε′ of the entire sample,

f(t) =
ε′(t)− ε′(f = 0)

ε′(f = 1)− ε′(f = 0)

=
∆ε′(t)

∆ε′max
. (11.2)

In analogy to imbibition experiments, ε′(f = 0) and ε′(f = 1) denote the minimum and
maximum permittivity measured after liquid insertion and sample immersion, which ensures
an equal contribution from the stray capacitance that is removed in a di�erence ∆ε′ (see Sec.
10.1.2). The individual permittivities are evaluated from the measured impedance spectra at
ν = 1 MHz using the known sample geometry (l, d, h0) using Eq. (10.9)

Experimental results of the normalized permittivity ∆ε′(t)/∆ε′max are shown in Fig. 11.5(a)
and (b). Both graphs depict the data as a function of

√
t in order to compare to Lucas-Washburn

dynamics. The measured permittivity signals for the combined uptake process qualitatively
feature the same three stages introduced for pure imbibition: An initial phase with rapid
changes and an approach to stationary dynamics (I), a linear stage (II) in

√
t-scaling consistent

with the Lucas-Washburn model, and a �nal stage (III) that exhibits a gradual slowdown of
dynamics, which is attributed to the imbibition front broadening.

On closer inspection, it is evident that the e�ects in the initial stage (I) are even more pro-
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Figure 11.5.: Dynamics of combined liquid and vapour uptake for n-alcohols. (a) The combined up-
take experiments share many characteristics with pure imbibition dynamics: Three di�erent stages
are observed (I) initial e�ects dominate, (II) linear stage over

√
t indicates Lucas-Washburn dynamics,

(III) broadened imbibition front gradually reaches upper bound of the sample. (b) The same qualitative
observations are made for all alcohols. In accordance to the �tting of pure imbibition curves, apparent
Lucas-Washburn coe�cients can be extracted from stages (II), see text.

nounced than for imbibition dynamics in sealed samples. Two reasons can be given for this
behaviour: First, the additional vapour uptake is particularly strong in the beginning. This res-
ults from the intrinsic dynamics measured in Sec. 6.2.3 and the high ratio of accessible sample
volume for vapour adsorption in relation to the liquid-�lled part of the sample. Second, an
additional �ow contribution is given by parasitic imbibition from the adhering liquid menisci
on the sample sides, which is depicted in Fig. 11.6. Since the sample surface is not sealed,
liquid enters the pore space from all adjacent sources, including the curved macroscopic men-
isci. At �rst, this leads to an inherent curvature of the imbibition front. However, numerical
simulations show that this curvature �attens the farther the liquid-�lled regions proceed in
the sample volume, see App. D. After that, liquid uptake is qualitatively and quantitatively
consistent with Lucas-Washburn theory, so that stage (II) is not concerned by this e�ect.

Accordingly, as depicted in Fig. 11.5(b), linear stages (II) for all alcohols constitute the
majority of the duration of the experiments. Due to this apparent match to the imbibition dy-
namics, a modi�ed Lucas-Washburn coe�cient c̃h can be extracted from the slopes ∆f/∆

√
t

of a linear �t according to

c̃h = h0
∆f

∆
√
t

= h0

∆
[

∆ε′(t)
∆ε′max

]
∆
√
t

. (11.3)

A comparison between these apparent coe�cients c̃h and the results from imbibition ex-
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11. Combined Vapour and Liquid Uptake

Figure 11.6.: Illustration of parasitic imbibition from adhering liquid. For unsealed samples, the li-
quid menisci on the macroscopic sample surface are additional sources for liquid entering the pore
space. In the initial phase (I), this produces an arti�cially enhanced uptake rate as well as a curved
imbibition front. Over the course of the experiment, as resolved by numerical simulation (see App. D),
the front curvature �attens continuously, so that stage (II) dynamics are not a�ected.

periments with sealed samples is shown in Fig. 11.7. In comparison to the experiments with
sealed samples, the coe�cients for combined uptake are systematically higher, consistent with
an additional uptake mechanism. The deviation from the results of Sec. 10.2 is particularly
strong for short alcohol chain lengths and gradually approaches these values for long chain
lengths which is expected from the scaling of the di�usion �ux with the vapour pressure. Only
1-decanol (P0 ≈ 1 Pa) exhibits comparable Lucas-Washburn coe�cients for both experiments

In an experimental context, this shows that in an environment containing an additional va-
pour phase, the measured Lucas-Washburn coe�cients tend to higher values than for the sole
imbibition process. The more volatile a liquid, the larger the impact on apparent dynamics.
For moderate vapour pressures, the additional vapour uptake could easily be mistaken as a
di�erent �ow boundary condition in a Lucas-Washburn law, as di�erent theoretical ch �t the
resulting data in Fig. 11.7 for heptanol to decanol.

It should be noted that the studied case of a saturated atmosphere constitutes an upper
bound for the expected deviation. For experiments in a reduced vapour atmosphere, e.g. in an
open laboratory setup, the contribution from vapour uptake is expected to be lower, since the
uptake rate directly relies on the pressure gradient. Still, if not explicitly considered in total
dynamics, the derived boundary conditions are erroneous for partial pressures & 1 Pa.

11.3.3. Empirical Modelling of Combined Uptake

In [119], a �rst approach to empirical modelling of the combined uptake has been proposed:
By quantifying the concurrent adsorption dynamics during imbibition with a �t function
fads = ca/h0

√
t, a coe�cient ca for the adsorption dynamics as a Lucas-Washburn equi-

valent has been evaluated. Assuming a constant contribution, independent of the rise height
of liquid, a corrected imbibition coe�cient ch,corr = ch−ca could be calculated. For 1-butanol,
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Figure 11.7.: Comparison of Lucas-Washburn coe�cients for pure imbibition and combined liquid
and vapour uptake. The apparent c̃h for combined uptake are systematically larger than the values
obtained for sealed samples, with a critical deviation for the most volatile alcohols. This is consistent
with the di�erent time scales of vapour uptake dynamics, see Sec. 6.2. Solely for 1-decanol, the results
show an approximate match between both experiments. For liquids in the intermediate range, if mis-
interpreted as an imbibition process, the combined dynamics will result in di�erent Lucas-Washburn
boundary conditions �tting the experimental data, as shown in comparison by the di�erent lines.

this resulted in an approach to the theoretical prediction but still, the resulting ch,corr did not
accurately match the experimental observations.

A better empirical model for a combined liquid and gas uptake has been derived as part of
this work, which has been published in [120]. First, let us assume that both partial processes
occur in a non-interacting superposition. Based on the unchanged adsorption dynamics in the
presence of an imbibition front, this approximation can be justi�ed for the experimental time
frame of Sec. 11.3.2. In terms of the liquid uptake, this implies that Lucas-Washburn dynamics
also remain unchanged, i.e. the preadsorbed layers result in the same boundary condition as
for intrinsic imbibition process.

The momentary �lling f(t) at any point of combined uptake can be expressed by the sum
of Lucas-Washburn imbibition fLW(t) = h(t)/h0 and a contribution for vapour adsorption,
fads(t),

f(t) = fLW(t) + fads(t). (11.4)

Here, the partial �lling fads(t) results from the successive uptake of vapour with a variable
rate rads(t) in the continuously shrinking part of the sample volume without liquid �lling. At
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a speci�c time t, it can be evaluated by the integration

fads(t) =

∫ t

t̃=0

h0 − h(t̃)

h0
rads(t̃) dt̃

=

∫ t

t̃=0

(
1− fLW(t̃)

)
rads(t̃) dt̃. (11.5)

As discussed in Sec. 11.3.1, it is possible to make an empirical prediction of rads(t) by quan-
tifying the adsorption dynamics with partial electrodes using an appropriate �t. In these
experiments, the entire sample volume is accessible for adsorption at all times and Eq. (11.5)
simpli�es to

f̃ads(t) =

∫ t

t̃=0
rads(t̃) dt̃

⇔ rads(t̃) =
∂

∂t̃
f̃ads(t̃). (11.6)

A third order polynomial �t in
√
t has been applied to the experimental data,

f̃ads(t) =
3∑
i=1

ai
√
ti, (11.7)

which is a good empirical model for the experimental data (red curves in Figs. 11.2 and 11.3)
within the time frame t ∈ [0, tmax], where tmax is the respective time to reach complete �lling
in the combined adsorption and imbibition experiment. Tab. 11.1 lists the respective set of
coe�cients ai derived for the di�erent alcohols.

Table 11.1.: Third order polynomial �t parameters for adsorption dynamics of n-alcohols in the
sample vyc_im_1, see App. A. The non-linear �t function f =

∑3
i=1 ai

√
ti was applied to each

experimental vapour uptake curves for partial electrodes (red symbols in Figs. 11.2 and 11.3).

n a1 a2 a3

[1/
√

h] [1/h] [1/
√

h3]

4 0.096 0.232 0.0333
5 0.115 0.0722 0.00218
6 0.097 0.039 -0.00382
7 0.0741 0.0148 -0.00109
8 0.0374 0.0137 -0.00135
9 0.0138 0.0161 -0.0016
10 0.0256 0.0052 -0.0006
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According to Eq. (11.6), the di�erentiation of Eq. (11.7) yields an empirical expression for
rads(t) for the speci�c liquid and sample geometry. In turn, this can be used in the integration
of vapour uptake in Eq. (11.5),

fads(t) =

∫ t

t̃=0

(
1− fLW(t̃)

) ∂
∂t̃

3∑
i=1

ai
√
t̃i dt̃. (11.8)

By omitting stages (I) and (III) of the imbibition dynamics, Lucas Washburn dynamics can be
assumed (fLW(t̃) = cht̃

1/2/h0), where ch can be chosen to a speci�c boundary condition. The
integral can then be calculated easily and fads(t) takes the simple form

fads(t) = f̃ads(t)− fLW(t)
3∑
i=1

i

i+ 1
ai
√
ti. (11.9)

Finally, inserting Eq. (11.9) into Eq. (11.4) yields the total empirical uptake model,

f(t) = f̃ads(t) + fLW(t)

[
1−

3∑
i=1

i

i+ 1
ai
√
ti

]
. (11.10)

Fig. 11.8 depicts a model comparison for 1-pentanol to the experimental results from Sec.
11.3.2. In the calculation of Eq. (11.10), the Lucas-Washburn coe�cient has been chosen to
the experimental value for sealed samples, ch = 45.5 µm/

√
s, see Tab. 10.1.

Although f(t) is obviously not proportional to
√
t according to Eq. (11.10), the sum of

Lucas-Washburn dynamics and the �rst order of adsorption dominate total dynamics when
higher order coe�cients ai for the empirical adsorption are su�ciently small. For the ex-
perimental values, this results in a quasi-linear graph for

√
t ≥ 0.5

√
h, which is in good

agreement with stage (II) of the combined uptake dynamics. The model only exhibits a con-
stant di�erence from the experimental values due to the parasitic initial e�ects, e.g. additional
imbibition from menisci. For further quantitative comparison, the averaged slopes of the em-
pirical curves were extracted for the time interval of experimental stages (II), which yields an
equivalent c′h = h0∆f/∆

√
t. This procedure has been applied to all alcohols and results are

compared as a red dashed line to experimental values in Fig. 11.9.

For all liquids, the empirical c′h are in good agreement with the apparent Lucas-Washburn
coe�cients of the combined experiments. It can be concluded that the assumption of a simple
superposition of vapour uptake and capillary �ow provides a good description of the total
dynamics within the experimental stage (II).
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Figure 11.8.: Empirical combined uptake model for 1-pentanol in comparison to experimental data.
Here, Lucas Washburn dynamics fLW with the experimental coe�cient ch for a sealed sample have
been assumed. With the empirical adsorption parameters from Tab. 11.1, Eq. (11.9) can be used to
calculate the relative uptake via the vapour phase, fads. The sum of both partial mechanisms produces
a quasi-linear curve that is in good agreement with the slope of stage (II) in the combined uptake
experiment. The mean slope of the empirical curve in this region (black line) has been evaluated to an
equivalent c′h (red dashed line in Fig. 11.9.

11.4. Summary

When gas and liquid uptake in a nanoporous matrix occur in parallel, the dynamics of the in-
dividual mechanisms add up to total transport. By studying the concurrent vapour adsorption
dynamics far from the imbibition front, it could be shown that for short-chain alcohols, no al-
teration of uptake rates results from the additional liquid �lling. In contrast to this, long-chain
alcohols show an increased uptake rate, which is interpreted as an additional mechanism of
surface di�usion �ow that originates from the liquid menisci.

The combined uptake has been studied experimentally for samples with permeable sur-
faces in a saturated vapour phase, which revealed an apparent qualitative match to imbibi-
tion dynamics for sealed samples. However, a systematic quantitative discrepancy could be
noted that increased dramatically towards more volatile liquids. While the apparent Lucas-
Washburn coe�cients for short-chain alcohols are far above the maximum theoretical �ow
rate for volatile liquids, only slightly increased ch were measured for moderate vapour pres-
sures. From an experimental point of view, this entails that measured Lucas-Washburn coe�-
cients without su�cient environmental control or sealing of the samples can be mistaken for
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Figure 11.9.: Comparison of apparent Lucas-Washburn coe�cients to empirical modelling. The coef-
�cients c′h derived from the combined imbibition and adsorption model show a good match to exper-
imental data for all alcohols. For the calculation of f(t) in Eq. (11.10), ch has been assumed to the
experimental values for sealed samples.

erroneous boundary conditions of capillary �ow, e.g. smaller extent of the sticking wall layer
than expected.

For all alcohols, the dynamics of the combined uptake process has been compared to an em-
pirical model using a non-interacting superposition of Lucas-Washburn capillary dynamics as
measured in Sec. 10.2.2 and a simple representation of vapour uptake dynamics obtained by
a third order polynomial �t to adsorption data. The resulting superposition of both partial
contributions results in a nearly linear function over

√
t. This indicates that Lucas-Washburn

dynamics are robust for this additional mechanism, which is consistent with qualitative ob-
servations made for permeable samples. In a quantitative comparison to the combined uptake
experiments, the empirical model provides a good match to the apparent Lucas-Washburn
coe�cients within the experimental error margin.
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12 Conclusion

In this work, the equilibrium and dynamic uptake of n-alcohols in mesoporous Vycor glass
was studied extensively. The experimental part includes a sorption isotherm and step-wise
adsorption kinetics, stationary liquid �ow experiments as well as dynamic �lling by vapour
adsorption, liquid capillary �ow and a combination of both mechanisms.

The main experimental method used is dielectric spectroscopy in a frequency window from
ν = 1 kHz to 2 MHz. Although the spectra for Vycor with additional n-alcohol �lling exhibit
large e�ects of ionic conductivity and interfacial polarization due to intrinsic matrix contam-
inations, the real permittivity for higher frequencies ν ≈ 1 MHz exhibits a section of only
weak frequency dependence. In good approximation, a linear relation between this e�ective
permittivity and the product of the static liquid permittivity and the relative �lling fraction
N/N0 is found. This allows the detection of pore �lling in the e�ective sample permittivity,
with consistent and reproducible results. Moreover a spatial selectivity for an uptake measure-
ment could be achieved by limiting the electrode area on the sample, which is a key advantage
to gravimetric experiments.

Using the dielectric setup, the isothermal equilibrium adsorption of 1-butanol has been
studied at room temperature, reproducing a gravimetric sorption isotherm recorded by Jones
and Wade [66]. The butanol layer adsorption is limited to a monolayer on top of a residual
water layer, indicating strong but short-ranged interactions resulting from H-bonds with the
pore walls. The determined layer thickness including water, tML+H2O = 0.75± 0.10 nm, is
in good agreement to a stacked layer of water and butanol and other results below. When
applying the Kelvin equation to the stage of capillary condensation, a �nite contact angle
θ = 38° is needed. This autophobicity of the continuum-like alcohol capillary bridge to the
strongly adsorbed wall layer can be explained by modi�ed intermolecular interactions due to
the directional H-bonds and is known to occur in this system [66].

The same experiment also yields gas uptake kinetics for incremental pressure steps. The
asymptotic uptake curves were analysed for layer adsorption and desorption with an analyt-
ical model [86]. A variation of the di�usivity with pore �lling could be deduced for di�erent
�lling states, in good agreement to experimental results for NMR measurements [88]. The total
pore di�usivity systematically exceeds the estimate for Knudsen di�usion in the gas phase,
which is interpreted as a signi�cant additional hopping mechanism in the partially occupied
adsorbate layer. The corresponding surface di�usivity shows an equal qualitative dependence
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on relative pore �lling for adsorption and desorption, with a de�ned maximum for a nearly
complete monolayer, indicating repulsive forces between the adsorbate molecules.

In addition, the continuous vapour uptakeN/N0 = 0→ 1 has been probed for all alcohols.
All kinetics exhibited three characteristic stages: (I) fast initial changes, indicating variable
surface di�usion and onset of capillary condensation, (II) stationary uptake∝ t, interpreted as
a constant di�usion �ux to capillary bridges with homogeneous distribution in the matrix, (III)
increased uptake rates for high pore loadingsN/N0 > 0.6 due to an additional mechanism of
liquid capillary �ow∝

√
t. The relative importance of stages varies critically with the vapour

pressure in accordance to the scaling of vapour pressure, so does the required time for total
�lling. For volatile alcohols, �lling times are comparable to liquid uptake.

Stationary, pressure-driven �ow rates for liquid n-alcohols in Vycor systematically indicate
a sticking wall layer independent of the applied pressure. For all liquids, the needed slip
lengths b for pore radii r0 = 6.2 nm are comparable to typical molecular dimensions. In
detail, for n ≥ 6, the �ndings indicate a co-adsorption of a �at alcohol and water monolayer,
the latter of which is expected from sample preparation, whereas for 1-butanol, a better match
is found for a stacked multilayer of water and �at alcohol molecules. For smaller pore radii
r0 = 3.1 nm, a reduction in slip length for 1-butanol to the range of a water monolayer was
measured, indicating a transition from multi- to monolayer sticking.

The dynamics of spontaneous capillary rise for n-alcohols in Vycor are in very good agree-
ment to classical Lucas-Washburn theory h(t) = ch

√
t for the majority of the experiment. The

determined coe�cients ch require a sticking wall layer for all liquids. As two parameters (slip
length b, contact angle θ) are unknown for the dynamic situation, no de�nite boundary condi-
tion can be derived. However, assuming a very small contact angle cos θ ≈ 1 due to precursor
wetting, a remarkably constant slip length is calculated for all alcohols that is also in good
agreement to the stacked water and alcohol layer. If the assumption for θ is indeed correct,
a disagreement between boundary conditions for stationary and capillary �ow of long-chain
alcohols is found. This could result from a partial elution of the water monolayer for station-
ary �ow experiments which can be excluded for imbibition. Otherwise, a �nite contact angle
is needed: For this case, a con�dence range of θ was calculated from the experimental error
margins. Due to the limited precision of the experimental technique, multiple boundary layer
structures (water or �at alcohol, stacked water + alcohol) are then plausible if autophobicity
persists in a dynamic situation.

In addition to the individual mechanisms, the combined spontaneous liquid and vapour up-
take dynamics were studied. Results show a remarkable qualitative similarity to the spontan-
eous imbibition dynamics, albeit with larger parasitic e�ects in the initial stage. Though, when
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trying to evaluate an apparent Lucas-Washburn coe�cient ch, a quantitative deviation from
the values for imbibition is noted for all liquids. In particular, volatile alcohols exhibit coe�-
cients exceeding the maximum theoretical uptake for no-slip �ow, whereas the coe�cients for
longer chain lengths could be mistakenly interpreted as di�erent �ow boundary conditions.
This is an important consideration when interpreting Lucas-Washburn coe�cients obtained
without environmental control or sample sealing.

For the concurrent vapour adsorption during spontaneous imbibition, it has been suspected
that the presence of liquid menisci results in a di�erence of adsorption kinetics compared to
pure vapour uptake. By a selective placement of electrodes on the upper part of the sample,
this could be largely excluded as long as the liquid-�lled regions are well outside the electrode
range. A perfect match of concurrent and pure vapour uptake dynamics was observed for
short-chain alcohols (n < 8). In case of 1-nonanol and 1-decanol, an increased uptake rate
during imbibition hints to a third transport mechanism by surface di�usion from the liquid
menisci that is consistent with the suspected precursor wetting.

Finally, an empirical combined uptake model has been derived using a non-interacting su-
perposition of Lucas-Washburn capillary �ow and vapour adsorption limited to the pores
containing no liquid. The adsorption dynamics can be quanti�ed using a third order poly-
nomial �t, the liquid �ow is modelled using the experimental Lucas-Washburn coe�cients
ch from imbibition experiments. Then, a total empirical uptake curve nearly proportional to
√
t is found, in accordance to the observed dynamics of combined uptake experiments. A

quantitative comparison of the average slopes also shows a very good match to the measured
apparent ch of combined �ows.

In summary, when comparing the results for all individual experiments, it is clear that the
alcohol boundary layer on the pore walls has outstanding physical characteristics in compar-
ison to the rest of the pore volume. During dynamic adsorption, a partially occupied wall layer
shows a remarkable contribution to molecular di�usion by a relatively strong additional sur-
face hopping mechanism, enhancing the total transport signi�cantly. For complete occupation
though, a signi�cant immobilization and modi�ed intermolecular interactions to the remain-
ing pore �lling become apparent as a �nite contact angle to capillary condensate. For liquid
�ow, the boundary layer manifests as a universal negative slip length comparable to typical
molecular dimensions. Most notably, a great consistency for 1-butanol could be observed for
equilibrium adsorption, stationary, and spontaneous �ow. The extent of the boundary layer
indicates a stacked layer structure of water with a �at alcohol monolayer b ≈ 0.685 nm in all
experiments, which demonstrates the impressive capability of the macroscopic techniques to
resolve e�ects on a sub-nanometre scale.
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13 Outlook

In the present work, the experimental technique of dielectric spectroscopy has not been used
to its full extent. In the low-frequency domain, e�ects of high conductivity have dominated
the spectra and dipolar relaxations could not be resolved for any liquid. By either extending
the measuring range to higher frequencies or cooling, one can access this additional informa-
tion. In turn, the relaxation behaviour can possibly help in the interpretation of con�nement
induced e�ects on molecular mobility.

For equilibrium adsorption, a combined measurement of a volumetric and dielectric iso-
therm has already been planned for this work but ultimately failed due to experimental prob-
lems discussed in Sec. 4.3.2. Instead of the assumed linearity ε′ ∝ f , a comparison of both
isotherms yields a precise calibration function ε′(f), which can be individually determined
for adsorption and desorption.

The transient and equilibrium adsorption study can also be extended for more alcohols
(n ∈ 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, ...) in order to compare kinetics and sorption isotherms. Concerning the
kinetics, this could be used to determine the variation of surface di�usivity as a function of the
molecular properties. As for the sorption isotherms, it is interesting to check for variations
of the adsorbate layer thickness, Frenkel-Halsey-Hill interaction exponent and a potential
autophobicity contact angle.

For dynamic vapour uptake experiments, a lack of theoretical modelling did not allow for
an in-depth quantitative comparison. As analytical models depend on speci�c knowledge of
the pore network geometry, a better alternative is to compare the measured kinetics to MD
computer simulations in a pore network. In particular, the three individual stages each pose
questions: Is stage I correlated with a surface di�usivity? What is the reason for the constant
uptake rate in stage II? And �nally, what is the nature of the capillary �ow mechanism and
its de�ned onset at N/N0 ≈ 0.6 in stage III?

As a continuation of the stationary �ow experiments, the pore size dependent change in slip
length for 1-butanol could be investigated for more liquids and matrices. This should allow a
more in-depth analysis on the transition between mono- and multilayer sticking. The above
considerations for dielectric spectroscopy also apply to this experiment: If a dipole relaxation
can be resolved, the experimental study of velocity dependent e�ects in the spectra should be
revisited.
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13. Outlook

With the equilibrium adsorption, stationary �ow and spontaneous imbibition experiments
in this work, a consistent study on the macroscopically averaged aspects of the n-alcohol
boundary layer and possible microscopic interpretations have been presented. It would be of
great interest to use appropriate structure resolving methods in a dynamic environment, e.g.
for �ows on planar substrates, in order to check the hypothesis of a stacked layer formation.
Here, speci�c knowledge on the dynamic boundary condition allows a better comparison of
the experimental data.

Last but not least, the empirical combined uptake model has shown promising results when
a speci�c sample geometry is used. It would be bene�cial to systematically study the geometry
dependence of vapour �lling dynamics in order to improve the predictive capabilities. Ideally,
a generalized model incorporating a relation to vapour and liquid material constants and mat-
rix parameters can be derived.
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A Sample Reference

A.1. Supplier Information for Vycor

Since Corning Inc. discontinued the production of porous Vycor glasses, the raw material
for the samples in this work was purchased from a secondary supplier: ‘Advanced Glass &
Ceramics’, St. James, NC, USA. The Vycor samples were produced according to the same
speci�cations [4] albeit with a variation in pore diameters and porosities, likely due to vari-
ability of the production process. Thus, a characterization isotherm according to Sec. 4.2 was
performed for every Vycor batch.

A.2. Reference Data

In the following, the samples used in this work are listed with their respective macroscopic
geometries and microscopic parameters. The lists are split for the di�erent sample geometries
depending on the experimental application. Analogous to the isotherm shown in Sec. 4.2, the
samples have been subjected to high temperatures T > 200 ◦C so that no residual water is
present upon characterization, resulting in r̄0 and Φ without preadsorbed layers.

A.2.1. Thin, Irregularly Shaped Samples

For the equilibrium and transient adsorption experiments in Secs. 4.3 and 6.1 as well as the
dielectric reference spectra in Sec. 2.3, thin, polished samples were used. In the process of
polishing, the sample edges are slightly damaged, causing an irregular shape. This however
has no signi�cant impact on the experiments, since no stray �eld e�ects remain in the meas-
uring signal, see Sec. 4.1.2 and App. C. Table A.1 lists these samples. The sample area has
been evaluated by image analysis.

Table A.1.: Sample reference for thin, irregularly shaped samples.

sample ID thickness d area A porosity Φ mean pore radius r̄0

[µm] [mm2] [nm]

vyc_iso_1 651 81.4 27.5± 0.5 % 4.5± 0.2
vyc_iso_2 658 43.2 27.5± 0.5 % 4.5± 0.2
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A.2.2. Cylindrical samples

In forced throughput experiments, cylindrical Vycor samples were used, see Sec. 8. These
all exhibit the same radius R = 7 mm. The electrodes on these samples cover a concentric
circular part of both parallel sides with radius rel = 5 mm. Table A.2 lists these samples along
with the respective liquid used.

Table A.2.: Sample reference for cylindrical samples used in forced throughput experiments.

sample ID liquid used thickness d porosity Φ mean pore radius r̄0

[mm] [nm]

vyc_tp_1 1-decanol 5.52 25.5± 0.5 % 6.2± 0.2
vyc_tp_2 1-octanol 5.32 25.5± 0.5 % 6.2± 0.2
vyc_tp_3 1-hexanol 3.82 25.5± 0.5 % 6.2± 0.2
vyc_tp_5 1-butanol 2.90 25.5± 0.5 % 6.2± 0.2
vyc_tp_7 1-octanol 3.74 25.5± 0.5 % 6.2± 0.2
vyc_tp_8 1-butanol 1.96 29.1± 0.5 % 3.1± 0.2

A.2.3. Cuboid samples

For spontaneous uptake experiments in Secs. 6.2, 10 and 11, a cuboid sample geometry has
been used. Details for the samples are listed in Tab. A.3.

Depending on the experiment, the electrodes either covered the entirety of the two largest
faces (‘full electrodes’) or a limited rectangular part from the top of the sample (‘partial elec-
trodes’). In experiments with sealed samples, the empty Vycor matrices were coated with
epoxy resin UHU plus sofortfest on all sides1, copper plates were applied as electrodes (‘solid
electrodes’). Subsequently, one side was reopened for liquid uptake by mechanical grinding.

All cuboid samples were prepared from the same Vycor batch, resulting in an identical
porosity Φ = 32.3± 0.5 % and mean pore radius r̄0 = 4.5± 0.2 nm.

1Due to the extremely high viscosities and entangled structure of epoxy molecules, the uptake into the pores
and the resulting reduction in pore volume is negligible.
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Table A.3.: Sample reference for cuboid samples used in imbibition and vapour �lling experiments.

sample ID electrode depth d length l height h0 remarks
[mm] [mm] [mm]

samples for (concurrent) vapour uptake

vyc_im_1 partial 1.77 13.4 13.35 hel = 6.7 mm, all liquids

sealed samples for imbibition experiments

vyc_im_2 solid 1.95 9.8 9.6 butanol
vyc_im_3 solid 1.9 10.6 13.8 pentanol
vyc_im_4 solid 1.55 10.4 12.2 hexanol
vyc_im_5 solid 1.75 10.35 13.5 heptanol
vyc_im_6 solid 1.55 10.3 12.2 octanol
vyc_im_7 solid 1.7 10.3 13.5 nonanol
vyc_im_8 solid 1.55 10.1 13.5 decanol

samples for combined uptake experiments

vyc_im_9 full 2.2 10.45 13.3 but-/oct-/nonanol
vyc_im_10 full 2.2 10.65 13.55 pent-/hex-/hept-/decanol
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B Properties of the Liquids

B.1. General Properties of n-Alcohols

The n-alcohols are a class of organic, aliphatic molecules containing a functional OH-group.
The molecular formula for this regular series can be represented in the form CnH2n+2O. At
room temperature (T = 298 K), they are colourless liquids for n = 1 to 11.

Structurally, n-alcohols consist of an alkyl chain with a terminating, functional OH-group,
see Fig. B.1. Due to a di�erence in electronegativity between oxygen and hydrogen, the O−H-
bond is permanently polarized, resulting in a constant dipole moment for the molecules and
therefore a high static permittivity, see Tab. B.2. This makes n-alcohols a suitable choice for
dielectric spectroscopy experiments, as a high resolution to molecular concentrations can be
achieved.

For this work, the chain lengths n = 4 to 10 have been used, as listed in Tab. B.1.

Table B.1.: Reference of alcohols used.

n name manufacturer purity remarks

4 1-butanol Grüssing GmbH ≥ 99 % for imbibition
4 1-butanol Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 99.8 % for equilibrium adsorption
5 1-pentanol Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 99 % < 0.1 % H2O
6 1-hexanol Alfa Aesar ≥ 99 % −
7 1-heptanol Alfa Aesar ≥ 99 % −
8 1-octanol Merck ≥ 99 % −
9 1-nonanol Merck > 98 % −
10 1-decanol Alfa Aesar > 98 % −

B.2. Material Constants

For the experiments, all material constants of the alcohols have been extracted from the
Landolt-Börnstein compendium for the appropriate temperatures. As a reference of mater-
ial constants, Tab. B.2 lists these parameters for a �xed temperature T = 298 K.
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Table B.2.: Material constants for n-alcohols. The temperature for all material constants is T = 298 K.

n viscosity surface tension density vapour pressure permittivity
η [mPa s] σ [mN

m ] ρ [kg/m3] P0 [Pa] ε(ν = 0 Hz)
[121] [122] [123] [124] [36]

4 2.81 23.89 807 850 17.5
5 3.50 25.15 811 255 15.1
6 4.45 25.31 815 58.0 13.2
7 5.85 26.02 819 32.4 11.3
8 7.41 26.65 822 11.1 10.1
9 9.35 26.97 824 3.76 8.54
10 11.4 27.74 827 1.17 7.76

B.3. Molecule Geometry

A visual representation of the three-dimensional molecular structure can be found in Fig.
B.1. In the present structure, n-alcohols are rod-like molecules that exhibit a nearly constant
height and width over the length of the carbon chain, see Fig. B.2, with a variable chain length
depending on the number of carbon atoms.

n=4 n=5 n=6

n=7 n=8

n=9 n=10

Figure B.1.: Molecular structure of n-alcohols. Di�erent atoms are colour-coded: black: C, red: O,
white: H. Bond lengths and angles persist for di�erent chain lengths, see text.

Numerical values for molecular dimensions can be approximated from bond lengths, bond
angles and the van-der-Waals radii of the outermost atoms (hydrogen). Bond lengths and van-
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der-Waals radii are known from crystallographic data obtained by x-ray or neutron di�raction
[125, 126], bond angles are largely determined by the hybridization state of the molecules: all
carbon atoms and oxygen atoms in n-alcohols are sp3-hybridized, resulting in bond angles
close to the tetrahedral angle α ≈ 109.5° [127].

l

h w

l

(a) (b)

Figure B.2.: Molecular dimensions of n-alcohols, here 1-heptanol. (a) front view, (b) top view. The
height h, width w and length l of the molecules can be calculated using structural data.

For all alcohols, the molecular width w and height h as indicated in Fig. B.2 is equal in size
as it does not depend on the number of carbon atoms but only the spatial arrangement of the
opposing CH2-groups in the alkyl chain. Both parameters can be evaluated to w = 418 pm

and h = 420 pm. Regarding the molecular length l, a constant contribution for all alcohols
results from the terminating CH3 and OH-groups, which sums up to l1 = 520 pm. Besides
this �rst carbon atom, each added CH2-group results in an additional length l2 = 128 pm.
Thus, a general formula for the length of n-alcohols is given by

l(n) = 520 pm + (n− 1)128 pm. (B.1)

The geometric values are tabulated for all used alcohols in Tab. B.3.

Table B.3.: Molecular geometry of n-alcohols.

n width w height h length l
[pm] [pm] [nm]

4 418 420 0.904
5 418 420 1.032
6 418 420 1.160
7 418 420 1.288
8 418 420 1.416
9 418 420 1.544
10 418 420 1.672
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C Dielectric Calibration

C.1. Equivalent circuit of the Spectroscopy Setup

In dielectric spectroscopy experiments, the real and imaginary parts of the total connected
impedance are measured for the di�erent frequencies, Z̃∗(ν) = Z̃ ′(ν)+iZ̃ ′′(ν). These signals,
besides the desired information on the sample impedance, also contain parasitic contributions
from the line impedance and the impedance caused by an additional capacitance of the stray
�eld around the sample.

CL

R		/2LL		/2L L		/2LR		/2L

Z*

Z*

C'

R' L'

dl

Z'

Z*
~

Z' Z' Z' Z'

≈

Figure C.1.: Equivalent circuit of line impedance and connected sample �xture impedance Z∗.
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The line impedance is theoretically described by resistance, inductance and capacitance
loadsR′, L′, C ′ per unit length dl of cable, see Fig. C.1. For the experimental frequency range
and length of connections, this can be approximated by concentrated RL, LL and CL for the
entirety of both connecting lines. In each line to and from the sample, the capacitance is
assumed in the middle, bisecting the concentrated resistances and capacitances. The resulting
equivalent circuit for both connections is depicted in Fig. C.1.

The total connected impedance Z∗ contains the complex impedance of the sample itself Z∗S
and a parallel, parasitic impedance Z∗P resulting from the complex capacitance of the sample
�xture and the additional stray �eld in the vicinity. In case of a surrounding medium with
small dielectric losses and low conductivity, which is given for gaseous media and pure liquid
alcohols in the experimental frequency range, Z∗P can be replaced with a real capacitance CP
in the equivalent circuit. The resulting total equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. C.2.

CL

R		/2LL		/2L L		/2LR		/2L

Z* CPS

Z*

Figure C.2.: Total equivalent circuit for dielectric spectroscopy experiments.

Depending on the experiment, CP may change over time, e.g. when the medium in the stray
�eld changes gradually or abruptly. Then, it is inevitable that a variable stray capacitance
remains in the measured data. Still, an automated �xture compensation can be performed in
order to remove most e�ects of line impedance from the signal. In the process, the connected
sample cell is replaced with a set of calibration pieces: A short circuit R ≈ 0 Ω, a de�ned
capacitance C = 1 pF and resistor R = 50 Ω, respectively. By pre-recording a calibration
spectrum for each, the impedance analyzer Agilent 4294 can automatically eliminate the line
resistance, inductance and capacitance. The corrected spectrum then re�ects the total connec-
ted impedance Z∗(ν) as depicted in Fig. C.2, with a small remaining uncertainty due to the
di�erent �xtures of samples and calibration pieces. This method is used for all experiments
in the imbibition setup, see Sec. 10.1.1 and the forced throughput apparatus, see Sec. 8.2.1.

For equilibrium and transient gas adsorption (see Sec. 4.1.2), the gaseous medium exhibits a
relative permittivity εR ≈ 1 for all partial pressures, resulting in a constant CP at all times. A
manual in situ calibration procedure then allows to calculate Z∗S directly, see App. C.2, which
is a preferable method.
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C.2. Manual Calibration

The following two-step calibration procedure for the experimental setup described in Sec.
4.1.2 has been adopted from the work of Desclaux [63]. The main advantage of this calibra-
tion technique is a precise measurement of absolute permittivity values due to the complete
elimination of parasitic impedances.

The �rst calibration measurement replaces the sample with a metal ring that acts as a short
circuit. Then, both �xture capacitor plates are on the same potential and no parasitic capacit-
ance CP can occur, see Fig. C.3.

CL

R		/2LL		/2L L		/2LR		/2L

Z	=0*

L		LR	L

≈
Figure C.3.: Equivalent circuit of short-circuit calibration.

For the experimental frequencies ν = 1 kHz to 2 MHz, the impedance caused by the line
capacitance CL is very large in comparison to the other contributions, [63]. The equivalent
circuit for the short-circuit calibration can then be simpli�ed to a serial connection ofRL and
LL, see Fig. C.3. Both quantities are then calculated individually from the measured complex
impedance spectrum for the metal ring, Z∗M (ν),

RL(ν) = Z ′M (ν) (C.1)

and
LL(ν) =

Z ′′M (ν)

2πν
. (C.2)

In the second calibration step, a PTFE ring (inner and outer radius ri, ro; thickness t) is used in
lieu of a sample. In accordance with sample dimensions, this ring is smaller than the circular
�xture capacitor electrodes (radius rel). In the frequency range 1 kHz to 2 MHz, the polymer
material exhibits neither dipole relaxation nor conductivity e�ects, so that the relative per-
mittivity is real and constant, εPTFE = 2.05. Thus, the complex sample impedance is replaced
with a constant, real capacitance CS that can be calculated for the speci�ed geometry of the
calibration piece,

CS = ε0εPTFE π
(
r2
o − r2

i

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
APTFE

1

t
. (C.3)
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≈

CL

R		/2LL		/2L L		/2LR		/2L

CF

Z*
C	str C	S

CL CFCSCstr

CC

Figure C.4.: Equivalent circuit of PTFE calibration for 1
2πνCC

� RL, 2πνLL.

The additional parasitic capacitance CP is made up of a parallel circuit of the capacitance for
the empty part of the �xture capacitor, CF and the capacitance of the inhomogeneous stray
�eld on the outside of the �xture, Cstr. In theory, both values can be calculated for the known
geometry of the �xture capacitor. However, any simple formula of the stray �eld capacitance
critically relies on an idealized geometry, which would introduce an error when applied to
estimate Cstr. Thus, only CF can be calculated using the known dimensions of the �xture and
the calibration piece (with εR ≈ 1),

CF = ε0
πr2

el −APTFE
t

. (C.4)

The equivalent circuit, as depicted in Fig. C.4, then contains two unknown capacitances Cstr

and CL. Analogous to the short-circuit calibration, the impedance evoked by these capacit-
ances is larger than the contributions from line resistance RL and inductance LL, so that a
parallel circuit of all capacitances is an adequate approximation. Hence, from the measured
calibration spectrum Z∗C(ν), a complex capacitance can be calculated as

C∗C =
1

2πνZ∗C(ν)
. (C.5)

The imaginary part of this complex capacitance corresponds to an imaginary line capacitance
that is negligible for the experimental frequency range C ′′C = C ′′L ≈ 0. The real part C ′C on
the other hand is equal to the parallel circuit of capacitances depicted in Fig. C.4. From this
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total capacitance, CL and Cstr cannot be quanti�ed separately, only their sum is known as

CL + Cstr = C ′C − CS − CF

=
1

2πν

−Z ′′C(ν)

Z ′C(ν)2 + Z ′′C(ν)2
− CS − CF . (C.6)

However, by choosing the thickness t of the PTFE calibration piece equal to the sample thick-
ness, the stray capacitance Cstr is equal for the calibration and the experiment. Moreover,
when conducting a measurement on an unknown sample impedance, the same parallel cir-
cuit can be assumed forCL andCstr, see Fig. C.5. This is a good approximation if the combined
impedance Z∗S+F of the sample and �xture is much larger than the line impedance, as is the
case in the frequency range of the experiments.

CL

R		/2LL		/2L L		/2LR		/2L

C	str Z	S+F
*

≈

CL

R		/2LL		/2L L		/2LR		/2L

C	str Z	S+F
* Z	S

*C	F,S⇒

Figure C.5.: Modi�ed equivalent circuit of sample measurement.

At this point, all elements of this equivalent circuit are known except Z∗S+F, which in turn can
be calculated from the complex measured spectrum of the entire circuit, Z̃∗,

Z∗S+F =

[(
Z̃∗ − RL

2
− iωLL

2

)−1

− iω (C∗L + Cstr)

]−1

− RL
2
− iωLL

2
. (C.7)

Finally, the �xture capacitance CF,S needs to be removed from the signal. In analogy to Eq.
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(C.4), this constant value can be calculated from the known area of the sample,

CF,S = ε0

(
πr2

el −Asample
)

t
. (C.8)

Z∗S+F is made up of a parallel circuit of the sample, Z∗S , and the �xture capacitance CF,S,

1

Z∗S+F
=

1

Z∗S
+ iωCF,S , (C.9)

so that Z∗S can be calculated accordingly using Eqs. (C.7), (C.8) and (C.9).
This calculation has been implemented as a MATLAB program. The calibration and exper-

imental spectra are provided as input �les (for equal frequency values) and the sample and
PTFE geometry parameters as constants. The output is a series of corrected spectra for the
real and imaginary parts of Z∗S .
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D Numerical Simulation of Multi-Sided
Imbibition

D.1. Simulation Algorithm

A simple numerical �ow simulation has been conducted in order to estimate the impact of ad-
ditional parasitic imbibition from liquid menisci adhering to the macroscopic sample surface.
The following procedure has been implemented in a custom MATLAB program for variable
liquid parameters and sample sizes, which allowed a comparison to the experiments in Sec.
11.3.2.

The porous sample is modelled as a three-dimensional array of discrete �nite volume ele-
ments. The individual cells with indices (i, j, k) are connected along the principal axes x, y, z.
The volume cells are assumed as localized points on a cubic lattice with an inter-point connec-
tion length ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = lC

1 that doubles as the assumed volume of the cells VC = l3C .
The spatial resolution for simulation has been chosen so that lC is in a range∼ 10 µm, which
allows the application of macroscopic concepts for an average �ow in the pore network in-
stead of an individual pore modelling. An illustration of a typical situation of �lling is depicted
for a 2D cross-section through the sample geometry in Fig. D.1.

Due to the symmetry of the problem, only a quarter of the sample needs to be simulated.
In�nite sources for liquid �ow are placed on the bottom and on each of the sides where a men-
iscus is expected, up to a tunable height hmen. The remaining sample boundary is modelled as
an in�nite sink for liquid. From the sources, liquid can enter the pore space, which is quan-
ti�ed using Hagen-Poiseuille �ow through the pore ensemble (of constant radius r0), driven
by a constant Laplace pressure. The �ow boundary condition is chosen as no-slip (b = 0)
and zero contact angle (θ = 0). As a computational simpli�cation, the �ow from each source
is limited to a speci�c direction (x, y or z) with no change allowed along the �ow path. In
accordance to Eq. (9.9), the volumetric �ow rate for an exemplary x-distance ∆x = lC∆i

1Alternatively, a cuboid lattice with discretisations lx, ly , lz has been used as well, which produced the same
qualitative results
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Figure D.1.: Illustration of the simulation geometry for the study of parasitic imbibition.

between a source and a target cell is then given by

Qx =
ΦlCσr0

4ητ

1

∆i
. (D.1)

Equivalent forms apply to the y and z directions. For a discrete simulation time step ∆t, a
�ow rate Q increases the relative �lling in the target cell by

∆f = Q/l3C∆t. (D.2)

By design of the simulation procedure, cells are required to �ll up completely before liquid can
advance to neighbouring cells, hence the �ow from each source only reaches one destination
at a time (or an in�nite sink at the sample boundary). The �rst step of the simulation algorithm
is to �nd these pairs of sources and target cells and to quantify the respective �ows.

When all sources have been checked for their �ow contributions, the respective ∆f is ad-
ded to the individual cell �llings. If a cell surpasses full �lling (f = 1) during a simulation
step, the remaining �lling is redirected to an adjacent empty cell in the same direction of the
�ow. After this cell update has completed, the new total �lling state f(t) of the sample and
additional simulation parameters are calculated, e.g. the coordinates of partially �lled cells as
an imbibition front pro�le. Finally, the simulation time is incremented to t′ = t + ∆t with
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a variable time step ∆t for equidistant points on a
√
t scale and the next simulation step is

initiated if the sample is not completely �lled.
In total, the simulation algorithm can be summarized by the following rules:

1. Find target for each liquid source and calculate ∆f for a discrete time step.

2. Refresh the �lling state of all target cells. In case of over�lling (f > 1), distribute
the additional liquid to neighbouring cells.

3. Evaluate global �lling and other simulation parameters.

4. Advance time and repeat until full.

Due to the simpli�cations of this modelling approach, there are some inherent weaknesses
that should be mentioned: First, �ow dynamics are modelled as averaged macroscopic �ows.
By de�nition, the pore size distribution and the resulting local �ow rate di�erences are thus
neglected in simulation. Second, the limitation of liquid �ows to straight paths in parallel to
the axes x, y and z, which simpli�es the computation, is an arbitrary choice. In general, liquid
is expected to spread isotropically in the matrix volume. This induced anisotropy is expected
to result in a more angled shape of the simulated imbibition front. As a consequence, the
shape of the pro�le should only be interpreted qualitatively, i.e. �at front or varying heights.

In conclusion, although the simple simulation algorithm does not allow to predict accurate
distribution of liquid, it should still clearly indicate whether or not the initial liquid uptake
from the sides causes a signi�cant e�ect in total uptake dynamics. The qualitative results can
then be compared with experimental observations for the �rst phase of imbibition experiments
in Sec. 11.3.2.

D.2. Simulation Results

A simulated imbibition front pro�le for 1-decanol is shown in Fig. D.2. The resulting pro�le
exhibits a rectangular trench in the centre of the sample for the �rst phase of imbibition, which
is a consequence of the limitation to �ows in x, y and z directions in the simulation algorithm.
Over time, the empty central zone shrinks in all three dimensions until completely �lled either
by �ows from the sides or from the bottom face. Depending on the geometry, this transition
can be abrupt, which also re�ects as discontinuities in the dynamics of total �lling over time
f(t), as shown in Fig. D.3.

For all times, the liquid in the cells closest to the sample surface is always further ascen-
ded than in the core of the sample, resulting in an overall curvature of the imbibition front.
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Appendix D. Numerical Simulation of Multi-Sided Imbibition

t	=	225	s t	=	900	s

t	=	3600	s t	=	7200	s

Figure D.2.: Simulated imbibition front pro�le for 1-decanol, simulated for a relative external men-
iscus height hmen/h0 = 0.14.

However, as the simulation progresses, the height di�erence is gradually reduced until the
imbibition front is quasi-�at. From this point, it is expected that Lucas-Washburn dynamics
prevail, see Sec. 9.2.

The simulated relative �lling f(t) for 1-decanol is depicted as a function of
√
t in Fig. D.3.

Here, as it is not known a priori, the height of external menisci has been varied. Notably,
the simulation for all meniscus heights shows a limited time frame of the initial e�ects and a
subsequent linear segment indicating Lucas-Washburn dynamics. An increase of hmen leads
to both a larger extent as well as a longer time span for the initial e�ects, though no signi�cant
alteration of the second stage dynamics remains in the long-time limit.

From experimental observations, a meniscus height in the range 1 mm to 2 mm is expected.
Accordingly, a comparison of the experimental uptake curve to the simulation for hmen =

1.5 mm is depicted in Fig. D.4. Both curves exhibit similar characteristics of the initial e�ects.
In particular, the duration of the approach to linear dynamics are identical. Note that the
�ow calculation in this simulation has been scaled in order to match the Lucas-Washburn
coe�cient of the experiment.
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Figure D.3.: Simulated liquid uptake for 1-decanol for variable external meniscus height hmen. Two
di�erent stages of uptake are resolved, exhibiting a major stage of Lucas-Washburn dynamics for large
times.
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Figure D.4.: Comparison of simulated and experimental uptake for 1-decanol. The �ow rate calcula-
tion in simulation has been scaled to match the experimental Lucas-Washburn coe�cient.
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